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Men Penetrates Into The Coamos

BY
M. G. Kroahkin, Cand. Phys-Math. Sci.

M. G. Kroshkin's pamphlet, "Flan Penetrates Into The Cosmos', tells of manned

space flights and about the use of rockets and artificial earth satellites for

scientific purposes. The author tells of the basic stages in the history of the

brief, but violently developing 'Space Age': the works of the founder of astro-

nautics, K. E. Tsiolkovskiy and the heroic flights of Soviet Pilot-Astronauts.

The author pays special attention to the description of the results of scien-

tific investigations in space and points out their significanoe in the general

complex of geophysical and astronomical sciences. With the aid of artificial

satellites, man can look into the deep bowels of a planet, study the continuously

movine air ocean of the earth and the influence of the sun on his life. Much at-

tention is given to the description of the earth's radiation belts, their diBcovery

and a hypothesis of their origination.

Data obtained in investigating the invesible part of the moon end interpla-

netary media is expounded. The question of whether or not there is life on other

stellar worlds and can comuunication be established with intelligent beings of

these worlds is considered. The scientific results of investigating outerapace

near the earth and the moon by mesas of instruments and flying space stations and
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ships are already I.preasive. The author attempts to look into the future and

evaluate what the influence of maln' entry Into space would be an the progres

of science and technology, culture and eonme.

The pamphlet is intended for. the general public.

Man penetrates into the cosmos... Beginning in 1957 (International Geophy-

sical Year) rockets and artificial satellites have been used for learning about

the earth and the universe. If you considered the space age beginning with K. X.

Tsiolkovskiy'a theoretical works or the date of the launching of the first satel-

lite, it is impossible not to realize that the history of this age Is very ahort.

And how much was done during this periodt

Our country surpassed all the other natimes of the world and was the first

to pave the way into space. The Soviet Union was the first to launch an inter-

continental ballistic rocket, the first to send up an artificial earth satellite,

created the first artificial solar satellite. the first to guide a apace rocket

to the moon, and to make a flight of an eutemtic station in the direction of the

planet Venus. One after the other, Soviet satellite-ships with living beings on

aboard, accomplished flights into space and returned to the earth. Flights of

Soviet persona in space ships, atound the earth also contribute to our victories

in the mastery of space. Citizens of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics•.

Major Yu. A. Gegarin and Major G. S. Titov made the flist flights into space In

the world.

In these feets of the mastoft yt apsae are persomifted-the V ulwo,6ft tba

Soviet people and the mighiy force of leadership of the Camunist Party. Dy the

will of the working class and the vill of the -people. inspired by parties of oar-

munists, our country was couverted into a powerful socialist state, and reached.

unprecedented heights in the developmnt of science and technology. And now be-

fore the whole, world, the mmrking GlsOL ta SQWlt QaO0lotlv.O-fan peasantry,
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the Soviet intelligensia, the entire Soviet rnaion is demonstrating the unprece-

dented advances of science and technology. On the Soviet people, the builders

of Coaunism, fell the honor of being the first to penetrate into the cosmos.

The Soviet people place the victories in the mastery of apace gladly in the service

of all nations in the name of progress, happiness and peace on earth. The infonra-

tion obtained by Soviet scientists as a result of scientific investigations by

means of satellites and rockets is already a contribution to the depository of

knowledge concerning nature and is now being utilized in practical activities.

The entry into space, and the high level of the development of scienoe and

technology in the USSR showf-•Jimmediate and active influence on the ultimate

accumulation of knowledge and on the growth of the scientific and technical pos-

sibilities of -he Soviet country.

Let us introduce soame brief information concerning the development of rocketry.

The rocket in its simplest form has been known since ancient times. Rockets

are able to carry a net load to a considerable distance and with a high speed.

Rockets appeared in Russiaý long ago. From reliable written information,

the Russian rockets were the best, the most perfected. The "rocket institution',

in which Peter I took part, developed the military signal rocket. The works of

generals of the Russian Arny A. D. Zasyadko (1779--1837) and K. I. Konstantinov

(1818--1871) lead to the conclusion that beginning with twenty years of the 19th

century, rockets became an effective weapon of the Russian AraW. Only the deve-

lopment of rifled artillery in the end of the 19th century pushed the rocket in-

to the background.

The period of 'inactivity' of the rocket was the time of the origination of

grandiose projects of applying the rocket for apace flights. The birthplace of

the new designation of the rocket is our country. Here is how it was.

.. Spring 1881. An individual chamber of the Petropavlov Fortress. A stu-

dent of the Peterburg Medical-Surgical AcadeuV, Nikolay Ivanovich Kibal'chich,
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persistently ponders over drawings of some strange equipAent. He hurriess he

han only's few days of life remaining...

N. I. Kibal'chich -- talented researcher, who succeeded in making bombs by

primitive methods, which the members of the 'Nsrodnaya Volyam (People 's Freedom)

killed Czar Aleksander II. Y. I. Kibel'chich knows of his approaching death.

but his mind is far away from it. And he writes not an appeal for a pardon, but

of his ideas which he did not succeed to hit upon, did not succeed to accomplish.

These ideas, wiich conquer death, concern overcoming the earth's gravity and the

study of outer-space with the aid of rockets, and the utilization of reaction

force for lifting a heavier-than-air apparatus. Having killed the thinker, the

Czarist govermnent buried his ideas also in the archives of the genderme admini-

stration. And only after the Great October Socialist Rlevolution was the revolu-

tionist's scientific testament found.

In the provincial city of Kaluga on the border of the 19th and 20th centu-

ries, a man with an original and penetrative mind search for ways of carrying out

the age-old dream of people concerning flight to the stars. This was the modebt

phyrics teacher Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovakiy. A man of exclusive efficiency

and daring imagination, he developed various projects of conquering space, which

have now taken on universal acknowledgement and merited fame.

The main theme in K. E. Tsiolkovskiy's works on astronautics is the utiliza-

tion of a rocket for overcoming the earth's gravity and flight into outer-apsos.

He proved that only rocket engines can operate and drive a flying craft outside

the earth's atmosphere..

Tsiolkovskiy not only stated the correct idea, he theoretically established

the possibility of interplanetary flights and developed the principles of const-

ructing almost all of the more responsible elements of a space-ship. The great

Russian scholar pointed out the expediency of using liquid rocket fuels, the no-

cesasity of cooling the firing chambers with one of the components of the fuel,
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How can the greatest heat affect be obtained? In searching for the anhwr

to this question K. E. Tsiolkovskiy subjected various co onents of fuels to theo-

retical examination and selected the moat suitable ones. Gas rudders and a hin-

ged installation of engines are applied in contemporary rockets for guiding their

flight to the active portion of the trajectory, -- this was accomplished on the

strength of Tsiolkovekiy's ideas.

-. I

Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovskiy (1857--1935) -- a remarkable scholar and
naturally-gifted person. He proved that rockets can overecoe the earth's gravi-
tation. K. E. Tsiolskiy gave the theoretical and principlo technical development
of the rocket. He was the first to comprehend the aolosmal signifance of the
development of rocketry and man's entry into outer-apaoe fa the fate of mankind.

Indeed, there is not an assembly in the contempor*ry rooket as large as what

Tsiolkovskiy thought there would be, as he strived to create a finished rocket

tesign. But Tsiolkovskiyls greatest service wa in tko theoretical founding of

the principle of reactive motion.

An incandescent gas, upon its escape~frqa a jet, create$ a reactive force.

The higher the speed of gas escape, the greater the quantity of fuel we burn, the

greater the speed attained after complete eaobustion of the rocket fuel. Taiol-

kovxiy also obtained an accurate intheutical expression of this dependency for

ideal conditions -- during flight outside -the atmoupiore and outside of the gravi-

tational fields. It is now called the Tsiolkovskiy formaula.
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The relation of the initial mass of a rocket to the final mass, established

after fuel combustion, iL a measure of constructive perfection of the rocket.

It is obvious that this relation cannot be infinitely large. and. consequently*

the final velotity of the rocket is limited. Caloulations indicated that this

velocity, even for a perfected rocket, is insufficient for flights to other pla-

nets.

In a rocket, which has obtained terminal velocity, tanks and the engine con-

stitute a superfluous load. This means. that it is cocupletely necessary to dis-

perse the entire mass of the rocket up to final velocity. A rocket must be multi-

stage. Each stage, having consumed its fuel supply, is separated fro the remain-

der of the rocket and will not play the role of an unnecessary load.

This idea. in detail, to the number developed by K. E. Tsiolkovskiy, indica-

ted solving in searching for a means of space flight. The development of rocketry

received a strong scientific basis.

K. E. Tsiolkovskiy mentally traced the flight of space ships created with

his calculations to other celestial bodies. They leave the earth and after a

prolonged voyage, rearch the environs of another planet, which they must study...

But is there a possibility of lending the entire space ship on this planet? The

ship and fuel. designated for the return to earth, have a large weight. How can

one imagine the energy to be spent in deceleration of the ship, in landing, and

then once again to speed it up to cosmic velocity upon take-off from the

planet? It is most expedient to place a ship into an orbit, surrounding the pla-

net, and on its surface, land only a c 4tiAely B•allU. ragt .ith everything

necessary for investigations and return to orbit.

lust like fron the surface of the earth, one can be launched at first to an

artificial satellite (space rocket-port) and, having been loaded with everything

necessary, set out on a distant space trip.

The economic advantages of such a means of flight into space . are obvious,
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because a requirement incomparably aries for precision of the work of the mocha-

nisms and apparatus. One can note that Soviet scientists are striving for the

complete realization of Taiolkovskiy'a ideas: does not the launching of a space

ship to Venus -ith a heavy earth satellite really testify to this? And can there

be any doubts that these and other ides.s of Taiolkovskiy concerning the mastery

of space can be realized?

Not only the teclmical problens of his favorite idea concerning space flights

excite K. E. Tsiolkovskiy. He says that these flights are needed for studying

the space and other celestial bodies surrounding the earth. One of his basic

works is called *An Investigation of Outer-Space with Reactive Instrwments'.

Tsiolkovskiy considered that a rocket infinitely expands man's Osphere of

influence', opens access to the natural resources of other planets and the uti-

lization of the colossal flows of energy which the sun disperses into interpla-

netary space.

Only an insignificant portion of solar energy reaches the earth and is applied

by man in hid economic activity. Why couldn't we use the remaining energy. when

there is a means of sending rockets into space, even if it is only in our mind

and on paper, but all capable of being realized.

K. E. Tsiolkovskiy solves various links in the problem of conquering space.

He works out projects of orbital satellites (scientific and pre-landing stations),

tries to find the moat advantageous interplanetary routes. The scientist gives

the answyo-of how to master the oth Iplanets and solve the problems of providing

-for the safety of future astronauts, 4pk sources of food and oxygen for a long

spece flight and life in space.

Under these conditions, teaches Tsiolkovskiy, it is necessary to create an

exclusive cycle of rotation of matter. This thought of Tsiolkovskiy's, as well

as specific details of its realization, baa now found universal recognition.

FTD-TT-62-l554/19� "7



Thinking of ways of developing science after man's entry into space, K. I.

Tsiolkovskiy proceeded from the comparitively modest level of knowledge concerning

outer-space and the possibility of the existence of life there, diich the people

possessed -. t that time. One can agree or not agree with his individual proposals,

but there is absolutely no doubt that the entry of man into space will have a de-

cisive influence on the ultimate progress of the development of mankind. K. E.

Tsiolkovskiy outlined the basic ways of conquering space, which must have been

ultimately subjected to scrupulous verification with facts and figures.

The facts and figures were solid bases of all of K. E. Tsiolkovskiyla ideas

and logical constructions. In the process of experiments, new facts and ways of

carrying out the ultimate stages of investigation must have appeared. Therefore,

the attempts of 'visionaries" to canonnize Tsiolkovskiy's ideas were illogically

presented. among them those which were based on simple proposals. Life is moving

forwerd, and in order to keep in step with it, we must go on and develop. K. E.

Tsiolkovskiy's ideas!

The significance of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy's works is colossal. The modest tea-

cher and self-taught person became an outstanding scientist. In pro-revolutionary

Russia, K. E. Tsiolkovskiy was a lone dreamer with a reputation of being eccentric.

Only a few advanced people of that time understood the significance of his worki.

In czarist Russia there were not any sufficiently qualified personnel and tech-

nical bases for accomplishing his projects for manufacturing space rockets. K. E.

Tsiolkovskiy understood this and the realization of his dream was put off until

the next century.

Only a revolution could change the position of things. And such a revolu-

tion, accomplished under the leadership of Lenin's Party with the hands of. the

working class and the peasants of the backward and illiterate Russia, was the

Great October Socialist Revolution. It opened to the people the doord of schools

and institutes, permitted the construction of a powerful industry. and created

Fr1,-Tr-62-l8.54/l2 8



all the prerequisites for the creative development of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy's ideas.

There were pupils and successors of Tsiolkovskiy. In the beginning they were

enthusiatic, small groups. of research workers. They later grew into large groups

of qualified and talanted engineers.

V. I. Lenin attentively and carefully regarded the work of the first rocket

enthusiasts. The Party and the Government pays much attention to the work of the

groups of scientists, engineers and workers, who are creating contemporary roc-

kets. The first liquid rockets in the world, tested in 1933, ram-jet engines

and jet planes were the stages of a difficult struggle.

The Great Patriotic War interupted this. During those years, Soviet mill-

tary rockets were created, which routed the German-Fascist invaders.

.. A frosty evening. Silence changed to a cannonade, interlaced with a po-

werful, whistling rumble. It seems as if a thousand steam locomotives have sud-

denly started to let off steam. From the heights in the immediate rear, one hun-

dred swift fiery shots break loose. They cut through the darkening sky. end after

a few seconds, the hills before us completely blaze up with fires of the explo-

sions. In a short time everything is wrapped up in smoke. The missiles of new

volleys blaze up.

The shield of explosions ceases as suddenly as it began. Along the blackened,

charred ground, breaking up the resistance of the remainder of the eneuV, advances

the tanks and infantry, liberating the Soviet land.

What participant of the Great Patriotic War in not familiar with this pic-

ture? Who did not hear those thundrous accords, which were brought into the t•t-

tle symphony by the rocket devices, which the soldiers called by the affectionate

"name of eKatyueha'?

The swift and massed firing raids and the high maneuverability of the large

combinations of this new arm guaranteed the success of many operations. In close

interaction with the other arms, the rocket gunners paved the way to victory over

FIm-TT-62-1854/1_2 9



the enos.

'We know of the application of rockets in another theater of military opera-

tions during the Second World War. These were the German "A-42 liquid rockets,

better known as the OV-20. They were launched from the Atlantic coast and brou-

ght down their attacks on London. It was .mpoesible to intercept, or even detect

an already lenched'rocket, and the attempta to destroy them at the launching pads

by means of aviation was not too effective, and the rockets created a well-know

psychological effect with this bombardment. Of course, the use of these rockets

did not have and could not have any influence an the progres of the military

operations, and did not save Hitler's Germaz fram defeat in the war.

* .. The battles thundered. The scars on the explosion-riddled earth was cove-

red with green. Millions of soldiers returned to peaceful life.

But whet about the rocket shells? Their aucceasors found themselves an ho-

norable place in the world structure. The demolition explosion was changed Into

a research apperatus, the rockets become an indispensable m s of investigating

the upper atmosphere, of studying the sun, the earth's magnetic field, eta. With

animals, they climbed to a great altitude, in order to pave the way into space for

man by means of biological experiments. Rockets were applied for launching arti-

ficial satellites, automatic interplanetary stations and apace ships.

12 April 1961 became a prominent day in the hiatory of Soviet and world science,

when the first manned flight in a satellite-ship wes accmaplished. A Soviet

flyer, Major Yuriy Alekseyevich Gagarin, beams the first Pilot-Astronaut In the

world. The duration of the flightýeof lVeek-1 So& alaUt 4 e the maximum

altitude of the flight (in apogee) was 327 kilometers; the maxim,• weight lift

(including the pilot-astronaut's weight) was 4725 klo•ra. The launching site

(Baykonur Space-Pott) is located in an area 47 degrees north latitude and 65 de-

grees east longitude (Zapadnaya Sibir'). the landing site was in the vicinity of'

the village of Sielovka, the Ternovskiy Region, Barstow Oblast.
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A contemporary liquid rocket--a complex
technical device. In it margr hundreds
of large and small parts must operate
with exclusiva precision.and reliability.
"The basic portion of the rocket is reser-
ved for the fuel. which is placed in tanks
wl) and in served by compressed gas, lo-

cated in the Opressur. accumlatorO (2).
* 'along pipelines (3) and (4) or is trans-

fered by powerful ;ums into the combu-
stion chamber, gradually cooled by one

/2 of its components. The burned products
of combustion, running out with a tremen-
dous speed fr, the nozzle of the engine.
create jet propulsion. Guidance of the

4 rocket in flight is attained by means of
1, _4 deviating the gas jets with special gas

( 3 rudders (8) or a slight turn of the en-
tire engine relative to the rocket. Air
rudders (6), stabilizers (7) and wings
(5) are placed only on rockets which are
designated for flights into the dense
layers of the atmosphere.

.5' •4
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The rocket, which brought the 'Vostok-la into orbit around the earth, had six

engines with a total power of 20,000,000 hp.

On 6 August 1961 at 9 am Moscow time, a new satellite-space ship, "Vostok-2',

was launched into orbit, piloted by Pilot-Astronaut iejor German Stepanovich Titov.

He made more than 17 revolutions around the globe. After.25 hours and 18 minutes,

G. S. Titow flew for more than 700 thousand kilometers. After completing the plan-

ncd program, he landed in the territory of our land near the village of Krasnyy

Kut, Saratov Oblast.

The flights of the piloted Soviet satellite-ships strengthened the leading

role of our country in the development of astronautics, in uncovering the secrets

of the universe. .

POHO CTAPTA

"(00

"-•~ .- P _i.

EYs 1. Launching area. 2. landing area..' B our. 4.. Dral'sk.
5.Dral Ik Sea. 6. Syr-Dar'ya. 7. PitrOvsk. B. Volga. 9. Saratow.

10. Engels. n. Entry portion.. 12. Descent portion., 13.'- Decelera~tion.
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CAPTION TO FIG C PAC 11.

The place of the historic launching and lod4img of 9'Tmtek-l*. The power of its

six engines was 20 million hp. Such powers ire necessary if we wish to send a lar-

ge payload into space. The weight of TVostok-l" was 4725 kg. Tbe powerful rocket

engines operate for several minutes but they consume a huge amount of fuel stored

on the rocket in these minutes. But here Is the satellite in orbit; it can rwindg

its trajectory around the globe one revolution after another without comawdung a

single gram of fuel. And the length of each of these revolutions is almost 50,000

kmi The rocket method of super-remote reports is the most favorable on the baais

of fuel-consumption per kilometer of the route; it is the transportation of the fu-

ture. The door to the future has now been opebsd bjr the historical flights of Yu.

A. Gagarin and G. S. Titow.
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K. E. Tsiolkovakiy pointed out the road to the stars aiid his students and suc-

cessors made the Initial stage of this path. It is symbolic that the first satel-

Slite vas launched in 1957. the year of the 100th anniversary of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy's

birthday. It was significantly earlier than Konstantin Eduardcvich himself predi-

¢ted. The labor the the Soviet people shortened the time. The rates of the mas-

tery of space, which followed after the launching of the first satellite, permits

us to consider that the cosmic future of mankind is not far away.

Soviet space research has a great scientific significance. The results obtai-

ned broadened our knowledge and permitted us to fill a number of gaps in various

branches of science. Our relationship to the earth is also being changed. Scien-

tists considered it as one of the planets, and greater attention is paid to those

of its properties which are caoon to all the planets of the Solar System.

CHAPTER 1

THE MISSING LnZS

What is more important then the determination of the basic rules in the deve-

lopment of a planet and the elemental processes in nature? These questions can

only be answered by obtaining an idea of all our knowledge of the universe. Very

much was discovered by scientists even toward the fiftieth year of the. 20th century,

but very much lied within the limits of the possibilities of laan. Neither man him-

alef, nor the instruments crested by him could abandon the planet, or rise above

its surface hiehar than two or three tens of kilometers. This possibility appearm•

only after the development of sufficiently powerful rockats, and in particular, af-

ter the 1957 launching of an artificisi earth satellite.

The structure of the earth, its composition at diffement depths, its evolution.

the physical processes in the ocean and the atmosphere, the causes of magnetism and

polar radiances, the motion of icebergs and the origination of seismic centers,

mateore and solar radiation -- all of thcse questions stir the minds of people.
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The future hides mrsterious and exciting discoveries. Then, the history and

basis of futher research will depend on what has Already been, done. What did the

works give'to science, which were accomplished in the slight, but eventful time

from the day of the launching of the first satellite? What are the plans for fu-

rther research?

In order to answer these questions one must know the present level of the de-

velopnrant of science, where rockets'and satellites are being used, the new possi-

bilities of their development. which could not be obtained by just any means...

In our time it is difficult to speak of those things which are insufficient

for the study of that or any phenomena. Which each new discovery, a whole series

of new problems arises. Penetration into the depth of matter takes on the charac-

ter of a chain reaction, the mode of which is sometimes very difficult to predict.

At times, it is impossible to demand from an investigator, to accurately show, which

of his results will be obtained tomorrow, which problems will arise after the com-

pletion of that or any investigation. It is enough to know the perspectives of the

work, to know all the possibilities of a given method of research. Along these lines

it is necessary to select the optimum and greatest perspectives, not relying on

good luck, but bringing into the research the element of conscientious regalation.

For this, it is necessary to know which questions are the most actual, which

links are missing in the common chain of the development of science.

The Earth. Man lives on the bottom of an air ocean. The striving for knowledge,

-... for a more cxnplete utilization of the earth's riches, compels him to investigate

the earth. The epoch of great discoveries confirmed the gu6esses of the ancient

thinkers, that the earth is not the center of the universe, and destroyed the re-,

ligious conceptions. With the disappearance of the successive blank spaces, with

the description of all parts of the globe, it seemed that man knew just about ev-

erything about the earth. Is that so?

It would be more correct to answer that man knew nothing besides the earth's

13



surface. 'dhat in the structure of the deep regions of the earth's core, the orn-

gination of the earth, its growth and shape? What is the cause of the 6arth's me-

gnetism? All these and many other questions remained unanswered. Various guesses

were discussed, more or less fundamental hypotheses. Specific positions. which

often contradicted each other were established by witty methods and complex calcu"

lations.

One claimed that the earth and other planets were formed as a result of the

cooling of a burning mass, ejected from the sun. Nos the earth was formed from the

accumulations of interplanetary material and gas and in the process of forainge

conversely, was heated up, said others. At the present time it is more valid and

probable to consider a second hypothesis. But reliable, compkehensive proof of

the truth of that or any hypothesis is absent. It can be obtained only after a

study of the other planets and quite sufficiently, if one wants to success-

fully observe the process of formation of any planets from the stare... The role

of rockets in the solution of this problem is clear.

The question of the agp of the earth is one of the most conclusive at the pre-

sent time. With the discovery of radioactive decay it was possible to determine

quite reliably the age of any rocks. Actually, if the mode of the reaction and its

speed is know, if the quantity of the decay products is determined, then we can

learn the time in which this reaction transpired, ve can compute the age of a rock.

Series of such investigations offer approximately similar'orders of values, there-

fore there is a basis to consider that the age of the earth is about 3 to 5 million

years old. The age of meteorites determined on the basis of lead content, of the,

final product of radioactive decays coincides with the age of the-earth on the or-

-der of size.

But where do the rockets and satellites cowe LOu

For determining the age of the earth, ofcourse, they provide nothing, but wi-



thout them it is impossibile to solve the problem concerning the age of other pla-

-- n;ts. and this will be important material for a judgement concerning the origin of

the entire planetary system.

Up to the beginning of the investigations with the aid of satellites it was al-

ready known that the earth is an irregular sphere. Even before the launching of the

satellites they began to discuss the possible methods of determining the shape of

the earth with their help.

What kind of internal structure does the earth have? How are the masses in

the earth's depths distributed? Gravimetric surveying. a method of accelerating

the earth's .attraction of gravity in various points of the earth, provides infor-

mation on the size of the force of gravity on the surface of the earth. But it

does not provide information concerning the sources of anomaliesI of gravitation,

their size and depth of bedding. Upon the solution of this problem one equation

with two unknowns is obtained. In order to solve it, it is necessary to have data

on the anomalies of gravitation at quite a significant distance from the earth.

'Artificial satellites can aid in the solution of this complex and important prob-

lem.

The magnetic field of the earth... We have heard everything concerning its

existence and wonderful properties of magnetic pointing. Seamen and travelers

know, in addition, that there are magnetic anomalies. But eak them: how did the

existence of the magnetic field originate and how ebout the appearance of anomalies?

They do not answer. They cannot answer this with complete confidence. Not even

the scientists. The explanations which are made are usually more or less probable

hypotheses. The most significant of them explains the origin of the magnetic field

by the presence of powerful annular currents in the nucleus of the earth. This

1 Anomaly -- a deviation from the normal., predictable theory of the change
in azW size.
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hypothesis explains the proximity of magnetic and -geographic belts. Roc8t5 can

help in the investigation of the magnetic fields of other celestial bodies and al-

so explain the reasons causing magnetism of the planets.

"The utilization of satellites for studying large anoizslie4 ,of a magnetic field

has important significance (similar to the investigation of the distribution of mas-

ses in the earth's core). Knowledge of the vertical gradient 2 of a magnetic ano-

maly is a sufficient basis for a Judgement concerning the depth of bedding of sou-

rces and its causes. This date, obviously, cannot be obtained by azy other methods.

The formation of a magnetic field, caused by currents in the ionospheres may

be investigated only by studying the magnetic and ionospheric problems of the up-

per atmosphere.

Artificial earth satellites are excellent earth surveyors. It is known that

in the ocean it is impossible to conduct a trigonometric survey, and a ship's dete-

rmination of coordinates on the basis of celestial bodies offers an essential error,

which now does not suit the geodesists. The determination of the position of a

satellite in any moment of time •from any point gives its coordinates in ratio

to another, quite distant point, if we know the position of a given revolution of

the orbit in ratio to this other point.

Of course, the enumerated problems do not exhaust the possible application

of rockets and artificial satellites for studying the physics of the earth. In

the process of perfecting an apparatus which enlarges.the accuracy of observing

satellites, their duties will increase. It is important that this apparatus, it

would seem, be an exclusively cosmic medium of investigation which would prove to

be indispensible also for studying the bowels and evolution of our planet.

The Air Ocean. Hurricanes* raines, Smnow-storm. thunder-storms and disaaterous.

2 Gradient -- degree of change in the apace of any size at a shift to a unit
of length.
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draughta -- who knows these phencmena of atmospheric processes, the life of the

air oceanY Sun-scorched deserts, sudden devastating floods, storms -- all these

phenomena of nature strongly influence the life end economic activity of man.

Not long ago, man was a blind plaything in the hands of the elements, people

turned to a non-existent god for the purpose of bringing about or, conversely,

stopping rain. And not very long ago, airplanes stood idle at the airport for we-

eks because of non-flying weather.

And now man, in spite of individual possibilities of active interferences,

is still not able to charge the weather at his own discretion. But airplanes still

do not stand idle et airports. And this is not only due to new means of radio na-

vigation, but also possibilities of making flying weather under determined condi-

tions. Scattering winter clouds to an area of one hundred square kilometers,

"opening the sky above the airport' -- this is now not wonderful, but fully a real

thing.

Ten eStronomers assembled on 15 February 1961 in Krym. in order to observe

a total solar eclipse, but the sky seemed to be covered by solid cloudiness. Se-

veral years ago the situation would have been hopeless, but this time everything

was obtained arnyway. Airplanes rose into the air, and as if by magic of a wand,

the cloudiness began to thin out and dwindle and the sky became clear. The astro-

nomers conducted the observations. In this way, the scientists broke into the na-

tural mode of events and changed it in relation to their own practical needs.

Of course, it is not necessary to change the weather to one's own satisfaction

for all cases of life. Very often it is enough to simply know it for a certain

time in advance, and to have a weather forecast. Then it is possible to be prepa-

rod for any weather, and to take necessary measures or simply change work plans.

Knowing of an arid summer, one can eliminate snow and construct a graph of the mo-

vement of transportation in roadless regions depending on the expected weather etc.
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But a weather forecast is not always accurate. Isn't it really so? You wait

impatiently for a vacation, to spend.it outside of the city. The weather report,

given the day before on the radio. :strengthens your.hope for a good rest. But. a

few hours do not even pass as the sky'.beccones overcast, it starts pouring rain*

and you change into dry clothes or wait for hours for the rain to end in some sort

of shelter, cursing those who deceived you.

Did they actually deceive you?

Of course not. It is not a subject for jokes and even more for deliberate

deception. M.laybe, the meteorologists made an error or could not calculate accura-

tely or quickly enough the change in temperature, pressure and humidity? Noe also.

Competent experimental people are occupied with this business and rapid electronic

machines end improved computation methods are in their service. Who is guilty?

Mistakes in forecasts originate from the incompleteness of our. knowledge of the

physical processes in the atmosphere and the insuficiency of the original data for

calculations.

What is needed for an estimation of the possibility of an active effect of

forecasting on the climate and weather? It is necessary to know the laws of atmo-

spheric motions, their *mechanism' and Isprings', setting it into action, guided

by motions of the atmosphere.

.an can izmmdiately sense a change in the tempc.rature of the air and its mo-

tion. Therefore, it is essential that a study of the atmosphere begens with tests

to establish the laws of temperature fluctuations and explain the tendency of pre-

vailing winds on the surface of the earth. From the experience o into

mountains and observation of permanent ice on mountain peaks, the decrease in air

temperature with the increase in altitude was made known to man. The movemant of

high clouds told of the presence and possible wind changes at great altitudes.

The development of physics led to the necessity of studying the atmospheire.1
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The change in air pre3sure before then was interpreted only as mountain sickness

or subconcious sensations. The humidity of the air was observed in its obvious

phenomena -- clouds ani fogs. It was necessary to investigate the composition of

the atmosphere, its electricity and dust content, the various types of Mavements

and flows of energy brought about by the atmosphere.. etc.

Right now on the surface of the land, many thousands of meteorological stations

are conductingy regular observations of the changes in the atmosphere. Does this

mean that a meteorological network can provide us with all the necessary date for

studying the atmosphere?

No. the data obtained at the bottom of the air ocean is not enough, even if

it vere more complete. It is necessary to know, in addition, the structure and

the laws of motion of every thickness of the atmosphere. Van was able to obtain

the first reports on the structure of the lower layers of the atmopphere after the

invention of flying crafts: balloons and air planes. Later, to study the atmosphere,

pilot-balloons and automatic devices (radio sounds transmitted data by radio an

the temperature, humidity and pressure of the atmosphere at various altitudes, ri-

ght up to 20--30 km) were widely applied.

It was established that the temperature of the atmosphere with an increase in

altitude continuously decreased to a certain limit -- tropopauses found at an al-

titude of 8--18 km (depending on the season and geographical latitude of the place),

but higher the temperature maintains an approximately constant value. In the lo-

wer layer, the troposphere, it is more then three fourths of all the air and almost

all water vapor. In the troposphere clouds developes and it rains and snows. The

upper layer, the stratosphere, was considered to be a cocmaritively immobile layer.

Such a representation proved to be short-lived. In spite of the clarity of

the difference between the troposphere and the stratosphere. strong air currents

and oddities in the propagation of a sound wave from strong explosions were also

discovered. The waves were heard well near the place of explosion, because there
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was a certain 'zone of silence' and again due to a zone of aound audability. A

theory explained the nature of this pbencmonomý.. A singular cause of it could have

been an increase in temperature of the atmosphere at great altitudes. Ground ob-

servations permitted another explanation of the nature of this heating: the inten-

sive absorbtion of the ultraviolet portion of solar radiation by the ozone' layers

located in the stratosphere.

7he study of the changes in the characteristics of the stratosphere depending

on the geographical latitude, season and time of day becomes very significant for

investigating the influence of its heat and dynamaic contritions on the lower layers

and knowledge of the processes taking place in it. An effective ueans of probing

the stratosphere up to its higher layers was needed...

The routes of air ships are going hieher into the atmosphere. Right now air-

planes are reaching altitudes of nearly 34 km. The time is coming when rocket-pla-

nes will attain altitudes of many tens of kilometers. For designing such plbnes,

the selection of new airways is necessary to know the direction and velocity of

the air currents in the middle and upper layers of th,ý stratosphere...

The atmosphere of the Earth is its protective shell. As a thick armor, the

air shell protects the planet from uyriads of small and large meteor particles.

Falling into the atmosphere, they burn up. And only the larger meteor bodies reach

.the surface of the earth. The Earth's atmosphere does not let the short-wave, io-

nizing radiation of the Sun and cosmic radiation to pass through it. For man to

enter the stratosphere and the upper layers of the atmosphere it is necessary to

know the degree of "e-largement of meteor end radiation danger...

The development 6f radio engineering led to the discovery of an eazing pheno-

menam. iRdiowaves of the shortwave band are propagatad rectilinearly and restrict

radio communications only to the limits of direct visibility. But at some distance

from the transmission point they, again as if reflected from some layer, are retur-

ned to the Earth. It was assumed that the reflecting layer consists of an ionized,
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current-conducting gas. The reflection of redioweves Termitted a computetion of

the altitude of this layer. It was approximately 80--100 km.

The change to higher frequencies i6dlto the fact that iadio bedms stopped re-

flecting from this conducting layer. penetrated through it, but were reflected from

another layer. located even higher. In this manner several ionized layers were

discovered. One of them, layer F 2 , was located at an altitude of approximately

300 km.

These ionized layers were called the ionosphere. An opinion was expressed

that the ionosphere in its formation is caused by shortwave, ultraviolet solar ra-

diation or continuous intrusion into the atmosphere of a vast number of crushed

solid particles (microzwteors moving at tremendous speeds). The study of the iono-

sphere by radio-sounding of reflected radlio-signals of various frequencies permit-

ted the establishment of the variability in the position of the layers according

to altitude and in the concentration of electrons in it. An irregularity of the

concentration was detected in the horizontel direction, the presence of eigantic

ienospheric clouds and an irregularity in the variation of the composition of the

ionosphere with time. All this could not explain one of the hypotheses of the for-

miation of the innosphere.

Radio-sounding does not obtain inforwatinn on the structure of the ionosphere

higher than layer F 2 . It is true that an iztelligent method of studying this area

of the ionosphere was proposed on the basis of "whistler atmospherics0, i.e. on the

basis of the whistle assumed sometimes by the radio-receiver and characterized by

lightening flashes in another hemisphere of the Earth.

These radio-signals are distributed along a magnetic power line, and their

sprectrum of frequencies is transformed (changed) depending on the concentration

of ions along the way. In as much as the way was known (the discharge is always

on the other end of the power line, where the receiver is), then a study of this

signal transformation provided some bases for a Judgement on the total concentration
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of ions along the power line, among theme those higher than layer F2 . Of course,

the Judgement was too rough because the accuracy of the method could not have been

high and, besides, it provided only certain average values at large arc lengths.

Here we were forced to turn to science when direct methods of investigation war*

not proposed.

Considering all this, and also the significance which the ionosphere acquired

in radio-cwou-nication in the shortwave band,"the scientistsfaced the task of stu-

dying it in more detail. But for this they needed a means of investigating more

immediately, more effectively, than radio-sounding...

The firey lines of meteors burning in the atmosphere on a dark night sky are

familiar to everyone. But few people thought that meteors could help the scientists

in some way.'

It was established, by ground investigations, that meteors are divided into*

two groups: sporadic meteors irregAlarly penetrating space, and metoor streams

(fragments of decomposition of comets). By studying the spectra of meteors, it

was established that there is calcium, nickel, iron, magnesium, manganese, chromium

and sodium in their composition. The meattorites which fall to the Earth are iron

* and rock. The velocities of the meteorites relative to the Earth are 11--73 km/see.

Ground investigations indicated that, evidently, a large portion of meteoritic mat-

ter has a porous, loose structure, and its density is approximately 1/20 g/cm3 .

There is an assumption that streams of meteor dust (pulverized loose particles

in structure) penetrate into the atmosphere with a ver a'cross load' (ratio

of mass to a characterized area, for example, cross section areas). The velocity

of meteor dust is not enough to lead to combustion in the atmosphere, but enough

for ionization. If this is so, then the intrusion of meteor dust could explain

certain features of structure and the existance of the ionosphere, for example

*residual ionization', observed at night, and various formations of a 'sporadic

layer' Z.
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In such a manner, meteors are *suspected' in the formation of the ionosphere.

A supposition (*Bowen's hypothesis") expresses the fact that meteor rsints have

immediate connection with ordinary reins. This strange and almost nmstical connec-

tion at first glance is aimply explaineds condensation of moisture is possible on

cosmic dust -- micrometeora, smoothly settling in the atmosphere, and on solid pro-

ducts of combustion of meteors in the atmosphere. For the formation of precipitants

of a sufficiently high air moisture, dust particles of the nucleus of the conden-

sation are required.

These suppositions require much more complete information concerning meteor

streams, dimensions and energy of micrometeors. For an investigation of meteors

in the day-time (at night they can be seen visually and photographically) radar

observations can be conducted and their ionized traces can be detected. Reliable

data concerning the sizes and energy of meteor particles might be obtained only as

a result of leaving the limits of layers of the atmosphere, the density of which

leads to combustion of the meteor particles.

Radar observations of meteor trails lea to the discovery of their drift, dis-

placed with the motion of the upper atmosphere. It seemed that in the upper atmo-

sphere there was motion at high speeds. It was necessary to create methods for

their immediate study and continue investigations of the density, temperature, che-

mical and ionnic composition of the upper atmosphere...

The utilization of rockets and artificial satellites was not worked out by an

1smsidiate study of the upper atmosphere in a given point. Leaving the limits of

the atmosphere, we were permitted to see nebular systems (Or their large portions),

observe their structure, evolution and motion. If the dynamic influence of the pro-

easses in the upper layers of the atmosphere on the troposphere for many meteoro-

logists is doubtful, then the detection of nebulous masses has an imnediate .nd

exclusive meaning for meteorology.
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Source of eneri'. The Sun is the source of energy of winds and sea currents.

transfer of a colossal quantity of moisture, the cause of decomposition of rocks

and formation of soil and a source of life on Earth. This gigantic natural thermo-

.nuclear reactor sends flows of radiant energy into apace. A slight portion of it,

falling on the Earth. is enough to maintain a comparitively high temperature of the

ground, water and atmosphere. Heating of sees and dry land leads to the evaporation

qf water from their surface. Irregularity of heating leads to atmospheric motions

and precipitation. Can we assume that the Sun provides energy to all atmospheric

processes and controls them?

For such assertions there is still no serious foundation, besides certain et$.-

tistical dependencies. In the explanation of atmospheric processes the investiga-

tors were divided into two unequal camps. The majority considers that all atmosp-

heric phenomena are mainly internal processes in the atmosphere. They develope in-

dependently from small changes in the intensity of a gradual flow of solar energy.

Let us visualize the oscillations of pendulums which change their dimensions

and weight. The possibility of the existence of such oscillations is stipulated

by the presence of Earth's gravitation. The law of oscillation of a pendulum is

determined by the variation of the natural characteristics depending on other mo-

tions. It can be assumed. that atmospheric motions are similar to such a complex

mechanical system with coupled elementary motions.

Other investigators maintain that the atmospheric processes must obediently

follow all pulsations of the flow-of solar energy, the activity of 'the Sun exactly

the same as a magnetic arrow follows a mogtti fl.1A and itA variation.

'Who is right?

The Sun is very stable as a source of energy. The total flow of radiation

emitted by it can undergo complete changes in aeveral percentages. It is impossi-

ble to speak of any control, since the activity of the Sun practically does not

change, the supporters of the first trend proved.
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The constancy of solar radiation is characteristic onily for the visible, Ion-

g-weve pert of the spectrum, on which a large portion of energy emitted by the Sun

falls. Short-wave (ultraviolet and X-ray) radiation, and also corpuscular radia-

tion sharphly change in time. On them falls a comparatively slight portion of the

total energy emitted by the Sun. In contrast to the radiation in the visible part

of the spectrum, they are completely absorbed by the atmosphere, which causes vari-

ous photochemical reactions, and heat - it. COnsequently, they determine that

motion in the upper atmosphere, which can be transmitted by the lower layer. The

supporters of the other trend asserted in that manner and confirmed it with a com-

parison of the period of changes of various hydrometeorological and biological phe-

nomena with solar activity.

When there are no comprehensive proofs, one can argue for ever. The judges

in this arguement must be the experiment, which could help the scientists to esta-

blish not only an actual and complete picture of atmospheric motions at all alti-

tudes and their mutual connection, but also the energetics of these motions. For

this we m-st study the shortwave part of solar radiation, the mechanism of its ab-

sprbtion by the atmosphere. We can say the same about the corpuscular radiation

of the Sun. At the same time with the atmosphere on the same horizons it was ne-

cessary to study solar radiation. For this it was necessary to provide a corres-

ponding apparatus at an altitude tens and hundreds of kilometers from the surface

of the Earth...

Above., we spoke of the role which the shortwave radiation of the Sun plays

in the formation of the ionosphere. A study of this radiation could help in the

solution of problems connected with the origination and existence of ionospheric'

layers.

The aurora polaris, known by the inhabitents of the north, was explained a

long time ago by the penetration of corpuscular currents, ejected by the Sun into

the upper layers of the polar atmosphere. For a detailed study of these currents
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4

Plptograph of the Sun. The sun is a giant firey element. As a result of the self-
regulating thermo-nuclear processes on the sun a gigantic amount of energy is libera-
ted. Solar energy is the source of the existence of life on the earth. It guide&
the air and water masses of our planet into motion. The solar energy falling on
the earth is only an insignificant part of the total energy radiated by light in
world space. The main portion of solar energ occurs as visible radiation. It
practically does not change in time. The shortwave--ultraviolet and X-ray--radia-
tion of the sun is changeable. They depend on solar activity. The amount and area
of the blank spaces on the sun is a characteristic of the activity.
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of charged particles, it was necessary to furnish instruments to the areas of the

aurora polaria...

Cosmic radiation. The radiation of the Sun. stars, nebulae... It must seem

that this is the entire list of possible radiations. It was proved that this is

not so...

Several decades ago, we succeeded in registering charged particles of large

energies, the passage of which could not be explained by the radiation of any spe-

cific star or galaxy. They pierce space in all directions, cut into the atmosphere

with speeds close to the speed of light and, colliding with molecules of air, are

broken up into nuclear particles. Among the nuclear particles there are those which

easily penetrate through large thicknesses of matter. These are somewhat secondary

cosmic particles and are registered on the surface of the Earth, under water and

even in deep mines.

Back in 1927 particles of cosmic radiation with energy up to a million mil-

lion electronovolts 1 were discovered. For an estimation of this amount we can note

that the energy of molecule of air at ordinary temperature is by far less than one

electronovolt. The maximum ensrgy, given off by the charged particles in contem-

porary accelerators of charged particles, is calculated as ten millions of electro-

novolts (30 million electronovolts).

What is the source of this radiation? What is its role in the atmospheric

processes? Which nuclear particles are formed after collision with air molecules?

What is the intensity of this radiation and its influence on living organisms which

will go out of the limits of the atmosphere or if only its lower layers?

It is impossible to answer all these questions without studying primary cos-

mic radiation, i.e. cosmic particles in their 'primitive' form. Launchings of bal-

loons to altitudes of 30 km provided determined results, but excluded the poss'ibility

1 Electronovol -7- the energy an electron acquires accelerating into an elec-
trical field with a difference of potentials by 1 volt..
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of studying primary cosmic rays. and did not permit a sufficiently complete develo-

pment of all trends of the investigations of cosmic radiation. Rockets and arti-

ficial satellites -mqt have become tools in the hands of physicists and astronomers

studying this nWsterious phenomenon of nature...

Only these artificial celestial bodies created by man, patroling the near-by

environs of the planet, could investigate all the power flow if not its sources.

then at least on the borders of intrusion into the atmosphere and on the routes of

penetration into its width.

Svectral investigations of the Sun. In a number of problems of this portion

of the investigations there also existed an astrophysical one -- a study of the

Sun itself. Of course, here we do not bear in mind the sending of instruments to

the Sun: they would simply vaporize, having approached it.

The processes on the Sun can be studied now by widely diversified spectrometric

methods, by means of investigating the spectrum of radiation of the Sun. In this

manner we could determine, for example, the composition, temperature, magnetic field

and velocity of the motion of radiation gas. But maybe all this would to simpliar

to continue studying the customary ground conditions, as has been done at the pre-

sent time?

It seems that the astronomers are satisfied by this 'for lack of anything

better'. The atmosphere (it is absolutely transparent at the first glance of the

medium) is exclusively a dense light-filter passing electromagnetic emissions (which

light is directed to) only in two comparatively narrow 'windows'. The first of them

passes rays of the visible part of the spectrum with a. length of the wave from 0.3

to 0.75 microns. The second "window' is significantly wider. This radio-emission

has a wave length from 1.25 centimeters to 30 meters. The remaining areas of ele-

ctromagnetic emissions of the Sun and other celestial bodies are inaccessible for

observation from the Earth.
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Leaving the limits of the atmosphere is an imperative condition in the dove-

lopment of astronaos'.

Neighbors of the Earth. Man's dream was to fly to other celestial bodies, in

the first instance to the Moon. Mars and Venus. He wanted to find on them if not

brothers in intelligence or life in some sort of form, then, at least, more or less

favorable physicel conditions for man to visit them. This natural desire led to

the verge of contradictory judgements concerning other celestial bodies. Wishful

thinking was reflected in the treatment in these or any of the experimental date.

Remember the innumerable *science-fiction' novels which proposed that the Tu-

nguss Meteorite was a Martian ship. Remember the discussions concerning the pre-

sence of an atmosphere and life on that side of the Moon which is always hidden

from people's glances. Remember the 'canals' on Mars, the Schiaparelli discoveries,

and the mysterious 'radio signals from Mars', which were accepted for twenty years

and served as the subject of A. Tolstoy's 'Aelita'.

The possibility of collating the scientific date and fantasy impels us to ca-

refully relate it to any circumstantial or sufficiently authentic information con-

cerning these celestial bodies. There is still little accurate, verified data on

.the celestial bodies.

Almost every question linked with the investigation of the close neighbors of

the Earth leads now to the utilization of rockets and artificial satellites. Too

little is known on the neighboring planets. Other possibilities of obtaining suf-

ficiently complete scientific information are practically absent, besides the di-

rect sending of instruments to these celestial bodies and the i6pet-hat man in ti-

me can investigate them himself.

The gaps in the knowledge of the cosmic neighbors of the Earth are great.

It is very difficult to list those missing links in their investigation which could

be filled in by means of the application of research rockets. This in an entire

,blank space'. For direct investigations here is the whole "missing link', with
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the exception of those stingy data which is now at man's disposal...

Mars is located at a distance from the Sun 1.52 times greater than the Earth.

It is better studied then erzr other planet. The transparent, rarefied atmosphere

of Mars creates favorable possibilities for observing its surface. The mass of

Mere is approximately ten times less than the mass of the Earth. This namely in

explained by the great rarefaction of the atmosphere of Mars at the surface and

its expense in interplanetary space.

The period of revolution of Mars around its axis (24 hours, 37-4 minutes) is

close to the Earth's exactly the same as the inclination of the plane of the equa-

tor towards the orbital plane. Therefore, on Mars the seasons change and the len-

gth of the days is similar to the Earth's. Due to its great distance from the Sun,

Mars obtains significantly less radiant energy than the Earth, and the temperature

on the surface of Mars is substantially lower.

Approximately twice as much carbon dioxide is found in the atmosphere of Mare,

than the Earth has in its atmosphere. Scientists consider that the free oxygen

there is by far less than in the terrestrial air.

What are the sources of the appearance of oxygen in the atmospheres of the

planets? Some scientists express the supposition concerning the possibility of

the dissociation of water vapors under the influence of solar radiation. From here

it follows that the lower temperatures of the surface, making the evaporation from

it more difficult, and also the lower temperatures of the Martian atmosphere led to

a decrease in the content of water vapors in it on the tropopause level. All this

inhibits -the formation of free oxygen by means of dissociation under the action

of the shortwave radiation of the Sun. The result of spectral measurements of the

lines of molecular oxygen provides a basis to asaume that the content of oxygen

in the atmosphere of Mars is almost a thousand times lower than in the Earth's at-

mosphere. This corresponds to the above introduced supposition. Observation of

the polar caps changing during one year, evidently, indicates that water on Mars
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exists in the form of ice or frost in the polar regions.

Photograph of Mars. Mare is one o)f the closest neighbors of the Earth. Differing
from Venus which is constantly covered by clouds, Mars has various white polar caps,
dark spaces (according to some assumptions, these are areas covered with vegetation),
and the so-called "canalsm. Several scientific and fantastical assumptions are con-
nected with this planet. This photograph was taken through the terreotial atmosphere
with the aid of a telescope. The day will arrive when OintelligentO interplanetary
stations will provide us with clearer, more detailed photographs of this and other
planets, and also data on the atmospheres, their structure, physical conditions on
them and the possibilities of life

The basis of the Martian atmosphere is probably nitrogen. Argon must be a
4

product of the radioactive decay of potassium. There are strong winds in the at-

mosphere of Mars, which are confirmed by the observable sand storms.

Three eights of the surface of Mars is taken up by dark spaces. Investigators

conditionally named them seas. The structure of the spaces and the seasenal chan-

ges of their colors (with the approach of Spring they become darker) offer the pae-
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sibility to suppose that these spaces are areas of vegetation. The remaining part

of the surface of Mars is a reddish-yellow color, .evidently a desert.

Not long ago, a curious, althou4gh insufficiently founded hypothesis was expres-

sed concerning the structure of the crust of Mars. It originates from the fact

that on Mars the relative content of light elements must be greater than on the

Earth due to the significant remoteness of Mars from the Sun. The relative (per-

centage) content of water on Mars is greater than on Earth. This water is peria-

frost which covers the surface of the Martian oceans. The surface of this ice is

covered with fragments of decomposed rocks which compose the peculiar soil of the

planet.

If this is so. then during the Martian suier only a comparatively thin layer

of soil has time to defrost, creating conditions for the growth of plants. Of cou-

rse, this favorableness is relative, and even in the equatorial belt it. obviously,

must correspond sooner to the polar, than the temperate zones of the Earth.

Are there animals or highly-organized forms of life on Mars? This is, at lea-

st, debatable. There is much more basis to assume that such life is absent. The

majority of scientists propose that owing to the essential difference of the phy-

sical conditions on Mars from those of Earth (which are considered to be optimum

for the development of higher forms of life) there is absent not only an animal

world, but higher vegetation.

The future will tell if this is so, and it is continuously linked with the

utilization of direct methods of investigation, in as much as the ground methods

(optical and radio-technical) have exhausted ther ipossibilities to a considerable

measure. In any case, the information obtained with their help is indisputable.

Another neighboring planet is Venus, located at a distance from the Sun equal

to 0.72 of the average distance from Earth to the Sun. It is closer to Earth than

Mars, but, in spite of this, we know considerably less about it than about Mars.

The mass of Venus is determined quite precisely. It turns out to be close to the
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mals of Earth. The dense clouds covering this planet do not permit its surface to

be seen.

Very little is known about the atmosphere of Venus. The temperature of the

cloud layer, in the opinion of certain foreign astronomers (Sinton and others),

is equal to t 390 C. on the daytime side. The result of determining the tempera-

ture of the -surface of the clouds is contradictory; certain scientists consider

that it is equal to L 2000 C.

A powerful layer of carbon dioxide stretches above the cloud layer; it is se-

veral hundred times greater than in Earth's atmosphere. Carbon dioxide, obviously,

is the basis of the atmosphere of Venus. Due to the large content of carbon dio-

xide, some investigators were able to suppose that there is water on Venus or it

is completely absent, or, conversely, it completely covers it with a very deep la-

yer. What is this supposition based on, which received the name "oceanic hypo-

thesis"? It is based on the fact that if the composition and evolution of the rocks

is similar to the Earth's, then in the presence of water and a contact with the

atmosphere, a chemical reaction between magnesium silicate and carbon dioxide, must

have taken place, which would have exhausted the atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Argon in the Venusian atmosphere can be present as a product of the radioac-

tive decomposition of potessium, if the latter is coutained in approximately the

same quantities as on Earth.

At the present time there are more frequent arguements in the use of the Ooce-

anic hypothesis'. Separate investigators note patches of sunlight on Venus; they

can originate from the reflection of solar rays by a water surface or large accu-

mulations of ice crystals in the clouds.

With the aid of radio-technical methods, what is covered under the cloud layer

could be established. American astronomers carried on radar of the surface of Ve-

nus. Its complexity is not only in the large power of the installation, but in

the difficult task of separating the reflected signal from the radio noise of ou-
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ter space. Only after a year of processing the radar results the experizentera

were convinced that they actually received signals reflected from Venus. Howe ver.

the data obtained does not permit the formation of any conclusion concerning the

character of the planet's surface; the data did not permit neither a specification

of the distance to Venus, nor a determination of its periods of revolution.

Radar of Venus was also done in the Soviet Union. Scientists succee:ded in

measuring the period of revolution of the planet and apezifying the meaning of the

astronomical unit.

Until not long ago, there was not a single opinion concerning the size of the

period of revolution of Venus around its axis. For example, one French-astron r.

Dolfus, proposed that it coincides with the period of revolution of this planet

around the Sun and. consequently, is equal to 225 terrestrial days. Otheis consi-

dered it to be close to one terrestrial day. So, an American rsdioestronca-ere

Kraus, found that Venus makes one revolution around its axis in 22 hours and 17

minutes.

Due to powerful transmitters, large antennas and sensitive recievera, the So-

viet scientists were able to accomplish extraordinarily precise and reliable mesur-

ments. The period of revolution of Venus around its axis turned out to be about

10 terrestrial days.

Another important achievement of the Soviet scientists was the measurement of

the astronomical unit (the average distance from Earth to the Sun).

The astronomical unit is a unique scale of units of the Solar System. Mathe-

matical methods of astronor oitfer the possibility of determining the distance of

the planets from the Sun only in relative values. So. for eaxample, the average

distance from Mercury to the Sun is equal to 0.387099 astronomical units (the ave-

rage distance from Earth to the Sun). Not knowing the exact value of an astrono-

mical unit, we are not able to determine the distance of the planets from the Sun.

and their distance from each other.
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Photograph of. the visible side of the Momn.. Astronomers. beginning with Galileo,
looked at the visible side of the surface of our permanent satellite in telescopes.
By means of these observations and photographs its relief was studied in detail.
With the investigation of the heat radio-emission of the Moon the physical proper-

ties of its surface are studied. With the aid of spectroscopic methods, it is es-

tablished that the Moon is not dead, that some vulcanic activity takes place on it.
But much data concerning the Moon remains unknown or debatable. That is why the

first terrestrial space rockets wre guided to the Moon. From now on the Moon will
be a tempting object of space explorations with the aid of rockets and artificial
satellites. a

Venue is located at a distance of 0.723332 ataronomical unite from the Sun.

It is obvious that the average distance between the orbits of Venus and Earth is

equal to 0.276668 astronomical units. Therefore, in measuring the distance by ra-

dar between Venus and Earth and knowing the position of these plarsts on the orbits,
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we can compute the value of the astronomical unit. It turned out to be, as the

Soviet scientists established, l49,457,0(O km.

The Moon. a natural satellite of our planet, is located immeasurabily closer

to the Earth than, the other celestial bodies. The distance to it is 384 thousand

ka. It practically. does not have an atmosphere. It is also impossible to consi-

der that the surface of the Moon is completely studied. And this is in spite of

the fact that the Moon has been seen through a telescope since Galileo's time and

detailed charts of its surface have been composed. Whet is the matter? The Moon

always turns one side towards the Earth; consequently, a complete study of its sur-

face could only be made with the help of rocket methods of exploration.

The Moon has a mess approximately eighty times less than Earth's, and a radius

four times less. Gravitation, therefore, on the Moon is six times less than ter-

restrial gravitation. It is insufficient for maintaing an atmosphere -- gases from

the Moon must volatilize much faster than those from the Earth, and as those tem-

peratures which they must have on the Moon. But an atmosphere can exist as a cer-

tain equilibrium state between volatilization of gases and their generations (ori-

gination). According to one of the hypotheses, radioactive decomposition of potas-

sium (argon is formed) or chemical processes in the bowels of the Moon (sulfuric

gas, carbon dioxide and water are formed) could be sources of the formation of the

gases.

What would approximate estimates of the emission of gases be along with the

speed of their dispersion under conditions of wvak gravity and the action of cor-

puscular currents of the Sun (the so-called 'solar wind'), if we consider that the

Moon is not protected from them by a magnetic field? The density of the atmosphere

of the Moon may consist of lO particles/cma (or 10- 1Satm.) for argon and 108 par-

ticles/cm3 (or 10-11 atm.) for the other gases. Experimental data, obtained with

the aid of indirect ground methods of investigation, provided a basis to suppose

that the density of the atmosphere on the Moon is not more than 10'13 atm.
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At such s low atmospheric density, it is. of course, impossible to assume that

there is water on the surface of the Moon. The lunar atmosphere, undoubtedly, is

completely ionized, which makes the measurement of its density possible with radio

methods.

Measuring temperatures on the basis of heat, infrared surface radiation and*

radio-emissions of the Moon in the centimeter band permits an estimation of the

size and variation in temperature of the lunar crust on the surface and to a sli-

ght depth. This Itransparency' of the substance of the lunar crust for radio waves

depends on the length of the wave -- t'he larger it is, the fewer the radio waves

that are absorbed. Waves 3 k= long correspond to a 10-15 cm layer and waves 20 cm

long correspond to a layer approximately one meter thick. The surface temperature

can be determined on the basis of the the7mal radiation in the infrared part of thi

spectrum.

The results obtained testify to the fact that the temperature of the surface

of the Moon varies in the rauges from -1200 to -1500 C. The deeper the layer of

the Moon being investigated, the smaller the band of temperature fluctuation. On

the Moon these fluctuations fade very rapidly, at a depth of several centimeters.

This permitted the conclusion that the lunai' surface consists of a material of low

heat-conductivity. And these can be only mEiterials with a porous structure ald

reminiscent terrestrial tuff or a layer of dihst.

Not long ago, a Soviet astronomer, N. ,A. Kozyrev, with the aid of spectral

methgU q ivestigation. discovered the ejection of gases on the Moon from its

depths in the region of the Alphons crater ed obtained spectrograms of it. What

does this mean? The Moon is not a dead world; it lives right now with Its own cam-

plex internal life.

The character of the Moon's surface and its niuerous craters is a big xratery.

Investigators of the Moon are divided into advocates of the vulcanic theory of the

origination of craters and the meteoritic theory. These &,d others are leading the



weighty proofs to the'uso of ;heir hypotheses, but the verification of their out-

benticity is a job of thýa fui,,re, when rockets from Earth villI study the Moon in

detail.

The origination of the Yoon also is not clear. Many scientists consider that

the origin of Earth and the MrA:n is common. One scientist maintains that the, Moon

broke away in due time from thie Earth upon passage near the Earth of some celestial

body; another claims tlat the Earth and Moon were formed fron one dust cloud."

Not long ago. Buljarian rcientists expressed an original hypothesis that at

same time the. Moon was en independent planet with violent vulcanic activity. The

powerful and frequent eruptiors created -reactive acceleration on this planet, simi-

lar to that which an engine transmits to a rocket. As a result of the chaotic ac-

tion of these forces, at the moment of the termination of the work of the evulcanie

engine', the Moon turaed out to be close to the Earth and was entrapped by the force

of i's &ra•-.ty.

It is hardly possible to obtain any substantial and unconditionally reliable

information concerning the closast nuighbors of the Earth with the aid of terzae-

trial means and methods of investigation. To accomplish further investigations,

there must he instruents, carried by rockets in the vicinity of these planets or

transporting them to the surfactý. Depending on the results of the investigations.

we will be able to determine thi,ý feetures of the'structure of the planets and the

physical conditions on them, the meanx of further study of the planets, the ways

and dates of populating them. with ptfople.

Rockets help to fill in the mi;,sing links and in studying other planets of

the Soler System: Mercury. red 'hot on one side and buried in permanent cold on

the other; the thundering atmospherej, zqsterious red space and ice-covered satel-

lites of 1upiter; the encircling ring of Saturn; Neptune. Uranus and Pluto. loca-

ted at great distances from the sur; the zone of numerous asteroids. 'de know even

less about all of these Oelestial tbodies than about the neighbors of the Earth.
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Rocket methods of exploration are necessary for the study of comets. star*

and stellar systems. And the problem is not only in the possibility of manned fli-

ght to other worlds. Leaving the limits of the terrestrial atmosphere,* and the

transporting of optical instruments there undoubtedly enlarges the possibilities

of spectrometric investigations of specific celestial bodies in those portions of

the spectrum, for which the atmosphere is an inpenetrable light-filter.

CHAPTE 2

What the Rockets Told...

Concerning the fact that the density of the air at any altitude above the sur-

face of the Earth is equal to so many grams per cubic centimeter; the energy of the

charged particles in the radiation belts of the Earth consist of so marn thousand

or million electronovolts; annular currents exist in the ionosphere and in the

radiation belts of the Earth...

-- Well, what of it?--asks some reader. -- I am not a specialist, this does not

mean anything to me...

This is true. Each individual fact, even the most interesting, means little

in itself. It is necessary to know the history of its discovery and its role in

the general complex of knowledge. to know how to present in a logical way its in-

fluence on the ulterior development of our knowledge about nature. If this does

not occur, not one firgure. nor one fact will mean a thing, whether it is a sepa-

rately read letter or even a word in the most interesting book.

Penetration into outer-space and the possibility of inmediate measurement of

any amounts does not indicate their chaotic, random accu•ulatiou. Above all. we

must obtain authentic data for the verification of ary supposltions concerning

the structure of the Earth, Solar System, the Universe or even simply a small spe-

cific corner in them for solving aey disputable question. Penetrati'on into apace

is necessary in order to find the key to the mistery of the mechanism of aey natu-

ral process, which we encounter in life.



The Rocket is a weapon of science. Scientists of many countries in their own

territories and in oceans investigate the physics of the atmospheric processes with

the aid of various direct and indirect methods. But Investigations into specific

areas did not provide a general picture. and even if they were conducted at large

adjacent parts of the Earth, it was frequently impossible to tie them together.

It was explained that they existed in a different time, by various equipment, the

reading of which is difficult to compare, or observations at any part were not exe-

cuted. And this already can be compared to a books, in which there is no complete

subject, the separate chapter are badly tied together. end, in addition, the majo-

rity of the pages are torn out. Try to understand its contents!

Over a certain period of time, scientists of many countries decided to conduct

a detailed observation over the natural processes in the entire planet. This gran-

diose scientific undertaking received the name of the International Geophysical

Year (IGY). It was conducted in 1957--1958.

Thousands of terrestrial stations, hundreds of. expedition ships conducted regu-

lar measurements in various parts of the planet. A white unpopulated continent--

Antarctica-- was covered with a network of scientific stations, several drifting

stations operated on the ice of the polar basain.

And the atmosphere? Radio- and aircraft sounding makes it accessible up to

altitudes of two to three tens of kilometers. This is insufficient for studying

the general structure of the atmosphere. An entry into its upper layers is neces-

sary. Investigations beyond the boundaries of the dense atmosphere are needed also

for studying the ionosphere, the flow of radiation of the Sun at its outlets or at

least the place where it breaks into the eiuospbere of the Earth, causing its io-

nization, heating and motion.

Here is where the irreplaceable rocket methods of investigation come in.

Towards the beginning of the IGY they were sufficiently well developed and widely

utilized in the Soviet Union and in the U.S.A.
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How is rocket sounding of the atmosphere accomplished?

The vertically launched rocket carries equipment which measures the pressure

of the atmosphere, temperature, ion composition, radiation of the Sun, cosmic rays

and so forth on the'sscending and descending portions of the trajectory. The

instrument readings are transmitted to the Earth with the aid of rediotelemetric

devices or measures are applied to return the rockets to Earth with the registered

results of the measurements.

The launching of a rocket can be done both immediately from the Earth and

from a balloon elevated to a great altitude and acting as the first stage of the

rocket. Such a launching plan permits the obtainment of gains in altitude by the

attainable rocket. But a rocket that can be launched with a ballon slowly peases

the lower layers of the atmosphere and cannot be useful for observation of rapidly

changing phenomena, as. for example, the flashes on the Sun.

What are the results of the rocket explorations of the atmosphere that were

conducted in the Soviet Union? With the aid of rocket investigations inforuation

is obtained concerning the density of the air and the temperature of the upper

layers of the stratosphere according to altitude, and meteorological sounding of

the stratosphere is carried out. The program of sounding is constructed in such a

manner as to obtain data concerning the distribution of these magnitudes in various

latitudes of the globe, to recognize their changes during a day and from season to

season. In terms of the language of geophysics, to study their latitudinal, daily

and seasonal variations.

An important feature of the Soviet rocket explorations is the striving to ob-

tain possibly a greater quantity of data in the process of each launching, and to

make the experiments full-scale. The' changes in any of the values can depend on

the changes in sace -other values. We can coufidently judge concerning the physi-

cal connections of these or any values can be only in a case when all data on the

changes in many parameters obtained in this launching is at the disposal of the
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experimentor. From a scientific point of view, such an experiment is undoubtedly

more valuable then if all the measurings composing it could be done in various Moc-

kets andat a different time.

Such full-scale experiments were accomplished in geophysical rockets. The

exclusive possibilities for this created great powers of the engines of the Soviet

rockets. All the necessary equipment and experimental aniiuals were able to be

placed in the instrument containers.

With what is connected the arrangement of biological experiments for explai-

ning the influence of specific conditions of rocket flight in the upper atmosphere

and its physical conditions on the state of the animals? An important feature of

such rocket explorations is the recovery of the rockets and instrument containers

upon their fall to the Earth. This permits an unharmful recovery of the instru-

ments and experimental animals. Mary of them are already veterans of space flights

and repeatedly ascended to the surface of the Earth's air ocean.

In the Soviet Union during the IGY and an additional period, the International

Geophysical Collaboration (IGC), which encompassed all of 1959. 175 rocket laun-

chings (125 during the IGY and 50 during the IGC) were made. In coorespondence with

the program, these launchings were made in polar areas -- on Kheysa Island (Franz-

Josef Land) and near the Mirnyy Soviet South Pole Observatory (from ship-board)l

in the northern waters of the Pacific Ocean; in the equatorial latitudes (also

from ship-board). 1_8 meteorological rockets and 17 geophysical rockets were

launched.

Rocket sounding of the atmosphere according to the ICY program was also con-

ducted in the USA and to a smaller extent in Japan and England. Several American

rockets were launched by Canadian scientists. Can we assume that the entire glob.

was encompassed by the rocket sounding

This is all good, but is it really enough? What is the rocket could have

obtained scientific information not only over ame certain point, but ewer large
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territories, and during long time intervals!

Ur

Geophysical rockets at the moment of launching. These powerful rockets carry many
different kinds of instruments to an altitude of several hundreds of kilometers.
The significant payload of the geophysical rockets permits us to mks~ complex ex-
periments and to obtain in, each launching data which can be gompared with one ano-
ther. The large payload also per-mite us to conduct biological experiments on the
ge ophysical rockets.

A rocket engine cannot masintain a rocket at an altitude for a long time; it

Is necessary to search for other methods of overcoming g~ravitation..

Nature pointed out them to mans the mot-ion of the Moon, Around the Earth, the

motion of the Earth and oth.mr planets around the Suns

It in necessary to give horizontal speed'of a determinedl snouat to the instru-

ment container, enough to move it along a closed orbit aroud the planet, -- to

create an artificial Earth satellite.

1m 1
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Nov satellite is an ordinary. famiiliar word, found in every language. Four

or five years ago, in the preparation period of the IGY, a declaration of the

governments of the Soviet Un'ion and the USA concerning the intentions of these

countries in launching artificial satellites according to the IGY program sounded,

.if you please, even somewhat fantastic.

The wide reclaim in the USA created an impression of full readiness of this

country for launching satellites. But the first satellites were launched in the

Soviet Union. And what satellites! Not those miniature in size and weight, which

the USA launched, but gigantic geophysical stations, flying laboratories with ex-

clusive possibilities for carrying out complex scientific experiments.

The first Soviet satellite in its shooting motion visible at'aq point of the

Earth destroyed the myth of foreign propaganda concerning the technical backward-

ness of the Soviet Union.

Soviet scientists were not striving towards the solution of partial problems,

but began to make experiments on the satellite universal.

This brought about great difficulties. It could easily be accepted that sa-

tellite investigations could prove to be unsuccessful only due to incorrect esti-

mations of the factors to be measured. The physical conditions on the satellite

itself could complicate the work of azW instrument. It followed to approach the

solution of these problems step by step, think out every step of the investigations.

try to obtain the maxi-sm scientific effect. All these considerations specified

the sequence of the experiments, which were conducted on Soviet artificial Earth

satellites..

The firat Soviet satellite permitted the -obtainment'of date on the upper

ionosphere and on the conditions for providing radio.:ommaunictions with the sa-

tellite and on the temperature conditions inside the satellite. This was neces-

sary in order to explain the conditions in which the instrument. maust hare ope-

rated and the existance of the, firSt .Spce traveler -- a dog named Layka, who left
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the planet on the second satellite on 3 November 1957.

U

The First Soviet Artif itil arth: Sateollite

a--This gleaming sphere in the first artificial Earth satellite in the world.
It wee launched in the Soviet Union on 4 October 1957, the year oOsiemsreting the
100th anniversary of K. E. Tsiolovsakiy'a birth, the year in which his foresight
was transformed into life, a symbol of the beginning of the apade age. Thb first
artificial satellite permitted planetary explorations of the density Of the atmo-
sphere and the ionosphere, end the temperature conditions of the satellite.
b--The second artificial satellite permitted the broadening and expansion of tb.
program of geophysical investigations, beginning with the launching Of the first
batellite. (continued on next page)
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The large weight of the satellite permitted a biological ,experiment to be conducted
on it, in order to study the influence of prolonged space flight on a living or-
ga nism.
c--The third Soviet satellite, as both of the two predecessors, was launched ac-
cording to the program of the International Geophysical Year. The large quantity
of various instriuments, located on the satellite., permitted the performance of
experiments in studying the upper atmosphere and outer-space, the obtainm•ent of
many comparable results. The launching of the third satellite helped the Soviet
scientists to im-ediately carry out all the corresponding divisions of t..e IGY
program, ta<en on by the Soviet Union.

The second satellite, by way of a biological experiment, permitted the esti-

mnation of the amounts of cosmic radiation in various gcographical latitudes, the

discovery of the polar areas of the outer zone of the Earth's radiation belts,

and the careful preparation and conductance of experiments on the third satellite.

The third satellite, launched on 15 May 1958, weighed 1327 kg. Only the

weight of the equipment and power sources was 968 kg. This was reflected in the

striving of the Soviet scientists for the complexity of the investigation and

greater powers of the Soviet rockets.

This satellite permitted the accomplishment of an entire division of the IGY

program, taken on by the Soviet Union. It made over 10,000 revolutions around the

Earth. The use of solar batteries as power sources permitted the obtainment of

scientific information during a large interval of time, taking up a significant

portion of the IGY and all of the IGC period.

In 1958 American satellites also took part in the IGY program. The first of

them, 'Explorer-10, was launched on 1 February. Due to the small power of the ro-

ckets on the first American satellites it was impossible to distribute a suffi-

cient amount of the equipment. Their launching, as a rule, took on the character

of a partial physical experiment. A satellite with a full-scale program of in-

vestigations, 'Explorer-VII', was launched only at the end of 1959.

It is impossible not to note the internationality of the investigations with

the aid of satellites. Scientists of all countries could follow their movements

and receive radio signals. There are several reasons for this. In the first



place, the Soviet satellites had a large deviation of orbita toward the planse of

the equator and could therefore be observed over the territory of any country.

Secondly, the large dimensions of the Soviet satellites alleviated the performance

of optical and photographic observations of them. In the third place, the large

power of the radio transmitters of the Soviet satellites alleviated radio tracking,

and the operating frequencies of these satellites (20 and 40 cps) differing from

the frequencies of the American satellites (108 cps) permitted the accomplishment

of ionospheric investigations (on the basis of observing the passage of radio waves

through the ionosphere)".

In its motion e satellite envelopes larger spaces, it exists for a long time,

and the solar batteries'prolong the operation of its instruments. Does this mean

that rocket sounding has no meaning for satellites? Of course not. A satellite

cannot move along an orbit lower than altitudes of approximately 160--170 km.

The whole thickness of the atmosphere lower then these altitudes is insufficient

for direct investigation from an artificiel Earth Satellite. A satellite does not

offer the possibility of performing a vertical cut of the atmosphere. It cannot

conduct measuring in a given point in any desirable moment of time. In this are

basic short-comings of it in comparison to rocket sounding. Consequently, only

an intelligent computation of the investigations with the aid of rockets and satel-

lites can present a clear picture concerning the structure of the atmosphere, its

motions.

The study in the Soviet Union and USA of the atmosphere with the aid of roc-

kets and satellites according to the IGY program permitted the obtainment of the

first reliable information concerning it. Investigations with the aid of rockets

and artificial satellites of the radiation of the Sun and the Earth's magnetic

field permitted the discovery of a radiation zone around the Earth, the ionosphere

and outer-ionosphere currents.
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The International Geophysical Year was not even over and new tasks were facing

.the investigators.

Our powerful. technically perfected rockets brought into orbit satellites of

enormous weight, equipped with a large amount of scientific apparatus. This crea-

ted favorable conditions for conducting scientific investigations. It could l-

reedy be seen then, that in the power of Soviet science was not only the entry of

the satellites into orbits near the Earth. but also in reaching the remote envi-

rons of the Earth. And actually, the Soviet rockets soon overcame the next space

barrier.

The first space rocket was shot up on 2 January 1959 to side of the Moon,

"and going on a given trajectory in an immediate distance from the permanent satel-

lite Earth, went into orbit around the Sun, and became the first artificial pla-

net. In this manner, the second cosric velocity was overcome, or the velocity of

liberation, equal to 11.2 km/sec. at the surface of the Earth. The body. having

obtained this velocity, always leaves the Earth's gravitational field.

The iz nediate study of the Moon -dab the purpose of the next launchings.

The second Soviet space rocket, which took off on 12 September 19.59. reached the

surface of the Moon on 14 September, and was established there as a symbol of

man's creativity over the forces of nature, the banners of the Soviet Union.

The fundamental purpose of this first interplanetary flight was the continua-

nce of the explorations of outer-space, the nearer regions of the Earth and the

Moon and the Moon itself. The great power of the engines of the multi-stage roc-

ket permitted the accomplishment of a complex experiment, the obtainment of the

first information on the physical features of the natural satellite of our planet.
F

The launchings of the Soviet satellites and the first space rockets were

distinguished by high precision. The third Soviet space rocket entered on 4 Oc-

tober 1959 into a complex spatial orbit around the Earth and Moon and launched

a automatic interplanetary station. This station, on commands from the Earth,
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orientated the photo devices installed on it to the Moon. For forty minutes it

photographed the reverse inaccessible examination of aide of the Moon from the

Earth, processed the photographs obtained and then. upon approaching the Earth,

it transmitted these photographs and sent them to the people. On the claims of

the first discoverers, the Soviet scientists gave names such as new "sea', Omoun-

tain', lcirqueO. An Atlas of the reverse side of the Moon was published by the

5ablishing House of the Academy of Sciences USSR, and in it are shown the results

of this complex, distinctively accomplished space flight.

The first Soviet space rocket. General view of the nose cone (a) ead instrument
capsule (b). Launched 2 January 1959. This was the first space craft created by
human hands, which differs from artificial satellites in that it never returns to
Earth. Of course, it is impossible to exclude the possibility that man Vill bo
able to ultimately find it in interplanetary spaces and, returian to Earth, place
it in a museum. It served us to a greatIr extent than Nsnseza 'lrema, elirdel's
"Kon-Tiki9 or even the boat of Peter I. A scientific apparstus, located in the
capsule of the rocket, permitted the obtainment of the first 4ata on the physical
processes in interplanetary space and in the vicinity of the Moon.

The launching on 12 February 1961 of s Soviet rocket to Venue was a now and

great achievement of science and technology. It is imown that for such a flight

incanoparibly higher accuracy is required than anything previously achieved. The
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accuracy of the successful flight is even more astonishing, since the flight of

the space rocket and the automatic station located on it was accomplished according

to an original, not earlier used plant the rocket was launched from a heavy arti-

ficial Earth satellite. It in turn led the automatic interplanetary station on a

trajectory towards Venus.

':J • , = 1 .,, ., . , ... ,

Automatic InterDlanetary Station. Guide: into Orbit bY the TAird Soviet S!a.o 3hiDo

a--General view of the station on mounting cart.'
b--Diagram of photographing the Moon.

AIS -- the first automatic installation, which went towards our oos.4o neighbor.
the Moon. In obliging the wish of the people who sent-it up,.rtke AUS photographed
the invisible side of the Moon and transmitted the phot9gxphm 'obtained to the Earth
together with the results of other experiments in'the sýudy of outer-space.

At the end of May 1961 the station crossed the orbit of Venus in a point, where

Venus turned out to be at approximtely this time. TW disteanoe betwaen this meting

point and the Earth consisted of approximsately 80 isillion ka.

This is not the shortest distance between Earth aend TY-s•. vhioh to approki-

metely equal to 40 million ki. What specified such a selection of a meeting point?

The fact that at the shortest distance, Venus is located between the larth and the

Sun. The radio emission of the Sun can smother trousasion from an interplanetary

station, and comnanicationm with it turrs out to be impossible.i
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Automatic interplanetary at*t ion, lau-
noahed to Venus 12 February 1961, on
mounting platform (a) and diagram of
its installations (b).

In the second half of May it came
close to Venus, passing it, according
to calculated date, at a distance less
than 100 thousand Im. This is a result
exclusive in its precision.

L 1The launching of the AIS was accompli-
shed from a heavy artificial Earth onto-
luite, guided onto circular orbit by
a powerful rocket.

3

Key to (b): 1. Spike antenus1 2. Small-direction antennal 3. Heat units;
4. Solar batteries; 5. Unit of precise solarahd astral orientation;
6. Parabolic antenna; 7. Charged particle catcher; 8. Magnetometer units; o
9. Earth orientation unit. a

The weight of the automatic interplanetary station is 643.5 kg. This is not

simply a technical record like those, which the aviation federation registers.

In space ships, in interplanetary stations and in satellites it is impossible to

carry an excess load into orbit. Every gram of their weight works and bears deter-

mined responsible duties according to the assigned program of investigatio-s and.
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transmits their results to Earth.

The weight of the automatic interplanetary station -- this is the scientific

apparatus for investigating cosmic radiation, magnetic fields, interplanetary mat-

ter and registering collisions with micrometeors., The weight of the station --

this is the system, for regulating the temperature inside it to assigned limits, a

radio system, designated for transmitting scientific information and reports on

the operating conditions of all systems and units. The weight of the station --

this eonsists of the chemical 'power sources, the solar batteries, the system of

solar orientation, elements of the construction etc.

In the 15 may 1960 launching a series of experiments was started on guiding

space ships weighing more then four end a half tons onto the orbit of -the Earth

satellite. The orbits of these ships were practically exactly round. which testi-

fies to the high accuracy of their entry.

Three ships, according to a planned program, were returned to Earth together

with all the scientific apparatus, with *zoological gardens' on the ships. This

problem could not be solved without reliable stabilization of the ship in flight.

precise work of the engines and the entire complex of landing gear.

The precision of the guidance of the Soviet rockets was demonstrated in this

experiment not only as a result of the entry of the space ships into orbit. The

second space ship flew in the course of 24 hours on a path, approximately equal to

the distance to the Moon and back. Then. with the greatest precision for the first

experiment. (the deviation consisted of less then 10 km) it landed in the eassigned

region. Another part of ,this landing stands tout: it was performed so accurately,

that not one of the animals located in the ship and capsule suffered, and the ship

itself turned out to be completely suitable for utilization again.

The fourth and fifth space ships landed precisely in the assigned region.

The successes of the deTelopment in the USSR of rocketry and space explorations

is impossible to explain by good luck. Our country has a powerful technical base.
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and qualified specialists. The economic and socialist structure of our vociety

made the success of the Soviet Union regular.

The rockets and satellites created exclusive possibilities for a number of

sciences: geophysics, astronomy, biology. meteorology," geology and others. They

made a realistic statement of such problems, which were hard todream sbout even

ten years ago. Some of them are already being successfully solved.

K. E. Tsiolkovskiy called the Earth the cradle of the mind. The first 8glance"

of the instruments, sent beyond the limits of the atmosphere, was directed namely

to the side of this cradle, the first artificial Earth satellites were geophysical.

They were designated for accomplishing scientific investigations according to the

program of the International Geophysical Year.

What scientific results are Obtained with the aid of rockets and satellites?

Radiation belts. The mechanism of the motion of charged particles is not com-

plex. Under the action of a magnetic field of the Earth they begin to move along

magnetic power lines, at the same time revolving around the.m. The trajectory of

the motion of the charged particles as if 'climbing, to. the magnetic power line,

appears to be spiral. Depending on the energy, the mass of the particles, the place

and direction of its motion in the Earth's magnetic field, the character of the

trajectory of the particles. "selection' of any wAgnetic power line on which it

will "climb*, will be determined.

But from what has been said, it does not follow at all that a particle fell

into a trap. It would seem that it must pass along a power line and lose its ener-

gy upon approaching towards the Earth.

So it would be, if in the approach to the magnetic pole the particle were not

to overcome the resistance of the thickening magnetic power lines. It. as in the

resistance of a spring in a mechanical motion, slows down the motion of the parti-

cle along the magnetic power'line. Then, the particle stops and begins to move

backwards. It is as if thrown out by the magnetic field from the polar area along
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the same power line. This reverse motion gradually is accelerated. In the point

of passage of magnetic equator the velocity of the particle reaches the greatest

value. Then, an it approaches another magnetic pole of the Earth, slowing down

again begins. This phenowenon is repeated again and again.

Photograph of the Earth from a high-altitude rocket. The Earth is seen from an
altitude of several hundred kilometers. The rapid flight around the Earth by the
satellite, the utilization of complex and precise apparatus led to the fact that
now we are studying our planet as a whole. We can determine its exact shape, stuay
the magnetic field at great distances from the terrestrial surface, examine details
of atmospheric phenomena and study the general regAlarities of atmospheric and
marine movements, which is extremely necessary for a concept of the physical mecha-
nism of the natural processes. It is in turn necessary for fore-osting such pro-
ceases, and ultimately for active intervention of man into them.

a

The aurora borealis is an exceptionally beautiful sight. It occurs at alti-

tudes from approximately one hundred to one thousand kilometers. Its appearance

is accompanied by magnetic storms. An attempt to physically explain this phenomen

led many scientists to the conclusion that the aurora borealis is caused by eabr-

gad particles, caught by a magnetic field and held in it for a long time. This
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proposal was expressed and physically founded back in 1911.

In the betinning of the rocket and satellite investigations of the Earth's

atmosphere the task of studying these particles caught by a magnetic field had not

been set. Therefore, to a certain extent, the result obtained by the Soviet scien-

tists proved to be unexpected upon studying cosmic rays on the second and third

Soviet artificial satellites, and then by American scientists on 'Explorer-IlIl

and *Explorer-IVO.

This unexpectedness is not only in the discovery of an area of increased in-

tensity of radiation, an increase in the quantity of particles of high ensry,.

falling into the registering instrument in a unit of time, but in the divergence

of the data obtainad by Soviet and American investigators. With the aid of the

second and third satellites a sharp increase in the intensity of cosmic radiation

with an increase in geographic latitude and sinultaneous increase in altitude was

discovered. The results obtained by American scientists told of the increase in

intensity of radiation with altitude and of the absence of the dependency on lati-

tude.

It was clear that the increase in intensity of radiation was due to the cap-

ture of these particles and the holding of them in an unusual trap by the Earth's

magnetic field. But what did the divergence explain? Maybe, the secret lies in

the peculiarities of the orbits. of the satellites and in the structure of the radia-

tion zone around the Earth?

The Soviet satellites had.greater inclination of orbital plane towards the

equatorial plane than the American satellites, which permitted them to eaeb the .

polar zones, but on the other hand, they had smaller altitudes of apogeel. This

means that it would be completely possible to assume that the zone of radiation

has a complex structure. Its 'internbl zone', beginning at great altitudes, was

practically not reached by the Soviet satellites. But the lower edge of this zone

1 Apogee -- the greatest distance from the earth's surface .to an orbital
point of a satellite.



was captured by American satellites. The 'external zone', located at very great

distances from the terrestrial surface and with its extremities penetrating com-

paratively deep into the polar atmosphere, was discovered by Soviet satellites.

This was plausible, but required verification, which could be accomplished

only by means of a vertical cross section of these zones or belts of radiation.

"This task was set before the launching of an American rocket to the i*-oon in Decem-

ber 1958 and at the launching of the first Soviet space ship on 2 January 1959.

During these launchings the structure of the Earth's radiation belts was subjected

to a detailed study.

It is interesting to note that the unsuccessful attempt of the American scien-

tists in their basic goal, to put a rocket on the Moon, led to unexpected success

in studying the structure of the radiation belts of the Earth. The rocket. having

reached an altitude of 107 thousand kzn. fell back to the Earth and in this manner

made a vertical cross section of the radiation zones of the Enrth not only at the

ascending portion of the trajectory, but at the descending portion in a somewhat

different direction.

The proposals concerning the structure of the radiation belts of the Earth,

which were made after their discovery with the aid of artificial satellites, were

confirmed as a result of the launching of the first Soviet space ship and the Ameri-

can rocket 'Pioneer-III'. The following launchings of Soviet and American space

ships also permitted the .obtainment of data on the structure of the radiation belts

of the Earth, and on their variations in the course of time.

Magnetometers, installed on the Soviet space ships, provided the possibility

of discoverying a system of currents in the radiation belts of the Earth, that

was not only the best information of their existence, but to a certain extent cha-

racteristic of their mechanism.

Additional information'on the radiation zonas of the Earth was obtained also

with the aid of launchings of satellites and high-altitude rockets. It was die-
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covered that these zones are not sarmetrical relative to the center of the -arthi

over the western hemisphere (over Amuerica) the internal zone begins at an altitude

of approximately 600 !zn, end over the eastern hemisphere (over Australia) at an

altitude of about 1600 kn. The reason for this, as one might guess, consists in

the peculiarities of the structure of the minetic field of tha Earth -- in the

experiment -- the non-coincidence of its Ocenter" uith the geoetric center of the

globe.

The radiation zones of the Earth. This is a cloud which is colossal in its dimen-
sions composed of charged particles, caught by the magnetic field of the Earth
(N and S -- north end south geomagnetic poles). It extends for several tens of
thousands of kilometers from the terrestrial surface and consists of two concentric
extremities -zones: external and internal. The external zone was discovered by
Soviet investigators with the aid of the second and third artificial satellites,
the internal zone was found by American investigators by means of 'Explorer-IlIl
and 'Explorer-IV.

KEY: 1. Earth; 2. External area; 3- Internal area.

This non-coincidence was known earlier, after grdand investigations of the

magnetic field. But the date obtaineds pon studying the zones of radiation, cam-

pelled a re-examination of this experiment. If earlier It was considered to be

equal to 300 ki, then now it has increased to 500 ka.

The internal zone has a maxizum distance from the surface of' the Earth of

approximately 2--3 thousand-km and ends at a distance of 3--4 thousand k. The

external zone begins at a distance of approximately 10--li thouoand k1. has a maxi-
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-mu distance of 20 thousand kn and extends uP to 40--50 thousand im from the surface

of the Earth.

edi:

0 20 4W GM 8
•Kuhemu.v.cAaR j~epaua. IUj9

Spectrum of energy of charxed particles in the internal radiation zone of the Earth.

KEY: 1. Protons/ca 2 see Ster. MeV; 2. Kinetic energy, MeV.

The energy of the particles lies along the horizontal axis, and the flow of charged
particles, or the intensity of radiation, along the vertical axis. The curve in-
dicates the relation of the particles of various energies in the internal radia-

tion belt. ThE basic part of the protons has energy of about 100 MeV and the rela-
tive number of particles with an energy greater than 200 MeV is comparatively small.

Upon studying the zones of radiation, it was established that the internal

zone consists of basically protons with high energy, about 100 million electrono-

volts 0e6). The external zone mainly consists of electrons with comparatively

low energy -- 30-100 thousand electronovolts.

In the southern part of the Atlantic Ocean in the 'internal surfaceO of the

radiation zones there is an unusual depression. It..matches up by having a magnetic

anomaly. The border of the radiation belt descends here to an altitude of approxi-

mately 300 km.

Upon a study of the rediation belts of the Earth it was also discovered that

the external zone is not stable in time, that its configuration, concentration and
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energy of its particles change. At the same time, the internal zone remains rela-

tively stable.

The causes of these changes lie in the inconstancy and instability of the

eworks of- those sources of charged particles, from where they fell into the *mag-

netic trap' of the Earth.

Du•e to the collisions of particles of the radiation belts of the Earth with

gas and dust particles of en interplanetary medium, molecules and atvai of the

exosphere -- the uppernmost part of the Earth's atmosphere -- a certain quantity

of particles, composing the belts of radiation, constantly loses its energy, which

the variation of the zones of rediation of the Earth in time to a certain extent

depends on the irregularity of the departure of the particles; the concentration

of the gas and dust particles in interplanetary space is greatly changed.. Such a

proposal is not very probable, more so that the relative role of these particles

in dispersing the particles from the Earth's radiation belts is comparatively small.

This means that the instability of the departure of the particles from the

radiation zones may be explained by the variability of the quantity of molecules

and atoms of the atmosphere, with which collision of high-energ particles may

occur. Such en explanation is plausible.

After careful processing of the results of the measurements conducted with the

aid of the first Soviet space ships, data was obtained on the fact that at alti-

tudes of 50--75 thousand km, i.e. beyond the limits of the external radiation belt,

there ave flows of electrons with energies exceeding 200 electronovolts. This

permitted the assumption that a third radiation belt also exists. Its characteri-

stic is a large intensity of flows of charged particles at comparitively snmll ener-

gies. The data obtained in the launching of the American rocket, OPioneer-VO, in

March 1960, confirmed the assumption of the Soviet scientists.

The flights of the second and third Soviet satellite ships provided the pos-

sibility of composing a chart of the distribution of radiation according to inten-
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sity on the surface of the globe.
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Change ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ se inth Intensity of Radiation in thedadition ZnsI h oreo ie

belts; 3. Trajectory of OPioneer-IIII; 4-. 'Pioneer-IV"; .5. Ascending ram;
6. Descending arm; 7. 2rid space rocket; B. let space rocket; 9. Thousands

of Ion; 10. Magnetic field allowing for radiation currents; 11. 2nd space roc-
ket; 12. Iet space rocket.

The radiation zones of the Earth. in particular the external zone.• are not stable
in time and space. Measurements performad on various space r-ockets provide sub-.
stantially different results. It is characteristic that these charges are seen

even in the results-robtained with the aid of the Auerican rocket. "pioneer-1I1w
on the ascending andr descending arms of its trajectory. Deviations in the amount
of stress of the magnetic field from calculations obtained with the use of the
first and second Soviet spaes rockets and compiled in the lower part of the graph,
influence the p•.nesence of• large curreunt systems in the mxi-nmr aeras of the external
zone and the variability of these systems in time.

W•hat is the source of the particles for the radiation zones of the Earth?

At the present time Wtis accepted to consider that there may be t'wo or these

sources. One of them is the Sun, which is constantly throwing out clouds of char-
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ged particles of high energy, part of which can be trapped by the Earth's magnetic

field, when it falls into the *sphere of its action'.

The use of this proposal indicates the close connection between the changes

in the external zone, its dimensions, intensity of radiation, remoteness of radia-

tion maxineei, with magnetic storms and the aurora borealis. The aurora borealis

is connected with the change in solar activity. The data possessed provides a basis

to propose that the closer the rtdiation maximu-m in the external zorne is to the

surface of the Zarth, then the stronger the ragnetic storm was, which was 1prececded

*by the formation of the zone.

Another source is cosaic radiation. Particles of this radiation have too

much ener•r to be suddenly caught by the magnetic field. They penetrate through

the field, only somewhat changing the direction of motion, and reach the upper

atwosphere. After collisions with gas particles, new particles are formd with

less energy. Among them are neutrons. Neutrons are: electrically neutral and pass

freely through magnetic fields. They could, depending on the flight direction,

move either up to a new collision with gas particles or generally leave the Earth

and move into outer space. But it turns out that the independent life-time of a

neutron is comparatively short and it quickly decomposes with the formation of

two charged particles: a neutron and an electron. They can already be trapped

by a magnetic field end supplement the supplies of particles in the magnetic trap.

For a long time there did not exist a single opinion in relation to the amount

of the stock of solar activity in the formation of the Earth's radiation zones.

Now it is accepted to assume that the external zone is formed solely due to solar

activity, and decomposition of neutrons, 'Earth radiation', may play a significant.

role in the internal zone.

At the present time, the cause has not been established for the existence of

a stable 'clearence' betseen the external and internal zones -- the decreasing of

the concentration of charged particles.
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The interaction of the Earth's magnetic field with charged particles of high

energy offers a substantial proposal that the particles, which by some means have

fallen into the magnetic fie'l, will be trapped outside the dense atmosphere.

If these particles enter si restricted area. then they, evidently, are not spread

out through the entire rodiation zone. They also do not stop on any insulated

power line. At the motion of the particles along a line a *drift" (mieration)

of electrons towards the east, and protons towards the west takes place. As a

result cf this drift the Zarth turns out to be trapped by an unusual thin shell

of charged particles. vhich had fallen into the magnetic trap.

At the present tine only one specific source of charged particles is known,

an atomic explosion. Namely the atomic explosions at great altitudes which were

used by thc USA in the so-called 'Argus experiment'. The fundamental purpose of

this experiient, of course, is not in the explanation of the mechanism of the exi-

stance of the Earth's radiation zones: it is known. It was necessary to investi-

gate the possibility of shielding radar stations with an artificially crested shell

of charged particles for the detection of ballistic rockets and to study the In-

fluence of such a shell on the nuclear charge of a rocket passing through it.

The atomic explosions made by the USA which caused some enlargement in the

content of radioactive isotopes in the atmosphere did not justify any geophysical

problems. These results could have been obt3ined by purely theoretical means.

Soviet scientists, I. S. Shklovskiy and V. I. Kresovskiy, investigated the physi-

cal mechanism of the existence of the belts and the possible sources of the char-

ged particles entering them. They arrived at the same conclusion as the Americana,

but not by means of conducting explosions, but theoretically obtained these results,

as they often say, *with the point of a pen'. it is very probable that the possi-

bility of obtaining these results by theoretical means caused the American scien-

tists to make ZExperiMent A:tgU& secret. Similar tests could not remain secret.

The fact of existence of high-altitude nuclear explosions is discovered by Soviet
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and French investigators at the registerinE of briefly-periodic variations of the

magnetic field. Lately, it has been reported that they were the same as those re-

gistered by the American scientists. All this indicates the impossibility of con-

cealing nuclear weapons tests and the necassity of prohibiting them.

So, study of space with the aid of rockets and satellites established that

the Earth is surrounded by lerge, dynamic radiation zones which are spread out for

ten or more radii of the terrestrial globe. It further established that upon the

ultimate penetration into outer space, beyond the limits o0 tho external radiation

zone, the intensity of cosmic radiation becoiaes comparatively alight. This, it

stands to reason, is during a quiescent state of the Sun. Luring the flashes on

the Sun large clouds of plasma (completely ionized gas) are thrown off into inter-

planetary space. Usually this is also sccompanicd by an increase in the intensity

of cosmic radiation.

.he maenetic field of the Earth. In the previous section it .was pointed out

that the magnetic field of the Earth is the original cause of the existence of the

radiation belts of the Earth. This means that there must be materi&ls for studying

the zones of radiation and information on the magnetic field of the Earth at long

distances from its surface.

It is known that magnetometers were. installed on the third Soviet artificial

satellite a.nd on Soviet space rockets. The magnetometer on the third satellite

permitted the obtuiment of certain data on the Ogeography of the magnetic field*

at altitudes from 230 km to 1800 km in the belt of latitudes. encompassed by the

orbit of the satellite. This data can be compared with materials of ground inves-

tigations. It then serves as a basis for calculating the occurence depths of the

sources causing constant abnormalities of the magnetic field of the Earth.

Not far into the center of the European portion of our country, the working

of one of the richest iron ore bassins in the world has started -- the !Wursk Meg-

netic anomaly. It is a gigantic, natural storehouse of iron ore. The metal ex-
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trected from it is converted into machines, steel constructions. and railroad bands.

takes part in the ulterior industrial development of the country and in corr•ing

out the seven-year plan..

The Kursk magnetic anomaly is not the only one in the Union. In the east of

the country there is a gigantic anomaly, where the arrow of a compass frealishly

refuses to indicate the precise direction in the northern nagnetic pole. In so far

as the enqmaly is stipulated, as a rule, with deposits of magnetic minerals. the

question arises. woL't the East-Siberian magnetic anomaly become the new metallur-

gical center of the country in the near future.

In order to obtain the answer it is not necessary to cCLiuct deep drilling in

the territories encompassed by the anomalies. The investigations conducted with

the aid of the third Soviet satellite indicated that the deviation of the magnetic

field at altitudes several hundreds of kilometers above the surface of the Earth

differs very much from what was theoretically cxnputed. This can be caused only

by extremely powerful sources located at a very great depth.

Apart from constant anomalies, there are also periodic, brief variation of the

magnetic field of the Earth. It was proposed that their existence is explained by

current systems in the upper atmosphere. This had to be verified.

The results of the investigations with the aid of the third Soviet satellite

provide a sufficient basis to assume that periodic variations of the magnetic field

are stipulated by current systems in the area of the principle maximum of the iono-

sphere.

The magnetometer installed on the third Soviet satellite could register the

intensity of the magnetic field at any geographic latitude and at any correction of

the satellite. :t permitted the detection and orientation of the satellite and its

position, at any moment in relation to the direction of the magnetic power lines.

The position of the satellite at any moment in relation to its motion and the mo-

tion of the Sun etc. could be computed. This had important significance for a nuD-
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bar of investigations.

What is still the most interesting object of the magnetometric investigstionast

The size and variability of the magnetic field at distances from the Earth correa-

ponding to the radiation zones 'of the Earth. This interest is stipulated : not only

by the fact that the Earth's magretic field is a trap for charged particles, but

by magnetic effects which ca'. be stipulated by the motion of the charged particles

in the radiation belts of the Earth.

In connection with the necessity of measuring the magnetic field of the Moon,

a magnetometer much more sensitive than the one installed on the third Soviet as-

tellite was placed on the first Soviet apace rocket. This led to a variation in

the band of measurements: tle maximum values of the Earth's magnetic field. which

could have been measured by it. corresponded to the distance from the center of the

Earth, equal to approximately 14,700 km. An even more sensitive magnetometer on the

second Soviet space rocket started to measure the Earth's magnetic field at a dis-

tance of about 18.000 km from its center.

Consequently, the measurement of the Earth's magnetic field, accomplished with

space rockets, encompasses only the external zone of the Earth's radiation belt,

differing in its Oinconsistent character*.

It was established that the measured values of the magnetic field strongly

differ to a small extent from the theoretically calculated ones, computed in a ran-

ge from the initial point of measuring (14,700 km for the first Soviet space rocket

and 18.000 km for the second Soviet space rocket) to distances of approxivately

23,OCO km from the center of the Earth. The congruence is sufficiently good at

large distances.

Deviations of the measured magnetic field end the theoretically calculated one

change with the passage of timt,. The magnetameter of the second Soviet space roc-

ket registered a smaller deviation than the magnetometer of the first Soviet apace

rocket. It was also discovered that the deviation maximum of the magnetic field
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from the calculated field is located soawhbat closer to the surface of the Earth

than the coLcentration maximum of trapped particles in the external radiation zone

of the Earth.

The largest intersity of radiation is located closest to the Earth when a wa.g-

netic storm which had been preceeded by the intrusion of corpuscles is stronger.

In coapering the intensity of radiation with the deviations of the actuscl rnagnetic

field from the calculated field, the scientists obtained a basis for assuming that

the external zone of radiation plays the role of an unusual Oeccumulator' of the

charged particles of solar origin. This laccumulatorm is filled with chareed par-

ticles during magnetic disturbances and gradually loses them in the periods between

such disturbances. This conclusion coincides well with the fact that the aurora

polaris takcs place regularily. not only on the days of m&gnetic disturbances.

It is proposed that the extra-ionospheric zonal current systems are the phy-

sical cause which weas stipulated by the abnormality of the magnetic field in the

external zone. In consideration of the character of the motion of the pharged par-

ticles in the magnetic tiap. it follows to consider the drift of chargcd particles

into the magetic field to be the only reason for such a type of current. In the

drift, the positive particles are transfered to the west and the negaitive ones to

the east.

The supply of electrons in the creation of the magnetic field, as the calcu-

lotions indicate, cannot be large.

Soviet scientists propose that the natural magnetism of tht external. zone can

be explained solely by drift currents of protons end positive ions.

But protons with energy on the order of several tens of electronovolts are

still not discovered experimentally in the external zone. Does this mean that the

proposal is erroneous? No, constant observations of hbyFrogen lines in the aurora

polaris spectrum indicate the presence of protons.
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7ho presoce of two armas of deviations of the cagnetic field from the calcu-

lated ore, rcgistered by the magnetometers of-the first Soviet space ship (one area

at a distance of 23.OOC km; the second 25.000 im from the center of the Earth), :

N. V. Aushkov explained as the rssult of tuo concentration meximums of protons.

Tbe first of them was formed during a large magnetic stom on 3--6 Decelber 19 58,

arn the second during two urderate zagnetic strois. which were observed from 12

through 20 December 1S5. (a rocket, as we know, was launched on 2 January 1959).

The Sun controls the motion of the unper atiosrhere. The study of the upper

atmosphere was the first task of the investigations with the aid of rockets and

artificial satellites. The fact that in a statement of the results obtained in the

booklet,, the atmrsphere,it turned out the third place, is not at all explained

by the disregard to the problem of the atmosphere or the insufficiency of the re-

sults obtained. The author's desire is to have the previous sections serve as ex-

planations for the following ones. In particular, an understanding of the phenomena

and processes, discovered in the upper layers of the atmosphere, requires a presen-

tation on the radiation zones of the Earth and its magnetic field.

Measurement of the density of the atmosphere up to approximately 160 kl cannot

be accomplished with satellites.

If messureme.ats can be made lower than 30--40 km with radio-sounds, then in the

interval of altitudes from 40 to 16C k6 the natural direct method of investigating

the density of the atmosphere is rocket sounding. These measurements were also

mainly accomplished by the Soviet Union and the USA with rockets in various geogra-

phical latitudes during the IGY. .The data obtained conforms well and indicates the

measurer.ennt of the density of the atophere from day to night end from suncier to

winter. It also repoves cn the latitudinal variations of the density of the at-

mosphere at great altitudes.

As a result of the rocket sounding we succeeded in establishing how the tem-

perature of the atmosphere is distributed according to altitude ,for various seesonsi
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and latitudes. The wind velocity for a.number of altitudes and the ion and gas

composition of the atmosphere was deteramined.

Cne of the moat Importent roe.ults of th..s entire section of investigations' is

the discovery of' the dynamicness of the upper atratosphtre end its lower layers; the

detection of winds of very high velocity, significant measurements of all the chs-

rsdctiristics of the atmcal'here both the regular, as well as. possibly, the random.

The diffusion division of argon and molecular nitrogen at altitudes higher than

110 km was discovered. It tskes place under the action of gravitation due to the

difference of the molecular weights of these gases.

See attached page 67a for Diagram

Disaram of the Structure of Earth's Atmosphere.
The permanently mobile, gigantic atmospheric ocean only recently becain'sccessible.
for studying its nature by man. I more sufficiently clear explanation has still not
been o0btained and there is still more to do. But already after the ten years when
Earth's atmosphere started to be studied with indirect ground methods, radiosoun",
aircraft, much important data.was obtained on its structure and motion. The greater
amount of information on the structure and dynamicness of the atmosphere in the lUst
few feare due to rockets and artificial satellites is incomparable. ('ey on next page)
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AEY TO *Diagram of the Structure of the Earth's AtOaphereg.

1. Exosphere.

2. Soviet geophysical rockets.

3.` Rdioaves shorter than 15--30 m.

4. Possible altitudes of stable orbit of satellites.

*5. Thermosphere.

6. Ionosphere.

7. Prime maximum of ionization.

8. Aurora polaris.

9. Radioweves.

10. Meteors.

11. Mesosphere.

12. Mesopause.

13. Stratosphere.

14. Stratopause.

15. Silver clouds.

16. Ozonosphere.

17. Neutrosphere.

18. Sounding balloons.

19. Nacreous clouds.

.20. Tropopeuse.

21. Troposphere.

22. Temperature oC.

With the sid of satellites the density of the upper atmosphere was determined

by means of measurements end observations of the deceleration of the satellites

and registrations of the variation in the period of their revolution around the

Earth.
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The variation in the period of. revolution of the s3tellita occurs because in

decelerating it loses part of its ener•y ana transfers to 6 more narrow orbit.

This. leads to a decrease in the langtb of the pbth and to an increase in its velo-

city. Since the density of the atmosphere falls very quickly with altitude, deter-

mination of the density on the basis of deceleration in the course of one revolu-

tion could be related to a lower point of the orbit, perigee. But does it then

follow to think that the varintions in the density with tho aid of each satellite

are calculated for one point on the 5urfacat of the Eqrth or. at least, could be re-

lated to one strictly determined geographical -1atittxie?

This, of course, is not so. Rorigee is gradually shifted olong the orbit 3n.1

as if rotates along it around the Earth. That is why with the eli- of a satellite

the 4ensity of the atmosphere can be measured in ary hemisphere in a rangc of lati-

tuades equal to the incilance of its orbit. The altitude at which the density can be

deterwined remains equal to the altitude of perigee end, conse..uently* decreases

very slowly in the course of time.

During the IGY the density of the atLmaphere was determined with the aid of

several sa3tellites with various values of perigee, fro 187 ku to 650 ka. and scAe,-

tinas up to 1500 km.

Instrui.rotz for mebsuring the pressure of the atmosphere were installed on the

third Soviet satellite. This permitted the accomplishment of measurements in any

point of orbit.

The data obtained indicates that the density of the ataosrhere is significantly

higher than ves proposed earlier on the basis of certain theoretical pren-isea and

the first results obtained with the aid of rockets. It was explained that the exo-

sphere (the external part of the Earth's atmosphere) does not extend for a thousand

kilometersa but up to 2--3 thousand km.

The density of the atmosphere determined with the aid of astellit.es is presen-

ted in the table.
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Altitude 200 250 3CC .500 700

Density at- 5.63 • 10"13 i.9 • 10-13 6.27 . 10"14 6 . 10-15 7 • IC-16

mosphere, g/='3

With the aid of rockets and satellites it was discovered that the dtensity of

the atmosphere variates from day to night and frm.. season to seasonj al so registered

was a decrease in the denity of the atmosphere with a decrease in the geogreaphical

latitude of the plice. A comparison of the variations in density of the ateosphere,.

obtained sfter observations of the Jeceleration of the satellites, with solar ac-

tivity provided a clear statistical connection. It was noted that the variation in

density of the atmosphere has a te.dency to repeat with s period in 27 days. This

corresponds to the period of revolution of the equatorial areas of the Sun around

the axis (relative to the Earth). It was also discovered that the disorderly devia-

tions in the density of the atmosphere are proportional-to the variations in radio

emission of the S-n from a wave length of about 10 cm, which characterizes the sur-

faca activity of the S=n.

?.nf.n.oej L~Poa.Lcmp;, m,,, u.

In FoPMO.)*1iwL1 (TfPP/Cu~ morcm,"yj 4-
I Top M,..,e (Wmx71 IUoPp)

PytmahCCCP to

?0 rD 3~' 0~ '~a'

tflnomtform'haiucp

xIx

Variation in the density of the atmosphere 'with. altitude (a) and vftriation in den-
sity of the atmosphere depending on solar activity (b).
The density of the atmosphere, determined according to the period of the satellites
revolution around the Earth as a result of its deceleration by the atm~osphere is
changed in close accordance with solar activity.
Key to graphs on p. 71.
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Key to graphs on page 70s

1. Density of the atnosphere.

2. Altitude.

3. •.ancmeters of third'artificial earth satellite.

4. Dc.ieration (Harris and 3astro).

5. Deceleration (Stern et al.).

6. USSR rocket.

7. Decelcration (Lidov).

8. Viking-7 rocket.

9. Aerobee-Hi rocket.

10. Variation in velocity of decrease in period.

11. Total intensity of solar flashes.

In separate cases (after large flashes on the Sun) it was noted that the change

in density of the atmosphere (registered with the aid of the third satellite)takes

place synchronously with the attainment of the environs of the• Earth with corpus-

culer flows, but not together with the flash, and with a delay of approximately one

24-hour period (the time whi.h is required for the en7irons of the Earth to attain

a flow of corpuscles) and simultaneously with the beginning of a magnetic storm.

caused by .the corpuscular flows.'

The length of the existence of the third Soviet artificial Larth satellite is

proof of the lasting influence of solar activity on the state of the upper atmosphere.

The satellite traveled almost halfla year more than it was determined by the ini-

tial calculation. An error 'in celcu1ltion' No, contemporary cnputation media

exclude the possibility of such a clumsy mistake. The reason is in The fact that

in the initial calculation of the length of existence of the satellite data on the

density of the atmosphere at the end of 1957 to the beginning of 19.58 was utilized.

At this time there was a maximum of solar activity. With its decreas at the end

of 195S. 19_59 and the beginning of 1960, the density of the upper atmosphere and
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resistancc to motion was reduced, and the life-tiaj of the satellite was incre3sed.

There are still certain facts deterwined by rockets which are necessary for

constructing a hypothesis concerning the nachanisi. of solar action on the upper

atmosphere.

Above all, a sharp difference in t'he densities of air at altitudes higher than

100 ka is noted in the polar and moderate lbtit..d-s. The den:,ity of the polar at-

most,here turned out to be approximately si; times hi &ter. It is true. measure-ents

of the lensity of the atmosphere in noderate latitudes, with which a cmphrisoa was

made, pertained to 1951, when there .:as a min•_muri of an eleven year cycle of solar

ectivity, and measurements in the polar latitudes pertained to 1957. But it fol-

lowed to expect that the difference would remain greater upon simultaneous mecsur-

ment.

It was alsrý discovered that the deterwination of the density of the atmosphere,

performed by observations of the motion of the Anerican satellites, with small angles

of orbital incline towards the equatorial plbne (and not having fallen in its motion

on orbit in the polar areas), did not provide latitudinal measurement of atmospheric

density and such a strong connection of it with solar activity, which was obtained

by observations of the motion of Soviet satellites.

%3 fler-.p-c.
46t
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Ca;tion to fiet;res on pee 72: Density (a) and temperature. (b) of the upper atmo-
sphere in polar and moderately equetor-ial latitudes.

With the aid of rocketa and satellites substantial differences in the density end
temperature of the atwosphere of the polar and moderate zon-a are established.
Together with the dependence of th. variation of the period of motion of the satel-
lites (on atror*ly inclincd orbits)'on solbr e:tivity, thij offers a basis to pro- 4
pose that the polar •rt•osphere in its upper layers is heated b) eolur corpuscles,
trappted by the Earth's mntnctic field and directed by it to polar areas.

Key to fUgures on page 72:

1. Density.

2. Altitude

3. Polar a tmosphere.

-4. Moderately equatorial.

5. Temperature.

6. Altitude above sea level.

7- Atmosphere of ruoderate latitudes.

These variations in density cnn be explained only by heating of the atmosphere.

its tewperzture was determined by direct methods in rocket sounding up to cmperar-

tively low altitudes: ap-roxirately 1CC )=. Higher then these altitudes determina-

tion of temperature took place not by direct methods, but according to that varia-

tion in density, w•tich was mentioned above. Thus, as a result of measurements of

the temperature, it was discovered that it is aignifiedntly higher than was proposed

earlier, and in the polar letitudes reaches altitudes of 20C km 20CC0 C and greater.

The hieher density and temperature of the upper atmosphere than was proposed

- .earlier brings up a question: what are the sources of 3uch warming of the atmoapheres

It was proposed earlier that warming of the atmosphere occurs exclusively due

to the shortwave, ultraviolet, radiation of the Sun. But it turned out that it was

insufficient for providinL such YA rning, "which is observed in reality. Various

proposals wse made, for example, the warming takes place because of infrasonic

oscillations. which may be caused by swelling of the sea, aocretion1 of cbsmic uUat
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and micrometeors etc.

All these hypothenes upon careful examination turned out to be incompetent

for explaining the physical mechanisc- of worming (as. for exazple. warming by infre-

sonic waves) or did not explain any rules in the chanee in dew ity.

The hypothesis concerning thb mechanism of wsar.ing the atmosphere with solar

corpuscles. which hzve fallen into a magetic trap of the Larth e-d can be focused

by tht ugnetic field to the polar areas of the at.ospher• is the most universal

and probable hypothesis. Thii hypothesis permits an explanation of a rule in'the

changes in the density of the atmosphere and their correspondence with such pheno-

menom of nature es the aurora polaris.

Consequently. it i& now difficult to indicate the coAxstruction of- asingle

standard model of the stnosphere for all belts of the Earth. They are different

for the polar zones and moderate latitudes. There is still no data concerning the

influence of warming the upper atmosphere on its lower layers and the development

of meteorological processes in the troposphere.

Possible paths of charged particles from the Sun to the Earth (according to Storuxr
and Bennat).

Theoretically the mechanism of capturing and holding of charged particles by a mag-
netic field was established lorg ago, when scientists first tried to explain the
aurora polar s.

1 Accretion -- capture of matter from outerspace by a fleld of gravitation.
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Exploration of the atmosphere with rockets and satellites "4as d,,fAe not ornly

for studying its heat process. For an ex;lanstion of atmosphe-ric werming it is

neýceajsery to know its ion and molecular "omposition and to study the electron con-

centration in tahe ionosphere.

Thtse expl6ratio.E were made by several methods. One of them was observation

Df the prophgation of radio si~mbls from tLe first Soviet satellites. 'Whwt is the

ess.ence of this methodl It is the b-nCding of thz path of propagation of radio waves

of determined frequencies and a radio beam upon its passege through the ionosphere.

Such a method of exploration permits determination of only the concentration

of electrons in the ionosphere. This is explained by the fact that gheavyO ions

more than a thousand times w(-.ker influence the character of propagation of radio

waves, than the lighter' electrons. The operatine frequencies of the radio trans-

mitters (20 and 40 crs) of the Soviet satellites were selected naaely to receive

ionospheric redibtion in observations of the propagation of radio wbves.

The operating frequencies of the American satellites were approx-imately 1C8 cps.

In observing their propagation it was impossible to conduct a study of tha ionosphere.

The radio waves of these frequencies penetrate through the ionosphere freely. not

changing the direction of its propagation. This offered the possibility of obser-

ving the satellites with radio technical wedis. The difficulty of precise optical

tracking of small satellites is obvious and led the American scientists to the se-

lection of such operatini: frequencies.

In the process of the radio observations of the Soviet satellites with the

* purpose of studying the ionosphere there were cases of super-remote registrations --

of the satellite's signals and even a 'circular echo" (propagation of radio waves

around the globe). This sudden result indicates the presence of unusual weveguides

in the ionosphere.

Studying the ions;here-on the besis of obsarva*ions of t:.e propagation of

radio signals can be accomrlished by several methods. Onc of the most simple and
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effective of them is reEistrat.ion of the. XC:nt3 of rsdio rise ani rddio fail.

It pcrmits the obtuio•e.t of a concentration of wlectmrns in the ionoasptre higher

than the prime m&Ainu of ionization which is perfectly inece.j-saible for a study

with ground muthods-of radio measurements. Due to thr radio tea•i bendinc upon pas-

sage throuEh thet ionosphcre the moments of r.dio rise 4nD radio fall will not coin-

cide with the moments of cltical rise and fall. Ths greater the difference in time

between them, the higher, obviously, the concentration of elcectror.s on the path of

passaEe of the radio beam between the satellite an" the surface -of the Earth. It

is natural that such a mthod Ooes not provide a suf f icent basis for e Judgment

concerning the structure of tha ionosphere, and this is very important.

Measurcnent of the eitctron concentration in the ionobphcre was also conducted

in the launchings of Soviet geophysical rockets by means of ultashortwa.ve diaper-

sirn interferometers. This method, proposed by L. I. M.ondelstem and rd. D. Fapalexi.

permitted ,hlz iateinmont of • sufficienly accurate change in electron conccatrbtion

with an increase in altitude.

By means of similar methods, a study of the ionosphere was made by foreign In-

vestigators. A great deal of work in the study of the ionosphere (by means of ob-

servations of the propagation of radio signals from Soviet artificial satellites)

was done in England. The usually cloudy sky of this country prevents optical ob-

servations of satellites. The high development of radio-technical means of obser-

ving the motion of satellites aided in the broad conductance of ionospheric Inves-

tigations by means of tracking the propagation of radio sigmas from artificial so-

tellites.

What are the results of studying the electron concentration in the ionosphere?

It can be said that clearly expressed Ionospheric layers are absent. There are

several peaks on the total curve of the increase in electron concentration (frotm

zero and to the prime maxim' of ionization).
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TUe character of lowering the electron concentration (higher than prime mI-

m=) is very even. The electron concentration decreases five to six times slower

than it increases in a layer lower ten prime maximnu. Then it is gredually decrea-

sod to a concentration of electrons of an interplanetary ionized -edium. This is

confirmed by rocket soundings and satellite investigations of the ionosphere.

However, the mere knowledge of electron concentration in the ionosphere is in-

sufficient; it is nesesary to determine the concentration of positive ions. The

ionosphere, as a whole, is electrically neutral. Therefore, the quantity of posi-

tive ions must correspond to the total of electrons, and negative ions.

Positive ions were registered on the third artificial satellite. It carried

a special apparatuis with two Ion catchers. The spherical collector of these eat-

chore had a negative charge, which collects positive particles and repels the nego-

tive particles. The ion current flows to the collector of the catcher and deter-

mines the concentration of positive ions in the external medium.

The satellite's potential relative to the external medium can also be deter-

mined with ion catchers. This in turn offers the possibility of making a judgement

concerning the effective temperature of electrons characterizing the velocity of

their motion. It turned out that the effective temperature of electrons in the

ionosphere is much higher than the temperature of neutral particles and ions. This

new result requires further study and a physical explanation.

A method of collecting air samples by means of special balloons was widely

utilized for determining th.om~i-tio _-the at-phere dT"•ui.vocket sounding.

The air was carefully pumped from them on the ground. At a given altitude tM bal-

lons were optua;± and after taking samples they were closed. What is the complexity

of this method? It is difficult to create a deep vacuum in balloons; an influence

of the gases leaving the rocket during flight an the results of the investigations

is possible; it In complicated to analyze small quantities of matter. An insuffi-

ciency of the method also lies in the fact that it permits the obtainment of only
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the chemical* and not the ion composition of the atmosphere. In an Isolated volume

of a balloon, particles of the atmophere cannot be found in a state of phetoahimi-

cal equilibrium, an in the upper atmosphere. Therefore, an instrunt was created,

which could d'termine the ion composition of the atmsphere immediately. Such an

instrument, a radiofrequency.mass-spectrometer, was installed on the third Soviet

satellite. This instrauent is more preferable on a satellite than on a rocket.

After several days the satellite's gea liberation ceases, and the results of the

measurements are sufficiently accurate (if you do not consider the interaction of

gas particles with the sides of the Instrument).

The meas-spectrometer, by means of an electrical or magnetic field, separates

and divides ions according to mass. When electrical fields of high frequency are

utilized for separation, the mass-spectrometer is said to be radiofrequenoy.

The diffusion division of argon and molecular nitrogen was registered namely

with the aid of such instruments during rocket investigations. What is the short-

coming of such an instrument? The fact that it is difficult to investigate mole-

cular composition with its help.

Measurements of ion composition, made on the third satellite in the 225 km to

980 km range of altitudes, indicated that in day-time positive ions of atomic oxy-

gen prevail at these altitudes. In addition to those ions, positive ions with mass

number 14 were registered, which could be identified with ions of atomic nitrogen,

positive ions of tetmic oxygen isotope with mass number 18, positive ions of mole-

cular nitrogen, positive ions of nitrogen oxide and positive ions of molecular oxy-

gen were also registered.

The results obtained indicate that the ion composition of the upper at-oaphere

changes substantially depending on altitude. The percent (in relation to ions of

atomic oxygen) content of heavy molecular ions of molecular oxygen, nitric oxide

and molecular nitrogen falls with an increase in altitude. It is interesting to

note that the relative content of these ions falls the fastest in the 225 ka to
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270 ka altitude interval, after which the decrease becomes slower. The content of

ions of molecular oxygen at altitudes above 400 ka is more than a thousand time

less than the ions of atonic oxygen. The content of ions of nitric oxide becoms

a thousand times loss at altitudes above 500 hIn. The relative quantity of ionw of

atomic nitrogen increases with an increase in altitude.

It was further discovered that the ion compoeition depends on the geogrrephLical

latitude. Therefore. the relative content of ions of atomic nitrogen at altitudes

from 22.5 to 350 km increases significantly upon transfer from the 00°-500 area of

north latitudes to the 550-6.0 north latitudes. The relative content of ions of

molecular nitrogen, molecular oxygen and nitric oxide also increases in these lati-

tudes in comparison to more southern .latitudes.

Measurements of electron and ion concentrations, conducted a different times*

indicate an insignificant variability in them with the course of time. One can

assume that many of these variations are quite rapid and create the known. difficul-

ties in radio c-munications (in radio-telephone conditions) with satellites moving

higher than prime maxtam.

Right now there is still no exhaustive explanation of the various pecularities

in the structure and life of the ionosphere. The data obtained in ionospheric mea-

surements is too fragnmntal and incomplete. Very little is known about the active

factors which could influence ionization and its variation in time (ultraviolet and

X-ray emissions of the Sun. corpuscular radiation of the Sun, cosmic rays and micro-

meteors). One can only propose that the Sun (the role of which in the motion of the

upper atmosphere can be" cosered as proof) seem to greatly influence its alse-

trical characteristics. They can be part of the total action of the Sun on the

atmosphee.

Materials of Interstellar snace. *Absolute vacuum* and *absolute oold" are

incompatible expressions, but- are used quite often recently for the characteristie

of interplanetary space, especially in H.cience-fiction and popular-science literature.
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It Is now known that besides the large number of meteors lightiag up the nocturnal

sky with firey streaks, there is a mass of small meteor particles and cosmie dust,

filling interplanetary space and, penetrating into the Earth's atmoaphere.

Fine and porous in structure, the partiVcia can penetrate into the atmosphere

without changing physical qualities. This created the known premises for studying

the particles on the basis of air contamination, sedimentary rocks of deep seas etc.

Such investigations together with ground observations of meteors (bright traces of

the combustion of meteors in the upper atmosphere) confirmed to a large extent the

proposals concerning the size of the masses of meteor particles and their structure.

But together with that. ground methods of investigations could not provide a

complete possibility for studying solid matter of interplanetary spaces. For an

evaluation of the total amount of meteor particles falling to the Iarth, their mass

and energy, it was necessary to bring instruments beyond the ranges of the atmosphere.

For automatic exploratory rockets and more so for manned flight, the meteors moving

with colossal speeds could present a tremendous danger and a before-hand evaluation

should take place.

What does the meteor danger consist of in its most imnediate form? In the

possibilities of damaging the walls of the compartment or cabin of a space-ship,

which leads to instant depressurization, cessation of operation of apparatus or

the necessity of fast correction of the damage.

Another form of meteor danger is micrameteor erosion. It is the gradual abra-

sion of the surface layer of metals under the action of fine dust particles borne

by eee speeds, a danger to the rurfaoes of solar batteries and optie.. T small

particles shot, OILi by a sand-blasting apparatus affect a metallic or granite surfaee

similar to the action of erosion. The mechanical damage caused by erosion Is not

great and could be disregarded. But it can lead the space ship to destruction of

the heat conditions which in -urn can strongly influence the operation conditions

of the instruments and astronauts.
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In interplanetary space where the density of the surrounding medium is low,

the temperature of bodies in determined by radiation characteristics, I.e. the abi-

lity of a surface to emit and absorb heat rays. and the internal heat supply due to

the operation of the apparatus and the viability of the organisms. Therefore, vari-

ation in the radiation characteristics is extremely important.

The geophysical effects of heating the atmoapherea already mentioned above,

may pertain to the meteor material concerned.

Large meteors are rarely encountered. The extremely small dust particles,

micrcmeteors. present a basic danger to space flights.

Therefore, in the preparation of the very first experiments on rockets and sa-

tellites, the Soviet and American investigators began to develope an apparatus for

registering the strikes of micrcmeteor particles.

One of the first methods of studying meteor particles (applied by the Ameri-

cane in the launchings of the famous wV-20 rockets soon after the end of the war)

was the acoustical method. Special microphones registered strikes of meteors arou-

nd the hull of the rocket. They permitted the obtainment of data for a very large

surface, but could not, naturally, provide distribution of the particles according

to mass and energy, since the acoustical effect, to a considerable extent, vas de-

termined by the characteristics of that part of the construction where the strike

took place.

Scientists proposed the creation of various devices. One of them was canposed

of grids with thin wires, and a judgemant ean be made concerning the size and freo -

quenay of the mirormeteor impact on the basis of breaks in the wire. Another do-

vice had the form of a package composed of extremely thin conductors, which must

gradually wear out under the action of meteor dust, ehanging the total electrical

resistance of the package (this was also a sign of meteor erosion). One more de-

vice had a photosensitive element covered by an opaque emulsion. Micrometeor da-

maa to this emulsion created the possibility of a photoelectric effect and regis-
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tration of meteor matter.

Piezo-devices were widely applied by Soviet scientists in meteor investigations.

The property of certain crystals (for example, ammonium phosphate) is used in these

devices to provide a difference in potentials on linings upon a meteor strike a-

round a plate rigidly resting on a system composed of several piezo-elements. The

advantage of such a system is in the invariability of the characteristics of thi

device over a long period of time, until it is destroyed.

Such a system of registration permita the measurement of the frequency and energ

of meteor strikes. Calculations indicate that the devices permit the measurement

of the energy of meteor particles having masses from 10"9 g and more.

The average frequency of meteor strikes, registered by the third satellite

(Sputnik III). is approximately 1.7 • 10-3 square meters per second. The results

obtained by Sputnik III also indicate that the frequency of micrometeor collisions

with the surface of the satellite rarely increased with time a devises registered

the magnitude of a number of strikes. So, for example, on 15 May 1958 the magni-

tude reached 4--11 strikes per second in one square meter. It was explained by the

passage of the satellite through a meteor shover.

What does this conclusion follow from? From the fast that in variation of a

number of strikes there is a periodicity coinciding with the periodicity of the

revolution of the satellite relative to the center of gravity. Consequently, tho

majority of meteor particles had one and the same direction of motion. Thecretical

calculations indicate that if the particles e01nge at an average speed of 40 ka/aec.,

then after a time strikes were registered around the devides .of particles having

masses from 8 . i0-9 to 2.65 . 10 48 and energies of about i06--i05 erg.

Devices for registering micrcmeteors were installed on the three Soviet space

rockets. An experiment on the first space rocket provided a comparatively small

number of strikes, Insufficient for delivering them to telemetry (gathered data).

Accumulation of data did not take place on the second space rocket and it ms do-
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livered imsdiately.

The results indicate a frequency of 9 . 10"5 strikes per second in 1 32 for

paorticlas having masses of 6 . 10-9--1.5 - 10-8 g it in less than 5 . 10- strikes

per second in 1 m2 . The devises placed on the automatic interplanetary station

(AIS) indicated an average of 3 . 10-3 strikes per second in 1 n2.

There was a report in the press that as a result of the experiments conducted

on the satellites there is a basis to assume that around the Earth at comparatively

low altitudes (approximately one hundred kilometers) there exists a ring composed

of micrometeors. The existence of this unusual ring was mentioned earlier, emerging

from theoretical considerations.

There is a report that the general results of studying meteors with satellites

led to the conclusion that the Earth is surrounded by an unusual micrometeor area,

extending up to altitudes of approximately one hundred thousand kilometers. Con-

centration of particles in it is relatively small, but it is immeasurably higher

than the concentration of particles in interplanetary space. An American astronomere

F. Whipple, proposes that these particles obviously have a lunar origination.

There Is a basis to assume that the AIS 'registered' the fall of meteors of

larger sizes than any of the others colliding with previous Soviet rockets and sa-

tellites. Its unexpected disorder and cessasion of information transmission can

only be explained by the meteor damage to it. Such an explanation is more plausible,

since at this time the Earth passed through one of the meteor showers. The total

magnitude of the frequency of strikes of meteorae.as it follows from the data pre-

. sreted above, was registered by AIS devices.

This is not a solitary case. The American satellite, "Explorer-IIl'. was da-

maged upon the passage of the Aquarids meteor shower at the beginning of May j958&

It is characteristic that upon this at first the device registered the fall of a

large meteor, .then one after the other the radio transmitters went out of order.

Do•s this man that the meteor danger is that great?
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In spite of these two cases, there is no basis to cozsider it to be great.

The lengthy work of ot~er satellites and space rockets, the total number of laun-

chingsof which is more than ten, the results of registering meteors .with special

equipment and the length of operation of the solar batteries provides a basis to

assue that meteor danger is not serious for piercing the hull and eroding it.

The instances with the AIS and 'Explorer-IIIO is a rather disappointing accident

than an inevitable rule...

Not only meteors and cosmic dust fill interplanetary space. Right up to the

beginning of direct investigations the proposal existed that spaece contains inter-

planetary gas. The results of measuring the polarization of 'zodiacal lights (a

weak illumination of the sky in the ecliptics plane, which can be observed in the

south latitudes and characterized by the diffusion of solar light by extremel snal

particles of matter) led some investigators to a conclusion concerning the fact

that interplanetary space is filled with electrons. Their density in the region of

the Earth consists of approximately 600--1000 1/cm3 . Since the medium as a whole

is neutral, there -,st also be positive particles with the same concentration eon-

tained in it.

Other experimental arguements in the uss of the existance of interplanetary

gas were the 'whistling atmospherics" (lowfrequency electromagnetic oscillations,

originating as a result of lightening discharges and spreading along the magnetic

power lines of the Earth's magnetic field). The concentration of electrons deter-

mined on the basis of these atmospherics in interplanetary space (in this moner -

one could determine it up to distances of 50--60 thousand ka from the surface of

the Earth) is equal to approximately 1000 2/=3.

Before the investigators stood the task of verifying tLe indicated conclusions,

explaining whether or not these particles belong to the corpuscular flow eontion-

ously being discharged by the Sun. This could only be don* with the aid of space

rockets.
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One can distinguish the stationary gas composing interplanetary space (its

particles have energy of approximately 1 ev) from the flowy of solar corpuscles

(large energy) by means of dividing the registered particles according to energy.

Distribution of particles with high energy can be attained, for example, by morn*

of an installation of corresponding screens, calculated an the passage of particles

having energy not lower than the determined limit through them.

On the first Soviet space rocket this division was attained by means of the

simultaneous utilization of four proton catchers. Two of them had a positive po-

tential on the outer screens. Particles of stationary gas could not have fallen

into these catchers. They only registered protons of corpuscular flows.

The two remaining catchers registered summary proton currents, saused by both

stationary protons and protons of solar corpuscular radiation. In the experiment

system the possibility of precise calculation of the electrical potential of the

hull relative to the medium was not examined, therefore the results obtained bear

an appraisable character.

This data indicates that interplanetary ionized gas exists.. Concentration of

positively charged particles of gas at an altitude of 1500 km in a non-illuminated

area of the atmosphere is approximately 1000 1/cm3. At an altitude of 2000 km in

the same conditions. concentration iS half as much. Higher it maintains almost a

constant value up to 21--22 thousand km. At a distance of llO--1•50 km the concen-

tration of particles is lowered to 300--400 1/cm3.

The discovery of interplanetary gas during the rocket experiments occured un-

expectedly, while photographing the celestialim p ia ultraviolet rays.

We know that in order to study the composition of stars and nebulae, and 41so

the processes going on in them* it is very important to conduct spectrometric In.-

vestigations in ultraviolet rays, for which theb Earth's atmosphere is not transpa-

rent. These experiments were iade on rockets. Photography of the nocturnal sky

from high altitudes indicated a great brilliance in the areas opposite the Sun.
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This radiation can only be explained by the presence of hydrogen In the interplane-

tary medium, in the radiation line of which photogr•phs were taken.

A natural .atgllit@ of our planet. The Soviet space rocket. (launched in 1959).

in addition to atudying interplanet space and space near the earth, transmitted

information to Earth concerning our nearby cosmic neighbor.

In the investigations of the Moon Soviet rocketry for a long period of time

in maintaining not only priority, but a "monopolym. American scientists launched

maiW Earth satellites, but were not able to approach a study of the Moon. The Ameri-

can rocket, which was successfully launched in the direction of the Moon ('Pioneer-

IV*). passed it at a distance of 60 thousand ka.

The first Soviet rocket investigated the vicinity of the Moons it went along

a given trajectory to a distance of 5 thousand kms from the surface of the Moon.

The recond rocket made a vertical cross section of the space near the Moon almost

up to the surface of the Moon, having accomplished the first interplanetary flight

in history. In honor of this outstanding occasion banners with the symbol of the

country of socialism were placed on the surface of the Moon.

The most important result, obtained in this launching is an experimentally

established fact: the Moon has no significant magnetic field and formations simi-

lefrt the Earth's radiation belts. They could not originate without magnetic traps.

We succeeded als, in discovering an increase in the concentration of ionized par-

ticles as you draw closer to the surface of the Moon. The ionosphere of the Moon

is unusual and extremely rarefied in coMparison to the Earth. Its discovery *on-

firms the theoretical assumptions and those ground experiments (observation of radio

stare), which indicated the presence of this atmoephere.

The third Soviet slpace rocket sent an automatic interplanetar7 station (Ala)

into an exceptionally camplicated.spatial orbit.

This station, besiles the ordinary investigations, had a special. missions
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to photograph the opposite side of the Moono which is invisible from the Earth and

therefore was not campletely studied to that time. We known that this mission was

successfully, accomplished.

With the aid of the special engines and photoelectrical apparatus, the sta-

tion. on an orbit between the Sun and the Moon. accomplished orientation at first

to the Sun, and then to the Moon and with the aid of two cameras, photographed the

opposite aide of the Moon from a distance of 60--70 thousand kn. The photographs

obtained were then processed under the codplex Conditions of space flight and trans-

mitted to the Earth with the aid of a television installation.

In the photographs of the far side of the Moon there aye considerably fever

'seas" and more elevated and mountainous regions than on the visible side. TWo

seas are clearly visible in the photographs: the 'Sea of Moscow* with the 'Bay of

Astronauts* and the *See of Dreams'. The courses of certain seas. visible from the

Earth at the edge of the lunar disk, the :Soviet' Mountain Range, the "Tsiolkovskly,

"Lomonosov', '3oliot-Curie', IMendeleyev'. '.Tules Verne', 'Edison', 'Kurchatov"

craters and many others were photographed.

Altogether, on the far side of the Moon, by means of eareful deciphering with

a large degree of accuracy, 252 formations were discovered, out of them approximately

100 belong to the region of the visible side of the Moon. 190 details of the sur-

face were discovered with less accuracy. 57 details were discovered with little

accuracy -- only coe sequence needs confirwstion.

It follows to remark that the photography was done not under completely favo-

rable conditions. The attempt to possibly photograph a large part of the surfaoe

of the far side of the Moon led to the selection of a moment when the entire far

side a•-s illuminated. The absence of side shadows concealed the relief of the ter-

rain and made the illuminatiom 'flat'.

Toward a dream. It is probable that man's first conscious glanse into the
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skgr was connected with the dream of flying upwards, beyond the clouds, to the spar-

kling lights of the stare. For may centuries mankindis striving towards the stars

and remote unknown worlds was developed and strengthened, but, like man other stri-

vings, remained only a dream, beautiful and hopeless...

Means of ground communications were developed and the striving to utilize the

air envelope of the planet for them was even greater. At first birds were imitated.

Wings for gliding, then an air balloon carried by the wind, a nonsanouveruble and

sluggish dirigible and, finally, a motorized aerodynamic flight of man in an air-

plane.

Airplanes ware quickly developed, striving to increase their speed and

ceiling. But they could not become the means of flying to other planets and worlds.

Photograph of the Far Side of the Moon.

An automatic interplanetary station transmitted a large number of photographs of

the far side of the Moon to the Barth, the side which cannot be observed from the

Earth.
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Only after the publication of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy'a clear and realistie Ideas,

the developement of modern technology turned the dream of extraterrestrial flight

at first to hope, and then to solid certainty. The reality of the task and the

necessity of its profound solution compelled the investigators to ponder over all

aspects of the problem, which could arise upon the taking of this step.

What physical conditions will man encounter in apace? What will his psycho-

logical reaction be to this new situation? What measures are necessary for guaran-

teeing safety of the flight? What could be the possible consequences of such a

flight? All these questions required an immediate solution.

Experiments in baro- and thermo-chambers, artificially created on special in-

stallations -- *overloading* centrefuges, various psychological investigations under

special conditions, simulation of weightlessness upon limmeraion in a liquid and the

creation of momentary weightlessness in airplane flight along a specially calculated

curve -- all these are stages in the way to the solution of specific elements of

these problem.

But in ground experiments it is impossible to create prolonged weightlesaness,

impossible to estimate the influence of penetrating radiation on organisms of living

matter upon leaving the limits of a dense atmosphere.

Therefore, with the appearance of sufficiently powerful rockets, the investi-

gators immediatly vent on to natural experiments. As always in the history of me-

dicine, we turned to animals so as not to risk a human life. Dogs began to be sent

into the upper atmosphere, paving man's way to space.

Why dogs, especially? In the USA preference was given to mice, rats, meakeys...

The fact vwa that dogs easily undertake depression. Their physiolog was studied

very wall by Soviet scientists,, beginning with I. P. Pavlov. The facility of dep-

ression pernLtted us to place a portion of the dogs in a flight while Oconsclouaa*,

as monkeys in American experiments were found under narcosis.
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-ey to the "Map of the Fr 81de at the Nooa 8

1. Humbolt'a See. 28. Skledovsak-Curie.

2. ladynio6. 29. Tslolkovskiy.

3. Giordano Bruno. 30. Mare Aumtrele (Southern See).

4. Maxve.. 31. Zule -Ver•se.

5. Kairchatov. 32. Sea of Dreemaxs.

6. Coeamos.

7. Mare Umbra (Sea of Sheoim).

8. Jo1 tot-Curio.

9. L•monoeov.

10. Edisom.

11. Sea of Moscow.

12. Bay of istronaute.

13. Mare Crisium (Sea of Crise).

14. Mere Marginia (Border Sea).

15.- Popo.

16. Hertz.

17. Tau Ch'ung chick.'

18. Mare Undarum (Sea of Vavee).

19. Lobachevrkiy.

20. Mare Foecunditatis (Sea of PIsty).

21. Mare Spuzane (see of Foe.).-

22. .angren..

23. Hare Satbil.

24. Peaster.

25. Mendeleyev.

26. VenDellaus.

27. Petavius.
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For a cmpasrstively long time Soviet engineers have been studying high-eltitude

rockets and special containers carrying instruments and animals which were catapulted

from the rockets and returned to Earth. Numerous experiments indicated that animals

take overloading well, vibration and weightlessneas during launchings up to an alti-

tude up to several hundreds of kilometers. Many of them were sent up in rockets

several times end felt splendid.

However all of these experiments were comparatively shorts flight of the roe-

ket upwards and its descent taken several tens of minutes. In order to explain

the influence of a prolonged state of weightlessness, it was necessary to perform

an experiment on an artificial earth satellite.

This was done on 3 November 1957, when the dog Layka began her flight on the

satellite. She was fated to die: the satellite was not expected to return to the

earth. But this death was not in vain. For a week, by means of numerous devices,

Layks *spoke' on a telemetric channel concerning her state-of-being and the viabi-

lity of organism under the unusual conditions of space flight.

It follows from this 'conversation" that on the active portion, when a large

overload occured, the dog's respiration rhythym and cardiac activity intensified.

After the overloading ended, it gradually returned to normal. It also follows from

this 'conversation' that neither the overloading during orbital entry, nor the pro-

longed state of weightlessness hindered the flight into apace.

Does this mean that the road to space was opened? Ofcourse not. Thousands

of dangers, obvious and hidden, face man in space. The persistent work on the study

of all the probleme of space flight continued. Rocket launchings and tedious ground

investigations were started anow.

Other work was going on at that time. Rockets were perfected which were ca-

pable of carrying more solid and heavier equipment, similar to future space ships.

and new powerful rockets were tested which accurately reached an assigned point of

the water surface in the water space of the Pacific Ocean.
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"RAP9 IC NOT
SEPRODUCIBLE

•Lka in the Cabin of svutnik 11

Biological investigations occupied a large place from the very beginning in the
complex of investigations with Soviet artificial earth satellites. Their purpose
was to explain the influence of specific conditions of rocket and space flight on
living organisms. It is necessary both for otudying the possibility of the existence
of organisms in conditions different from the earth, and for providing flight safety
of man in outer space. Layka, the first space traveler, did not die in vain. The
experiment on Spunik II permitted the obtainment of data on the possibility of the
space flight of highly-organized living matter.

Finally, the first satellite ship was put into orbit around the earth. There

was no living matter on it; neither animals, nor human*. They were replaced by

a mannequin. This is explained by the fact that the program did not expect the ship

to return to earth. Therefore, an experim~nt with a man was not possible. An ex-

periment with animals could not offer anything new in comparison with what the

launching of the satellite containing Layka provided.

A prolonged experiment on a large number of experimental animals was Aeoessary

with the required return to earth, in order to explain how an organism behaves in
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conditions of prolonged space flight. Whet are the reactions of the flight condi-

tions and their genetic influence? Whit, Is the degree of expoaure of var'•ou or-

ganisms to the influence of specific Ooxi.tio'ns of as-pce flig"t7•

Namely such a *zoological garden* was put into orbit on 19'August 1960 on the

second satellite ship. There were cages placed in its pressurized cabin containing

two white laboratory rats, 15 black and 13 white laboratory mice. In the ejection

contained of the ship were located two dogs (Balks and Strelka). a cage with 6 black

and 6 white mice. several hundreds of insects (fliej. two vessels containing plants

(spidereorta), seeds of varioue kinds of onions, peas. wheat., maize and nlgella.

special vessels containing fungi (actinonwcytes).uni-cellular algae (chlorella In

liquid and solid feeding media). In 50 holders there were sealed ampoules contain-

ing bacterial cultures of intestinal bacilli, bacilli of butyric fermentation, an-

poules with staphlococcus cultures, two varieties of phages, a solution of desoxy-

ribonucleic skid (DNA). and also a culture of epitelial tumor cells of a human

(Hel's cells) and small pieces of preserved skin of a human and a rabbit. In addi-

tion, in the container were located 4 autcmatic bioelements containing cultures of

butyric fermentation bacilli. 2 bioelements in a special thermostat and 2 in an

unheated container.

What was the point and purpose of each of these experiments?

The dogs must have 'spoken' of their state-of-being at all stages of flight

(at this time not only by means of-pickups and in front of television caneras), and

also of their status after returning. The black and white mice miust have helped

investigate the possibility of imutation changes. A large number of experimental

animals created wide possibilities for obtaining statistically reliable, anid not

accidental results.

Fruit flies (drosophyla). were the usual objects of genetic investigations.

Drosophylla chromosomes are large, and after ten years of their study it was esta-

blished, in every sequence biochemical. embrycT•s a ebmreteariaticg (genOa) located
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in them. Flies quickly develope and multiply; therefore, very soon after the ex-

periment it is possible to obtain the first materials concerning the influence of

cosmic radiations on the heridity of insects.

Belks and Strelka -- 'passengers* of the second space ship. The experiment with
Layka, as also numerousa biological experiments on geophysical rockets, did not pro-
vide exclusive information. When one speaks of human life, a very careful and close
check of the various aspects of the influence of flight conditions on the organism
and safety is necessary. On the second space ship were two dogs, Balks and Strelka.
Their condition was monitored by means of telemetric transmissions of information,
television observation, and also by means of studying the viability of the organism
after the return of the space ship to the earth.

Spidervort is an interesting object for investigations. In its cells are six

pairs of large and well-distinguished chromosomes. Any chromosome variations will

be detected in the dividing bud cells. On the basis of these changes one can very

precisely determine the dose of ionizing r#distion. The spidervort is as if a 'li-

ving dosimeter'.

Nuclei* maids are substances of heredity. Their molecules can be called 'na-

ked genes' or 'genes in freedom'. The influence of radiation could cause variation

in the structure of this aoid, which can ba detected by means of physical and chemi-

cal investigations. This division of the investigations must have indicated the
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imndiate mechanism of radiation aetion on an orpaias.

Penicillin Is a very important drug. Nov types of hybrids are now exposed to

radiation action. Bacilli is a convient object for radiation Investigations, and*

maybe, not without practically important consequences.

Theb pieces of skin must have been provided after arriving at the answer to a

queation In relation to the possible changes in albumen composition.

Right now it is difficult to make a judgement on the complete results of this

experiment. Even during motion of the satellite ship on orbit It was known that

the dogs were successfully undertaking, all the specific features of space flight.

Therefore, Strelka 's and Belka't pulse frequency before launching 90 and 75., cores -

pondingly, and respiration 60 and 24 (both per minute). This corresponds to normal.

On the active portion the pulse of both grew to 150--160 per minute, one of the dogs'

respiration frequency reached 240. This was an adaptation of the organism, and not

a pathological chang.

One of the dogs, after making 18 "trips around the world' in the course of a

twenty-four hour period on the second satellite ship, gave birth to six completely

healtby puppies. This is a hopeful result in the sense that the cosmic radiation

which acted on Strelka during the flight, did not influence her posterity. Probably*

all of these puppies, or atleast sam of them, will *follow' in their mother's foot-

steps and help the scientists to collect exclusive information on the genetic re-

sults of sending highly-organized matter into space.

The •nnumerated purposes and trends of the experiment indicate the very serious

and coplicated affair of studying the behavior of an organism In spec* and its re-

action to external unusual influences. The results obtained to the present time.

are favorable, but they still require further study and new experiments. The pro-

eese of a further detailed study will be continued, although a solution was 'sxue-

ezed out' for man in the first flights into space. The scientists provided safety

of the first stages of menas entry into space. so that this stop would not be a
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Oatop into nothingo, a stop with closed eys.

It is perfectly natural, that the possible Influence of high-ensrg particles

on living. organisms presents a known danger for future. space flights. The penetra-

ting ability of the particles can atrongly influence the characteristics of Semi-

conductors and impair the work of semiconductor instruments. In collision& of per-

ticles with the material of the shell, a retarding X-ray radiation arises, which

also has a great penetrating ability.

It does not follow to think that the situation is hopeless. The experience

of the operation of apparatus of space ships during their passage through the radi-

ation belts of the earth and an estimation of the energy of the particles and their

concentration provides a basis to assume that this difficulties are not insurmoun-

table. Sufficiently powerful shielding and rapid passage through the radiation

belts of the earth can guanantee safety. although both require additional pover

expenditures.

During the quiescent state of the Sun. an entry into space through the polar

areas of the earth is possible. During increased solar activity, the radiation in

these areas will be extremely intensive.

The launching and successful return of the second satellite ship to the earth,

and the favorable results of the biological experiments carried out on it still did

not imply that the question concerning manned flight into outer space can be con-

sidered to be finally solved. Now experiments were needed, which would permit the

obtainment of the extremely needed results.

Therefore, heavy satellite ships took off into the sky one after another.

The fourth and fifth satellite ships successfully landed at the beginning of 1961

with animals on board.

Man flys around the planet. Dreams do not exist in such a responsible affair

as the preparation of manned flight into space. Soviet scientists could not risk

a human life for the sake of an external effect, sensation.
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Therefore, a flight of man Into outer space was not accomplished earliero In

spite of the fact that the paver of the Soviet rockets for a long time we* already

completely sufficient for it. The neiessity of solving the problem of retusning.

of *handing the astronaut a return tick.t excluded the possibility of carrying out

a manned space flight uatil August 1960, whan the aecood satellite ship would return

to the earth.

It is true that in the Soviet Union the problem of returning high-altitude

rockets with the aid of which atmospheric sounding and biological experiments were

conducted, was solved saw time ago. It Is also known that models of the final

stages of new powerful rockets, whdch were tested in January 1960. were adapted for

passage through the dense atmosphere.

This leads to the conclusion that a safe flight of man in a rocket vertically

above or an the line of a ballistic trajectory could have been made by the Soviet

Union some time ago. This was not done only because such a flight is not. in ca-

sense, a space flight; it would provide little for the development of manned space

flights and would have a faster seasation effect, than a scientific and technical

effect would actually have.

A manned flight was not made even after the second space ship was successfully

returned to the earth. It was necessary to guarantee flight safety in other res-

pects.

The physical experiments, which were done by means of rockets and satellites

in the last few years, have a substantial sigziflenee.ý To enter outer space, kno-

wing nothing about the philcal phenomena taking place in it, meant 'to'vudertakl

an unjustified risk.

Above all, this was related to the Meteor danger.. It followed to evaluate it

from a quantitative point of view, In order to cantruct apace ships accounting for

actual datae



Numerous experiments permitted-us to establish that this danger is not great.

Collision with a large meteor, an accident, but not an Inevitability, all the

more that the time of a manned apace flight can always be selected with su ca eal-

culation, so that the earth wvll not pass through azy meteor shower. In addition*

it turned out that a sufficientfy strong space ship bull can be manufactured, able

to protect man froma mall meteors.

Another danger, featured by interplanetary space is cosmic radiation and solar

radiation.

A detailed study of the radiation belts near the earth led to the conclusion

that below them the radiation danger is not great and a manned flight above the

dense layers of the atmosphere is possible. The study of 'the radiation belts pro-

vides a known basis to assume -that the earth's magnetic field Is a unique shield.

which protects from the high-energy corpuscular solar radiation, those areas of the

atmosphere, where the first flight of man could be made.

Before a flight into space, scientific investigations were successfully con-

ducted and measures taken for radiation protection of satellite ship@.

An important section of this work are the technical measures which guarantee

flight safety. A high rellability in the operation of the rockets is needed, which

can be used to launch a space ship into orbit. Accuracy is necesasary to put the

ship into a given orbit and it is necessary to create a reliable construction of

the ship, which would guarantee beat -insulation and protection from radiation.

It follows to solve the p~oblem of returning the: ship to the earth even in. the case

of a deceleration failure.or a failure in any element of the guidance system and

many other technical problem. All this had to be solved before the decision to

take-off could be made. Soviet engineering brilliantly coped with all this. The

reliability of the operation of the Soviet rockets and re-entry systems is shown

by the numerous launchings. The launching$ of the satellite ships provided the pos-

sibility for creating the space ship OVostokO.



A design of the space ship was subjected to two trial launchings before the

manned flight. These launchings took place in March 1961. At that time* a duzu•

was placed in the pilot's seat, and dogs and other animals were placed in the cabin.

The apace ship had an automatic correction system from one of its axis to the Sun

and an automatic re-entry system. The possibility was foreseen of the personal in-

tervention of the astronaut in the guidance system. Other elements of the re-entry

system were also duplicated. , Therefore. the astronaut could land together with the

ship, but it was foreseen that in the case of necessity, the astronaut can be ejected

with the seat and perform the final stage of lending independent from the space ship.

All this together with other elements of the design of the space ship provided

complete assurance in the success of the flight.

For providing safety it was necessary to conduct large efforts of a biological

character. Upon entry of the space ship into the assigned trajectory. and upon its

return to earth, man is subjected to the action of significant overloads. Ground

and rocket experiments on animals provided very much in this respect. It followed

to carefully study the reaction of the himan organism to overloads and to provide

the beat endurance of the overloads by the organism. For this, long and carefully

prepared ground experiments on special centrafuges were needed. where future estro-

nauts could get accustomed to enduring the multiple enlargement in the weight of

their bodies without feeling ill.

If man is faced with overloads in ground practice quite often and they can be

easily produced artificially. then the affair takes on an extremely complicated

and unustul aspect. the state in which man is found in apace flight, the state of

weightlessness. In practice, brief reproduction of weightlessness is possible on

high elevators and in airplane flight along a parabolic curve. We can reproduce

a state approximate to the character of weightlessness by means of emerging man in-

to a liquid. All these investigations could provide known material on the reaction

of the human organism to the state of weightlessness. This, together with the con-
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elusive results on the aotion of weightlessness in animals in orbital flights created

the Probability that weightlessness is not an obstacle to the flight of man into

spa8e.

How is the viability of man in a space ship provided? For this, there exist

systems of maintaining normal pressure, temperature and air composition. The as-

tronaut is dressed in a protective suit which maintains his life and efficiency

even in case of cabin depressurization in flight.

This would seem to be all...

Major Yu. A. Gagarin -- the first astronaut in the world who made a flight around
the planet in the Soviet space ship OVostok' on 12 April 1961. The beginning of
manned space flights started with this flight.

It was proved that lethal danger does not threaten man fra any point of view.

Long physical training was conducted, the necessary clothing was created, and ex-

haustive tests were conducted on vibrostands, in pressurized cabins etc. But the

captious doctors do not consider it possible to limit this cycle of biological in-

vestigational they attentively study, besides, the genesis influence of cosmic ra-

diation on biological objects on satellite ships in space flight.
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And only after there was solid assurance in the complete safety of a flight

around the planet below the radiation belts, did the first astronaut receive per-

mission to take-off.

From all the astronauts who were carefully selected. excelltently trained ph-

ysically and theoretically and subjected to every necessary technique, the right

to make the first space flight was presented to Major Yu. A. Gagarin. This short,

modest man with exceptional will and self-control was not only well prepared but

could excelltently carry out the entire unusual flight.

He slept calmly the night before the take-off and was alert in the morning.

Yu. A. Gagarin confidently entered the cabin of the space ship and in answer to the

comand to turn on the engines said: *Well, let's gol' To find oneself in the

fantastically unusual conditions of space flight and to sing, see the shrouded blue

haze of the earth fron an altitude of several hundreds of kilometers and exclaim

Ohow beautifults -- spirit and knowledge of one's job is needed for this.

Yuriy Gagarin was not a passive passenger in the flight. Under weightless

conditions he retained his efficiency, maintained commanications with the earth,

followed the operation of the apparatus, observed a view of earth .and the 91W un-

usual for human eyes, recorded his impressions on a tape-recorded and in the log-

book and ate. All this seems to be quite ordinary work, but it cannot be approached

with a terrestrial concept. It is necessary to present the complicated technoloey

of the space ship, the unusual conditions of the apace fl.Cht (the first in the

history of. mankind) and then it will become clear that vhat Yuriy Gagain did w"

not en4y a fliht ate-. sale humn being decided by responsible testing, but an ad-

vance of the creative worker, who carried out the'entire program of work, vhich the

scientists, doctors and engineers placed before. him.

In the flight. Yu. A. Gagarin saw a black sky, large stars, the intolerably

bright sun, the earth with her oceans, continents, mountains and rivers. It turned

out that fron an altitude of one hundred kilometers, the earth is visible In a blue
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beautiful aureole, which in well defined, If you look at the horizon. The soft-blue

color smoothly changes into azure, then to dark blue, to violet, which blends with

the black background of the a1W.

Everything to unusual. everything oatcahe the imginsatioe and in this fantes-

tic setting a Soviet space ship with a citizen of the Soviet Union on board swiftly

completes its flight around the planet.

All systems of OVoetok-1l operat6d normally. Air pressure was maintained at

7.50--770 mm mercury column, temperature at 19--220 C. and relative humidity at 62-

-71%. The historical flight continued for 108 minutes, and after this time the

ship flew around the earth, flew above several continents and oceans, and visited

the day and night halves of the earth. The night half was shrouded by darkness,

but Yu. A. Gagarin very clearly saw various details of the earth's surface, clouds

and shade from them falling to the earth in the day half.

The surface of the earth, says Yu. A. Gegarin. has practically the same appea-

rance as from an aircraft making a high-altitude flight. The difference is only in

scale.

This is also understandable. If, for example, we compare the visibility from

a space ship flying at an altitude of 200 kn, and from an aircraft flying at an al-

titude of 30 kn, then we can consider that it will be practically the same in any

case. You see, the entire mass of the atmosphere is concentrated in its lower la-

yers. The quantity of the air located in the layer from 20 to 200 kn cannot prac-

tically influence the conditions of visibility. If we compare the visibility from

an altitude of 200 or even more kilometers with the horizontal visibility near the,

surface of the earth at a distance, for example, of 20--30 kme then the latter is

incomparably worse. The optical thickness of the air through which the rays of

vision pass will be immeasuribly greater.

The first space flight ended successfully. The training of the astronaut and
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the flight itself was eampletely Justified in its scrupulousness and oaptiousneDs.

It proved the perfection of the design of the space ship and the re-entry systems

where man technical plans were duplicated for the security of the success of this

brave undertaking.

Having landed. 'he astronaut was joyfully greeted by both Kolkhoz members wor-

king in the field, and comrades awaiting him at the landing area. This was on 12

April 1961. and on 14 April 1961 the capitol of our nation, Moscow, had already

greeted the first astronaut together with the entire country. and the whole world

heard the Moscow Radio broadcasts. Yu. A. Gagarin clearly and confidently reported

to Nik.ita Sergeyevich Khrushchev on the accomplishment of the mission of the Com-

nn1nist Party and the Soviet Government. and on the successful completion of the

space flight.

The thankful nation, party and government highly valued the achievement of

Yu. A. Gagerin, having presented him with the title of Hero of the Soviet Union,

Pilot-Astronaut USSR and decorated him with the K. E. Tsiolkovskly Gold Modal.

The reward of the head of the Soviet Government, cczmrde N. S. Khrushchev,

the pleiads of outstanding scientists, designers, the huge number of engineers.

technicians and workers for the great successes in the development of rocket indu-

stry, science and technology, for the successful accomplishment of the first flight

in the world of a Soviet man into outer space inspires our scientists, specialists

and workers to new creative, labor successes to the glory of the nation.

Four months had not passed since Yu. A. Gagarin's flight when the second So-

viet astronaut, Major German Stepanovieh Titov, accomplished a long epsee flight

in eVostok-20. This was a more complicated flight: for 25 hours and 18 minutes

the 'Vostok-23 flew in the sky of the planet, having made seventeen Otrips around

the world'. The length of his trip consisted of 700,000 km. which is almost equal

to the distance to the moon and& back.

The 'Vostok-29 weighed 4731 kg and adapted for a long space flight. As was
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"Vostok-l', it was supplied with installations for automatic control of the flight

and landing of the ship on the estth. The astronaut had the complete possibility

to transfer to manual control, make a maneuver in orbit and turn the ship in the

direction needed for scientific observations. The ship could land in any point of

the globe.

Flight safety was secured by the fact that the ship was quite narrow, so that

in case of failure of the deceleration system it could descend urder the action of

the resistance of the atmosphere to the motion of the ship.

I EP"2"BLE

Moscow. 9 August 1961. Meeting of the workers of the capitol at fled Square, com-
memorating the new unparalled victory of Soviet science and technology -- the suc-
cessful flight of the satellite space ship, *Vostok-20, piloted by Pilot-Astronaut
Major German Stepenovioh Titov.

N. S. KhrushoheT called the brave 'astronauts, Yuriy Gagarin and German Ti-
toy, the celestial brothers.

In the photographs N. S. Khrushchev with hero-astronauts G. S. Titoy and Yu. A.
Gagarin on the platform of the Mausoleum.

The long space flight of G. S. Titov took place in conditions when the sun

was quiescent and the Intensity of radiation low. This indicates everything pre-
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viously on the fact that our astronomers studied the activity of the sun quite veil

in order to favorably predict its state and provide flight safety.

During the flight, on the first and seventh turns, Major G. S. Titos switched

on the manual control and the ship obediently turned in the desired direction.

The ame as in Yu. A. Gagarin's flight, a ecopletely automated system of correction,

deceleration and descent was utilized for the landing, but if necessary the ship

could also land by means of manual control.

One of the main tasks of the flight was to study the viability of an orgenism

and the maintainance of efficiency under the conditions of prolonged space flight

and weightlessness. After Yu. A. Gagerin's flight no one disagreed with the fact

that this state did not present a danger to life, but how prolonged weightlessness

influences efficiency, state-of-being and the possibility of sleeping, no one knew

anything of this -yet.

The flight of Major G. S. Titov in "Vostok-22 ended successfully. All on-board

systems maintained normal conditions in the cabin of the space ship. Pressure In

the cabin was equal to one atmosphere, the temperature even in the descent portion,

when flames of incandescent air raged behind the screen, did not exceed 220 C and

was registered according to the heat perception of the astronaut. The percentage

content of oxygen was maintained at a level of 25--27%. carbon dioxide at 0.25 --

0.4., and the relative humidity of the air was In the ranges from _5% to. 75%. The

air conditioning system operated irreproachably, and G. S. Titov practically did

not close the helmat of his suit during orbital flight.

The prelimenary data inform us also that basically all the physiological fun-

ctions of the human organism did not have patholbgical deviations in the flight.

The astronaut's pulse in flight fluctuated, in the ranges of 80--100 per minute.

which does not leave the ranges of the original level before the flight. Respire-

tion frequency was 18--22 per minute. In the period of sleep the frequency of the
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pulse was lowered to 54-t-.56 per minute, which corresponded to the background date,

obtained in the long ground eiperiments not long before the flight.

In spite of the great complexity of the flight and the flight mission, the

long stay in the state of weightlessness, the program of the flight was completely

accomplished. This indicates that weightlessness neither influences the efficienc

nor the state-of-being of the astronaut. It is true that certain changes took plane

as far as the vestibular apparatus it concerned; this was shown in unpleasant dis-

turbances, similar to seasickness, but these disturbances were not strong and dime-

ppeared as soon as the astronaut assumed the originally selected posture and did

not make any sharp head movements. These disturbances deoveased considerably after

sleeping and completely disappeared when the decelerator was turn on and the state

of weightlessness ceased. Specialists consider that this, possiblyo is due to the

individual peculiarities of the astronaut.

Communications from wVostok-29 with the earth was accomplished continuously,

with the exception of an interval of time when the astronaut was cut off by the asu.

Comraunication at remote distances was accomplished by means of shaortwave tranamitters

on frequencies of 1.5765 cps and 20.006 cpa. During flight over the territory of

the Soviet Union communication was accomplished on ultrashort waves (143.62. cps).

This type of comm•nications was especially reliable, since passage of ultrashort

waves does not depend on the composition of the ionosphere. Earth communications

with the ship was also accomplished on two waves of the shortwave bend and an one

wave of the ultrashortwav.%anqAd.

In addition, on board the ship, there were two television devices. OZn, a

narrow-band device, which had been used earlier in space ships. It tranmaitted an

image with 100 line definition. The second system, a new, vide-band types which

provides 400 line definition. It passed the test in the flight of the WVoetok-2'.

At the ground stations, the images were observed on screens of speciml tele-
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vision sets and were recorded on motion picture film synchronously with registra-

tions of the physiological functions of the aeDtronout's organism.* Both systems

operated completely normally and. permitted observation and fisation of the astro-

nauta behavior under weightless conditions.

The design of the space ship predicted two possibilities for landing the am-

tronauts together with the ship and ejection with a parachute landing. G. S. Ti-

toy vas offered the possibility of using any of these methods. Upon terminating

his flight, he decided to eject in order to test that system: it was already clear

that landing together with the ship is completely successful. On 7 August 1961.

the space ship and the astronaut himself, German Titov, safely dropped in an assi-

gnid region near the place where Yuriy Gagarin landed on 12 April 1961.

G. S. Titov was enthusiastically greeted by the local inhabitants, and after

two days Moscow greeted the new hero of space. Major G. S. Titov clearly reported

to Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev on the successfull accomplishment of the mission

of the Central Committee of the Party and the Soviet Government, and on the fault-

less work of.the equipment of the space ship.

The high title of Hero of the Soviet Union and Pilot-Astronaut USSR was awarded

to G. S. Titov. The Presidium of the Academy of Sciences USSR presented him with

the K. E. Tsiolkovskly Medal.

Thus, a second, still longer space flight was accomplished. G. Titov, as did

Yu. Gagerin, saw the earth with her oceans and continents, with rivers and mountains,

pastures and fields, the lights of big cities, white polar caps. and the clouds

floating above her surface. He saw the velvet bleak sky with non-twinkling stars

and the surprisingly pretty rainbow transfer fro light to dark and the azure au-

reole on the horizon. Day changed into night seventeen times for him In one 24-

hour period.

Much was done by the first Soviet antronauts. As the President of the AcadenW
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of Scienoes, USSR, Academician M. V. Keldyah. remarks -- the flights of the Soviet

satellite ships indicates, that not long from now, when man will penetrate far an-

to outer space, there will be dreams of flights to the moon,, Mars, Venus and even

farther into the depths of the Universe. Mankind entered a new era of &"atering

the hidden secrets of nature, found in the depths of space.

Man penetrates into space... The first Pilot-Astronauts of the USSR, Yu. A.

Gagarin and G. S. Titov, said. that they and other astronauts want to *fly for real,

to fly to the Moon, Mare and Venus...'

The outstanding successes of the Soviet scientists and first Soviet astronauts

in the investigation of space far exceed what has been attained at the present time

in the USA and other capitalist countries. As a matter of fact, -on 5 May 1961.

there was accomplished a flight along a ballistic trajectory -- a version of a man-

ned flight in a rocket, rejected by Soviet scientists as having no prospects in a

scientific. and technical aspect. Lieutenant CoaTmnder of the U. S. Navy, Alan

Shepard. was launched from Cape Canaveral, located in a special capsule of the

"Redstone' rocket. Having reached an altitude of 180 km, he landed in the Atlantic

Ocean after 15 minutes at a distance of approximately 500 km from the launching pad

and was taken on board an American aircraft carrier. The maximun flight speed can-

sisted of 8800 km/hr. The same flight in July 1961 was made by another American

astronaut, Virgil Grisasim.

These flights were undertaken in the USA in pursuit of sensation. But sensa-

tion was not obtained. In order to be convinced of this, it is sufficient to re-

mesber the figures c haracterizing the flights of the'Soviet astronauts, Yu. A. Ge-

grin and G. S. Titow.

According to the scientific data obtained, the flights of the Soviet astro-

nauts stand on an incomparably higher level. A whole complex of biological prob-

lems was solved. This permitted us to make a conclusion of tremendous scientific
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significance concerning the practical possibility of long manned space flight.

It is difficult to re-evaluate the entire significance of the achievement made

by Soviet science and technolog, laborious heroism of the whole Soviet nation and

the builders of Commniat society. From nov on man will visit the sy of the planet.

Not long ago it was still accessible only for rockets a"d satellites, equipped with

auto•atic apparatus, and several decades ago it was almost an undivided domain of

mWatIcal fantasies concerning supernatural beings.

Entry into space is a study of the upper atmosphere of the earth, other planets.

the sun end stare with astronomical methods. A flight into space Is, the utiliza-

tion of new roads for super-highapeed reports between specific sources of the globe.

Space flights around the earth are the first step on man's path to other celestial

bodies.

CHAPTE 3

What is Possible Teyrrow

Sputnik, lunnik, automatic stations, sent towards the Moon and Venus, manned

flight into space -- all these achievements of science are the property of mankind.

However, probably, precisely because the satellites and rockets played the. role of

scientife workers from the very beginning, the results obtained by them ases a

routine aspect. We still cannot represent the earth without radiation belts, and

the moon without the 'See of Moscow'. We cannot look at the saky and not remeaber

that a Soviet man was the first to fly around the globe.

If the results which were obtained by the rockets and artificial satellites

had been reached ten years ago, they could be cailed eoloseal both in quantity and

significance. And this is not an exaggeration. Together with that, disregarding

what had to be done. it is impossible not to admit that this is only the beginning

of a grandiose future.

The outlooks in the development of investigations by means of rockets and

satellites are unlimited. Of course, it is impossible to accurately determine
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along what concrete path the development of san area of the investigation will go.

As always in science, each successive stage is determined to a considerable extent

by the results obtained on the previous stages or the manner in which the investi-

gations in adjacent areas are accomplished.

Precisely for that reason, a discussion concerning the possible trends of the

scientific utilization of artificial satellites and rockets will only deal with

near perspectives, where it is significantly easier to predict the course of events.

Precisely for that reason, it will not lay claim to detail. We spoke of only the

specific ways of utilizing satellites and rockets. They are finding greater appli-

cation in science, technology and the national econoa.

It is certain that the study of the upper atmosphere, outer space, solar detail,

various processes (natural) taking place near the Obottom of the air oceanO, the

motion of ocean waters and, possibly, the structure of the earth's crust will be

the basic purpose of launching rockets and satellites in the near future. All thie

is necessary in the first place for a detailed and full understanding of the mecha-

nism of the elemental processes taking place in the mobile coverings of the planet,

and searches for ways of subordinating them to the creative will of man. The uni-

versal study of the environs of the earth, outer space snd the sun is necessary also

for guaranteeing the further stages of the penetration of human intellect into the

depths of the universe and a manned space flight to other celestial bodies.

A planet in the investigator's laboratory. The launching of the first satel-

lite, whose orbit enconpassed our planet, indicated that it came to the investiga-

tor's laboratory. With.the aid of the first satellites .ma had already attempted to

examine the earth and study the space surrounding it from a grtat distance. It was

established, as the properties of the atmosphere change with altitude, it is dynamic.

The study of the mode of tVae movements of the atmosphere is one of the basic

tasks facing the rocket methods of investigation. Examining the features and rela-

tive advantages of rockets and satellites, one can see that satellites do not offer
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the possibility of direct study of the at osphere in a layer up .,o an altitude of

160-170 km from the surface of the earth, and rockets do not offer the possibility

of investigating parameters of the atmosphere in large regions...

It might follow to perform rocket sounding with an allowance, aso that the areas

in which essential processes can be developed will not be left euntouched', and with

a frequency, so that not one of them could be developed in the interval between

1 aunchings.

However, this could led to the necessity of launching a colossal amount of

rockets. The solution of the problem will probably be different. By means of stu-

dying the thermal characteristics of the atmosphere. both the underlying surfaces

and their change in time, we succeed in obtaining the initial values for computing

atmospheric movements, in the saew way as the movements in the lower layer of the

atmosphere are now calculated on the basis of the data of infrequent ground stations.

There are instruments which permit, with sufficient accuracy, the measurement of the

temperature of bodies according to their heat radiation. They are widely utilized

in the moat diverse fields of engineering. Consequently, if we place such an In-

strument on a satellite and *run around'. or, as they say, 'scanO -a band of the

surface with it under a trajectory of motion, then we can obtain temperatures of the

surface of the earth in this bend, and possibly, along the entire surface of the

earth, if the satellite moves along a polar orbit.

But what are the temperatures of the intermediate layers of the atmosphere?

It is, of course, much more camrlicated to study them than to study the temperature

of the surface of the earth. Here, the circumstance that the Infrared portion of

a spectrum has sharp selectivity can be of help to us. Certain gases among them

water vapors, ozone and carbon dioxide, in the narrow band of the spectrum absorb

almost all the radiation. This denotes, that if the temperature in such a band

is a.)aged by radiation methods, then It, obviously, will be the temperature, of
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the upper boundary of distribution of the absorbing gos in the atmosphere. For

water -vapors it is several kilomters from the surface of the earth and for O0ose

it is several tens of kilometers. With further study of the composition of the

atmosphere at various altituAes, the developement of optical means of investigating

these possibilities will be broadened.

However, it will be impossible to known which altitude the measured tempera-

ture pertains to. It is impossible in this may to determine the upper boundary of

gas for which the temperature measurement was made. It could be done by photogre-

phing any stable source of light near the horizon from the satellites through the

atmosphere; for example, the sun. If such photography is accomplished in the ab-

sorbtion band of any gas, then the weakening of the light along the visible disk

of the sun -- from its Olowerl edge to its 'upper* edge -- will distribute the gas

according to altitude and photograeph the distribution 'in profile'. A corresponding

selection of orbital incline can be secured due to the fact that the sun in rela-

tion to the satellite will be located on the horizon for a long time. This permits

the obtainment of the distribution under study in a large range of latitudes, which

is very important for various geophysical problems. It is possible in this manner

to also succeed in obtaining a distribution of dust in the atmosphere at all alti-

tudes. It can serve as an indicator of atmospheric processes, not yet indicating

the independent significance of studying cosmic dust.

It is not excluded that with the developlent of optical methods of investiga-

tion from the satellite the absolute content of any compobitieO 4rVo69a. the at-

mosphere will also be measured by means of imnediate optical sounding.

The study of the ion or neutral composition of the upper atmosphere, and the

measurement of the densities of the upper atmosphere will, undoubtedly, be continued

with on a larger scale than previously. This aids in a better understanding of the

course of the variations in the composition of the ionosphere which is necessary
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for radio comuinicationa. Investigation of the photo-chemical reactions taking

place in the atmosphere helps in the study of the camplete energy balance of the

atmosphere.

Inveatigation of the atmosphere end its dynamicity is unthinkable without a

study of the energy sources being conducted in the motion of its entire gigantic

mechanism. The admission of energy from the sun. its partial transformation into

the rad-iation belts of the earth and the transmission mechanism through the atmo-

sphere to the earth and back all present a broader field of activity for the satel-

lites of tomorrow.

Interplanetary dust can play a significant role in the energetics of the upper

layers of the atmosphere. Up until recently, it was thought that only the concen-

tration of the dust and its relative speed was significant. It is now assumed that

the dust particles in outer space must have an electrical charge, in particular

those close to the earth. This charged must be formed due to photoelectric emission

and capture of electrons during collisions.

The essense of the first process results in the electrons' release of the sub-

stance (dust) under the action of photons of ultraviolet and X-ray emission of the

sun. Upon this, the dust particles acquire a positive charge. The essense of the

second process consists in the fact that electrons, at contrasting temperatures

moving faster than the positive ions,. often collide with separate dust particles,

whereupon they acquire a negative charge. As a result of the relative intensity

of that or another processa somewhat equilibrium charged is established on the

dust particle. A dust particle in its motion becomes subjected to the action of

-the magnetic fields of the earth and clouds of plasm ejected by the sun, which

maintains its magnetic fields.

This action can add known miles to the motion of the particles and lead to a

determined influence on the atmosphere. Therefore it is necessary to study the

dust charge by means of satellites. It may be done by means of imediate measuring
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of 'the dust particles' charge. However, this would evidently be difficult. A so-

cond method, is also possiblet separation of specific am nts in the distribution

of the dust, which could be stipulated by proposed processes of dust particle charges

and the presence of a magnetic field. This, above all, is a dependence of dust

distribution on the geomagnetic latitude, dkily and latitudinal variations, and the

effects of solar flares and magnetic storms.

Gas particles can leave the upper-most layer of the atmosphere, the exosphere.

Diffusion separation of gases takes place in the upper atmosphere, therefore in the

first place the light particles volatilize. But in addition to that, the composi-

tion of the atmosphere and its total quantity remain approximately constant. The

loss is compensated due to the chemical processes taking place in the earth'es crust,

in the atmosphere ind the activity of the biosphere,

Consequently, a study of the departure of gas particles somewhere on the outer

boundary of the atmosphere can place in the hands of the investigator the material

for a judgement on the chemical processes in the earth's crust, ia the atmosphere.

on the results of the activity which maintain the 'equilibrium' composition of the

atmosphere. Of course, a loss of matter from the total mass of the atmosphere will

be very difficult to agree upon where the densities compose millions and still smaller

portions of the density of the atmosphere at the surface of the earth. But in con-

junction with the study of the general motion in the atmosphere and the physical-

chemical processes in it, a study of the *balance of matter, can have large sagni-

ficance.

if the tendency of arWr component part to increase in percentage content is dis-

covered, it may indicate a serious influence on the direction of, economic activity,

because even insiglificant contents of matter can have very important significance-

in live on earth and the energetios of the atmosphere.

Therefore, for example, ozone, the content of which is very little, *cuts away*

the entire shortwave portion. of radiation, which is deo&ts ettiv to 2iving nttlA,
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another example: carbon dioxide strongly absorbs radiation in the infrared part

of the spectrum. There is an assumption that a comparatively slight enlargement

of it-Way lead to a significant total increase in the temperature of the atmosphere,

and to a change In the climate on earth. There is also an opinion that the content

of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere increases" a a result of the industrial activity

of man and the colossal supplies of fuel combusted by him which nature accumulates.

N

Th Shape of the earth according to new date. We k~now that the earth is not exactly
a sphere. but rather reminds us of an ellipsoid. Observations of the movement of
artificial satellites around the earth permitted us to establish that the $hope of
the earth in nonsymzetrical in relation to the equator. Our planets has a 'pear-
shaped" form. The scale of deviations from the sphere and ellipsoid is enlarged
for clearness in the figure. In 1961 a report appeared in the presses concerning
the discovery of even more complicated deviations in the shape of the planet.

Artificial earth satellites help. with high accuracy and a large degree. of

reliability, to establish the shape of the planet and determine the distance between

its separate points.--

S....'Precise values of the coordinates are necessary for constructing new maps.

and the long measurements can provide material for adjutsting the prevailing. though

disputable hypothesis concerning, the drift of the continents.

In specific cases it can prove to be expedient, to determine the altitudes of

the earth's surface above sea level by means of artificial earth satellites. As
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a feasible example we can carry out the determination of the altitude of the Antar-

ctic ice cap. A question arises in itsastudyt what atmospheric pressure above the

cap is increased, nor-al or decreased? This could be iuown if the exact 4'.ttude

of the cap was known.

The most prevalent method of determining altitudes is the barometric method.

It guarantee accuracy only in the case when the deviation in pressure from normal

is known. A vicious circle is obtained. Determination of the altitude of the cap

is difficult to do with geodesical methods due to the complexity of natural condi-

tions. The altitude of a surface continuous3y changes: glaciers slowly flow, and

the snow cover grows. This means an accurate determination of the altitudes of the

surface of the cap could irwediakely help in the solution of two problems, a goo-

desical and a meteorological oue.

The geodesical utilization of satellites for determining distance and altitudes

is very perspective.

Artificial satellites also help in the study of the distribution of masses in

the earth's crust. For this, a highly accurate orbital registration is necessary.

It, of course, will be attained An time. A comparison of the terretrial abnormalities

of gravitation and abnormalities far from satellite orbits offer the possibility

of determining the depth of the occurence of the 0surplusa masses.

It is necessary to know how masses are distributed in the earth's crust in

order to study the general structure of the earth and further utilization of natural

riches.

Geology, especially contemporary geology, does not seek natural riches blindly.

A chart of the geological forecast is always constructed on the basis of various

signs, among them physical. Precisely with the aid of a geological forecast we

discovered, for example, deposits of petroleum between the Volga and Urals and dia-

monds in Yakutiya. Of course, satellites cannot discover petroleum and diamonds,

but data concerning the distribution of masses in the earth's crust, obtained with
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their aid. is important in composing a chart forecasting many resources.

A study of magnetic anomalies with the use of satellites so successfully started

by the third Soviet satellite in Eastern Siberia has such significance in the in-

vestigation of the structure of the earth and in general for geology.

Study of the magnetic field of the earth with the aid of rockets and artificial

satellites also permits a conclusive solution of the question concerning the nature

of the earth's magnetism.

Service of the Earth. Man cannot wait until the complete study of the atmo-

phere ends. He is rapidly using already all of the obtained materials and techni-

cal possibilities. Satellites which permit us to keep the entire planet in their

field of vision are capable of carry on operative service. Now, when there is no

such service, it is very difficult to separate the investigative and operative role

of satellites. The only criteria for this is to attempt to utilize satellites in

traditional services. It is perfectly natural to examine this separation as stipu-

lated.

Let us take the service of weather. Now for observing the meteorological pro-

cesses there exists a cumbersome network composed of many thousands of stations

which can serve a large armu of people using a colossal amount of instruments, which,

as a rule, are not perfected. And since the distances between stations is great,

and the ocean surface is practically not covered by them. the dates between separate

observations are also significant. The Onuclei of the meteorological network' are

so great that substatntial meteorological phenomena can aslip unnoticed' into them.

This all leads to errors fi averaging according to times end surfaces of the earth,

which are put together with accidental errors in specific instruments and observers.

Even more rare is a network of stations for atmospheric radiosounding which

studies the atmospheric processes in the troposphere and lower stratosphere.

Precisely therefore, the idea of transmitting operative service of the weather

with artificial satellites is tempting. Scientists, with the aid of satellites,
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are able to more completely and acurately study the temperature of the underlying

surfaces end .their their variation in the course of time. This is very important

for computing atmospheric .otions, pro-computations of pressured temperature of

the atmosphere in azW region -- weather forecasting. Artificial satellites cannot

determine now wind in the atmosphere, ground pressures and the temperature Of the.

atmosphere. This, as before, will be in the requirements of the ground meteorological

and aerological stations.

Satellites offer the possibility of setting up experiments unthinkable in earth

conditions. Above all, we can trmce in the planetary scale how cloud masses are

formed, developed and move in the atmosphere.

Scientists performed the first experiments with the aid of rocket investigations

before the IGY and during it, and also on the American satellites YVanguardIIO,

OTiros-I' and 'Tiros-IIO. Some of these experiments did not provide a practical

result and others were used only to investigate the large-scale cloud structure of

specific cyclonic formations.

What offers science a study of the structure of cloud masses? The basis for

determining the character of the atmospheric process which caused their existance,

and possibly, the direction of its development. The movement of the cloud mass

indicates the trajectory of the motion of the air mass to which it belongs. Their

study can provide a representation of wind conditions at various altitudes.

Knowledge of the total content of water vapors in the atmosphere and its varia-

tions will provide the necessary material for explainiag the heat and water balance

of the atmosphere, the heat- and humidity-exchange between the sea and dry land.

What is the importance of studying water vapors? They are the most variable

component of the atmosphere and strongly influence its temperature. In evaporation

heat accumulation occurs. Its yield to the atmosphere is accompanied by condensa-

tion and precipitation. The influence of water vapors on the heat-content of the

atmosphere Is shown in another ways In the change in the negative characteristics
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of the earth's surfaoe by the oloud0 snow and ioe covers.

P4otographs of cloud systems obtained with the aid of the American satellite
OTires' and transmitted to the earth by television. Observation of the cloud sys-
toms with the aid of satellites permits the study of the detailed structure of such
atmospheric formations as cyclones. The changes in the aloud structure in time
provide information 'on the motion of air masses, the development of atmospheric
processes. All this can have a substantial meaning in explaining the physics of
the phenomena under study and in weather forecasting with meteorological services.

The strong abaorbtion of heat radiation by water vapors creates a 'hothouse

effeat', and prevents rapid "cooling' and the loss of heat energy by the earth's

surface.

Optical methods of investigating rrom satellites permit us to easily distinguish

a aloud cover from a snow cover. Satellites can trace not only the changes in the

temperature of underlying surfaces, but both the obages in the snow cover of thea

dry land and the Les cover of the oceans* Snow and ice are not only the result of

the detail of the atmospheric *heat meohine'a they influence its ultimate work,

changing the physical oheraoteristics of the earth's surfaoe.

Satellites are convenient instruments for studying the temperatures of under-

lying surfaces. The measurement of surasoe temperatures of the see, and iowledge
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of their variations eids in the study of the mode of the surface heat and cold flows

in the universal ocean. This means that satellites will be not only in meteorological

operative work but also in oceanographic work, in the service of the dynamics of

the sea, currents and the science concerning the heat mode of the sea.

Operative meteorological service of satellites can include continuous monitoring

of solar activity and the 'dust balancem of the upper atmosphere. Their possible

role in the changes in the heat composition of the upper atmosphere was already

noted.

Still another mechanism Of the action of interplanetary dust on meteorological

phenomena is possible. There exists an hypothesis that the mode of precipitations

is determined to a significant extent by the total content not only of water vapors

in the atmosphere but the dust which appears with nuclei of condensation for drop-

lets of water. The proof of this is the high cloudiness and partial fog in such

countries as England, where industrial dust is the nucleus of condensation for pre-

cipitations. A comparison of the time of falling of maxima precipitations is now

conducted with the time of the passage of the earth through meteor rains. This

method of study permits the exposure of the role of the products of combustion of

meteors in the formation of precipitations.

Operative utilization of satellites will be developed in other courses which

are still difficult to name. The flow of heat from the depths of the globe is in-

vestigated very little by scientists, and it, undoubtedly, exists. At large depths

there are areas of heated and molten rock. The temperatures in the depths are main-

tained, evidently, by radioactive decay. If this is so with the earth, an unusual

reactor, then it is very important to know the mode of its cooling and heat output

on the surface. Those abnormalities in the distribution of surface temperatures,

which cannot be explained by solar heating and heat-exchange through the atmosphere,

can be explained by internal heat currents.

For carrying out such work it is very important to know the heat-conductivity
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Of large areas of the earth's surface. For this it is necessary to 'measure the

distribution of temperatures in the surface layer.

Now there do not exist methods of studying the temperatures of the surface

layers of the earth from satellites. But a similar study of the lunar surface an

the basis of radio emission is widely in existence. Why not assume that the 're-

verse problem' may be solved: not from the moon. but from an artificial satellite

moving in the upper atmosphere to perform temperature sounding of the surface layer

of the earth?

Service of the earth does not disappear with meteorological investigations.

Already now there exists a network of ionospheric stations. Scientists conduct

regular registration of the changes in the composition of the ionosphere, the mag-.

netic field of the earth and solar activity. This network is a little narrower

then the meteorological net. Transmissions of part of ionospheric service by arti-

ficial earth satellites (for complete study of the ionosphere) will have a still

greater significance then the meteorological service of satellites.

The ionospheric service using artificial satellites permits not only a complete

study of all ionospheric plenomena and processes, but also forecasts them. Simul-

taneous-and continuous registration of solar activity, the magnetic field and the

ionosphere permits advanced forecasting of magnetic storm which disturb radio com-

-mnication. After manned flights into outer space began, it was necessary to pre-

diet the possible increase in the intensity of radiation in interplanetary space

and in the-'p'olar zones of the earth's atmosphere.

The utilization of satellites for purposes of cmnnications is not limited

only to ionoatheric servicea. The band of radio wave's for radio counuication Is

overloaded. Communications on ultreshort waves and transmission of images is pos-

sible only at slight distancea and limiited to the remoteness of direct visibility.

The utilization of them for transmission to large distances in possible only with

the aid of radio relay lines, where the separate receiving-transmitting stations,
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located at a distance of direct visibility fronm one another, 'receive transmission

and transmit further to the next point. Such a system is complicated, a'vvard and

expensive. High towers must be erected so the distance between stations vill not

be too small.

What if such a receiving-transmitting station is maintained in the upper at-

mosphere? Its radius of action sharply enlarges. Whet if it is maintainted on a

circular equatorial orbit at a distance not much more than 36,000 kin? Such a sta-

tion will make a revolution around the earth equal to a twenty-four hour period

and be located above the same point of the globe. Less than half ni the surface

of the earth will be in its field of vision. A system of three of such satellites,

placed on an equatorial orbit under angle 1200 to one another, will provide •i1mLl-

taneous reception of transmissions on the entire globe, excluding the small areas

near the poles.

This idea was discussed long ago. There is an objection. Such a 'stationary

orbite will be located in an intensive area of radiation, in the external radiation

zone of the sarth.. Radiation of sufficiently large energy can impair the charse-

teristics of semiconductors and coMplicate the possibility of operation of stations

for a long period of time.

True, these doubts, obviously. are purposeless. The prolonged operation of

the solar semiconductor batteries and radio apparatus: on the third Soviet satellite

(which entered the polar areas of the external radiation belt of the earth in the

process of ita movement on orbit) and on 6Vanguard-I' (which entered the depths of

the internal belt) provides a basis to assume that operation of semiconductor appa-

ratus will be stable.

Satellites launched onto lower orbits can be used for comnications. In this

case the satellites still are not stationary, They more or less pass rapidly In

the ranges of visibility of the transmitting and receiving stations. With this

another station is not always located on the &am arm of the tljeoctory. Thas•.ea
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it Is necessary so that the satellite will quickly receive a large quantity of in-

formation, remember it and quickly transmit according to earth commands when the

satellite passes above the receiving station. Between transmission of information

to the satellite and reception from it. a quite -sufficient period of time passes.

Such a type of camaminications was developed for military purposes in the USA and

tested on the RAtlas-Scoreg, the first American military satellite.

For comuunications purposes, not only satellites equipped with receiving-transa

mitting apparatus can be utilized, but those not having it also. In this case,

the satellite is a passive reflector. A signal reflected from such a satellite is

very weak and it loses a great deal of amplification.

Artificial satellites can also be utilized widely for purposes of navigation

and determination of the exact location of a ship. We know that poor weather com-

plicates astronomical observaticnas. We can determine location according to the

radio emission of the sun and certain stars. which passes freely through clouds.

Utilizatiou of satellites permits us to increase the accuracy of these observations.

In the deyth of the solar system. in the depth of a stellar world. Broad per-

spectives are opened for astronc' with its exit from the limits of the atmosphere,

even if one does not mention the sudden attainment of other celestial bodies. From

astronomical instruments as a donae light-filter could be taken -- the atmosphere.

limiting the possibilities of observation and spectral analysis only with two win-

dows of transparency: a visible light and a band of radio emission with a wave length

from 1.25, e tq y mx. Above all, this exit from the limits of the earth•i7tsphere

has significance for studying the sun.

The sun is a gigantic thsrmo-nuelear reactor, in the depths of it self-regulating

nuclear reactions are taking place at colossal temperatures and pressures. In the

normal course of the process the sun emits a comparitively stationery flow of energy.

A detail investigation of all types of emission is required for an understanding of

these processes: from the hard X-ray emission to the radio-emission of large wave
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lengths. This is stipulated by the fact that various belts of radiation can provide

different Information on the nature and cemposition of the radiating substances and

an the process of the thermo-nuolear end ohe•ioal roestioms in the firey eleoent of

the sun. Separate external layers of the sun are tr•nsparent for radio emissions

of various vavolength•a their study permits us to somewhat remove the external

covers from the sun and look into Its more deeper layers.

The solar aorona. The sun is not s•i•ly a bright sphere with sparso dark spaces
on the surface. Giantic explosions in Its Internal areas and voolent processes
In Its external shlls loead to the the ejection of coagulates of so-called corpus-
eles from the sun, which are charged parti•eos. These partieles are directed into
Interplanetary epace as clouds of plasma or fsolar wind*. They roach the vicinity
of the earth, cusing napntio st•mos, and influensing the temperature ad motion
of the upper atmosphere. During solar eclipses th* oorou of the sun to easily vi'-
sible. An exit from the limits of the atosphere is extr•mely important for studying
the sun. Neither the shortwave-, nor the eorpuseular radiation of the sun, so
strongly Influenoing the amoopheroe penetrates through Its tlsanenos.

However, the coaditions of the physilcl Processes on the sun are not always

stable. From tims to time gigantic masas of Incandesse•t plasN burst thraogh

the overlying layers and as currents of charged pgrtilee are thrown into inter-

planetary spaee. Upon this, the intensity of short-wave--ltrovioleo and X-ray

missiao sharply increases. Of course, there are oerpo•slah and hard shortwave
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emissions at the 'quiescent working oonditionsO of the sun. During the flashes they

grow catastrophically. Interplanetary space is filled with clouds of charged par-

ticles of high energy. Theme clouds burst into the atmosphere of the planets,

causing changes in their composition and bringing about magnetic storms. Thy com-

plicate their own existence and future f.lights of man into interplanetary space.

Artificial satellites, moving along an extended orbit around the sun, permit

the accomplishment of investigation-s of the corpuscular radiation of the external

areas of the solar corona, an explanation of the dynamics of the propagation of

the clouds of plasma, and consequently, the character of the action of this plasma

on the atmosphere of the planets.

It is possible to neglect such a "solar probee in the modern state of rockotry.

It is much more difficult to transmit information from it. Powerful rediotelescopes

are exclusively required for reception. A perfected radio-transmitting aparatus is

also needed'. It is sufficient to say that in the launching of the American rocket

*Pioneer-VO communication was at a distance of 37 million km instead of the proposed

80 million. For tracking, the most perfected radiotelescopes in the world were

utilized, among them the radiotelescope from the British Observatory in Jodrell-

Bank, with a diezeter of the antenna greater then 70 m. In comparison with the dia-

tance of the earth from the sun, approximately 150 million kn, this is nht much.

A detailed study of the sun and other planets requires the guarantee of radio com-

mnications on a significantly greater distance than the distance from the earth to

the sun.

How can this be attained?

- Among the other large contributions of science to practice, - says Acade-

mician L. A. Artsi•orvich, -- it follows to indicate the completely new trend ori-

ginating in the last fey years of utilizing the laws of the atom world. It can be

called atomic redioengineering (sonetimes it is called qugntun radio-physics). The

sense of this name is not difficult to explain. Already on the brink of our 100th
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anniversar7 it becmae clear that each atom represents a tiny radio station, the

entire mechanism of which is hidden in Its external electron shell. However, over

the course of a length of time, it never occured to anyone that we can use this

property of atoms. compelling them to oscillate together in the same rhythm and to

send an adjusted flow of emissions. Such an idea appeared a comparitively short

time ego. Its authors were the young Soviet physicists A. M. Prokhorov and N. G.

Baaov.

At the present time it becomes obvious that new atom radio stations can lead

to an original revolution in commanication engineering. With their aid. obviously,

we will succeed in creating communications as fine as a needle together Adth excep'-

tionally powerful beams of electromagnetic waves and light rays. and by using them.

we will be able to transmit signals far beyond the limits of the solar system to

many millions of kilometers. It follows to assume that here the affair passes fas-

ter than with thermonuclear synthesis, and already in the next 5 to 10 years atomio

radio stations will take their due place in practical life.

The study of other stars. ,Ueulae and cosmic radiation is also convenient to

carry on with the aid of artificial satellites. The atmosphere then will not pre-

vent the study of electr.magnetit emissions and the investigation of the particles

of prinery' cosmic radiation possessing colossal energy. This helps in approaching

the uWstery of the secret of their origination. Ofcourse, everything that concerns

stars bears the character of observations end spectral analysis at distances which'

are determined by naturo.'

The planets now turddd out to be in a more Oadvantageous position', in.parti-.

cular the closest ones, Mars and Venus, and, of course, our permanent satellite,

the moon. Contemporary rockets can reach the closest planets. Simple calculations

indicate that the power of the engines of the contemporary rockets now 14 already

sufficient to bring an instrument container of significant weight to the vicinity

of the closer planets. The first Soviet space rocket (which passes three fourths
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the distance between the orbits of the earth and Mars in its motion along an *I11-

ptical orbit around the sun) and the automatic *interplanetary station launched to

Venus *on 12 February 1961 can serve as examples..

It is perfectly obvious that for flight to other planets much higher accurac$

is required for guiding the rockets then for satellites which reach or fly ground

the moon. Higher requirements are needed for guarenteeing tracking of the motion

of an interplanetary rocket and for securing commnunication with it.

Which planet out of the nearest neighbors of the earth, excluding the Moon,

presents the greatest interest for investigation?

This question cannot be definitely answered. Both Mars and Venus are interes-

ting, and both will be unconditionally studied. An interplanetary rocket flight

to Venus has known advantages. A somewhat lower initial speed is sufficient for

the flight (approximately one percent). Less rigid requirements are set forth for

accuracy: in a flight to Venus the name error in the initial speed leads to a de-

viation of two, again less than in a flight to Mars. The duration of the flight

along a semi-elliptical trajectory is almost half as much as.'in a flight to Mars.

Venus can be easily investigated due to the more frequent recurrence of a time fa-

vorable for flight.

It is easier to secure comanication with Venus than with Mars. because of the

smaller distance between the orbits of Venus and the earth, then between the orbits

of the earth and Mars. But this advantage may be reduced to zero with a greater

probability of interferences. which can be created by the corpuscular currents of

the sun. Precisely therefore, the trajectory of the soviet AIS, sent to Venus, Was

calculated in such a manner, -o its approach to the planet would not take place at

the shortest distance between the earth and Venus (approximately 40 million kin), but

at a distance of 70 million ka.

Spectral investigations of the atmosphere will play a very important role in

the study of the other planets with the aid of satellites. Since Instruments win
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transported beyond the limits of the atmosphere of the earth. it does not follow

to surmise that from the registered data it is related to the atmosphere of the

earth and that the planet under .study is not related to the atmosphere. The.approach

of instruments to the atmospheres of these planets enlarges the resolving ability

of the apparatus. Entry into the atmosphere under investigation offers the possi-

bility of the immediate determination of its composition by means of utilizing mass-

spectrometers or taking samples.

Optical and radio engineering methods permit us also to learn the character of

the surface of the planets and their physical properties. This is especially im-

portant for studying Venus, since its surface is always covered with a solid cover

of clouds. In order to study Venus better, it follows to launch a rocket into the

orbit of its artificial satellite and track its motion. Why in this necessary?

Because of the absence of natural satellites of Venus it is very difficult even to

provide an accurate determination of its mass and to obtain information on the mag-

netic field of Venus, on the formation of its existence from high-energy particles.

similar to the radiation belts of the earth.

In order to stuady Mars we mu-st photograph its surface from a close distance,

solve the myatery of its canals, seas and satellites, and explain whether or not

there is vegetation on the. planet.

The landing of rockets on Mars and Venus was described many times by various

visionaries. It is difficult to say what it would actually be like and what infor-

motion the first automatic station or rocket 14ak to another planet will trans-

mit. It is possible that it will be an automatic station Wh'ch will transmit4"

the earth information on the composition and properties of the soil, the zSiamic

life of the planet, temperature. pressure of the atmosphere on the surface of the

planet, heat balance etc. It is difficult to propose which information will be the

most valuable. When very little is known, any information is important, and' logical
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constructions and further stages of investigation viii make up the picture obtained.

After studying the nearest planets ye will consider the more remote ones.

They have their ovn peculiarities in copouition and structure. Their investigation

will permit the obtainment of an over-ell picture of the structure of the whole

solar system.

After investigation of the nearest and furthest planets. and also the studi of

interstellar media, meteors and asteroids. and the activity of the sun, the scien-

tists will be able to construct a jompleted theory of the origin and development

of the solar system. Study of the other planets will help us in learning the dif-

ferent stages of their development. the composition of their hard crust, its struc-

ture, movement in the atmosphere as-s whole and its specific component parts. We

will also be able to determine the notion of water, if it is discovered on any.

planet in liquid form. By means of studying the radioactivity of rocks we will be

able to establish their age tLe same way as it is done on the earth. When the rocks

of the other planets "speako, there will be much more data for constructing a truly

complete and authentic cosmogonic theory of the origination and development of the

entire solar system as a whole and each planet specifically.

Our closest cosmic neighbor, the moon, presents special interest. It -is quite

large in its dimensions, so that the story of its forzation and development is uni-

que instead of typical. The absence of a dease atmosphere on the sun provides a

known basis to assume that it is an u-fSual tectonic and geological museum, where

everything that is not found on tte very surface can be ept. An 1to primary form.

Of course, surface layers cannot be characteristic if their formation occurs in the

absence of an atmosphere, and the very surface is changed* ground into dust by con-

tinuous bombarding with large and amen meteorites.

The study of the *atmoephere* of the moon (its rarefied gas envelope) causes

significant interest. Since its particles are continuously volatilized, it must

exist only due to the separation fim the bowels of the moon of different gases, the



products of internal chemical processes and radioactive decc . This means that the

study of the composition of this *atmosphere' will provide the basis for making a

Judgement on the life of the deep areas of the moon. A prolonged continuous obser-

vation of the gas balance of the moon can be accomplished with the aid of an arti-

ficial moon satellite. The satellite will provide information on the working con-

ditions of these internal beosmogonic mechanisms* of the moon. Moon satellites will

have much greater possibilities for studying mineral resources than aiz other cele-

stial bodies, excluding, maybe. Mercury.

This data can be supplemented with seismic investigations of the moon with

automatic stations launched to its surface and reporting on the composition and st-

ructure of its surface layers.

The moon is not only the closest celestial body to the earth, but one of the

most interesting in the cosmogonic sense of objects. The earth in this respect

"behaved' in such a way that because of the nearness of the moon to the earth we

can assume that the history of their origin was common. We should note that lately

there were serious doubts in this.

In studying the gas composition of the moon one must bear in mind that even

one landing of a powerful rocket on the surface of the moon will substantially change

the composition of the lunar 'atmosphere* (so far as the small content of gases in

it is concerned). It is evident that this Ocontamination' will be temporary until

the dispersion of the gas particles returns the composition and density of the

atmosphere to their original 'equalibrium' values. The velocity of dispersion of

the gas particles at the present time cannot be determined prwcfrely enough by tP-..

retical methods due to the difficulties in calculating the influence of the corpus-

cular currents of the sun on it. It is possible that for atudying this consumption

feature of the gas balance of the moon's 'atmosphere' in time a special experiment

will be required on the study of diipersion of an artificially created "atmosphereG

or a gas impurity not characteristic for the lunar atmosphere.
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What Is the significance of studying the moon? It can be illustrated by a

simple example. We know that now there Is not a single opinion concerning the ori-

gination of petroleum: it is organic or mineral. The moon did not have the develo-

pment of organic life* therefore the presence or absence of petroleium in its bowels

helps answer this question.

The study of a belt of asteroids located beyond the orbit of VMrs has xaich

significance for explaning the historical development of the solar system and an

over-all picture of its structure. This investigation gains exclusive interest if

we can actually show that the belt of asteroids consists of fraguents of the qfifth

planet', moving along an orbit lying between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

Astronomical investigations of the solar system with the aid of rockets and

satellites will have a very inrmndiate practical significance. They will provide

material for making a Judgement on the history of the development of 'the planets .

on their structure and value as sources of raw material and power for man's utili-

zation.

Astronomy, which is now an experimental science, will be converted into an

applied science in the near future. The comamity of goals and methods will lead

to the approach of geophysics and astronoQW to the tight interweaving of the prob-

lems solved by them and the practical conclusions that will be obtained. The diffe-

rence will be included only in the objectives of .the investigation, and ther it will

be relative, for example, right now the sun presents almost a similar interest for

both a*tronomers and geophysicists.

The coaet-roads of men. Man has gone beyond the limits of the planet.

The routes near the earth are conquered a" the expanse of interplanetary roads

is opened before man.

it is hardly necessary to speak of the probable senzations of ran in prolonged

space flight. They are describedf many times in both scientific and science-fiction

literature. The same can be said about the problems of the vital activity of man,
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providing him with food, water and an atmusphere, which arise as soon as man tiurns

fram flight around the plamt to flights to other celestial bodies.

Each step and detail of a manned flight must be thought out, for eiample, the

assumption that an atmosphere of ordinary composition will be unsuitable in space
• .0

fl ight.

What is the reason for this? The ability of nitrogen, the basic component of

the earth's atmosphere which we are used to, to create radioactive isotopes. The

undertaking is completely sumountable: experiments indicate that nitrogen can be

replaced by helium; the means of overcoming any undertakings' in a space flight will

be found in exactly the same way. It is important so that there will not be any

surprises in this difficult attempt.

It is very important to guarantee defense fran meteors and corpuscular and

shortwave radiations of the sun. There is a basis to assume that meteor danger will

not be great. It can be reduced by the selection of trajectories which exclude the

possibility of encounters with meteor rains, the motion of which is well known.

In flights to other celestial bodies we ought to consider that meteors are concen-

trated in the plane of the ecliptic.

Protecting man fron ionizing radiations is a complicated problem. For flight

into the external layers of the atmosphere under the cover of 'meagnetic armor* of

the earth, these radiations, probably, will not present a substantial danger. In

manned interplanetary flights there is this danger. In particular this will concern

those powerful explosions on the sun, when colossal quantities of high-energy solar

corpuscles aye thrown into interplanetary space and hard radiation Is intenelfied.

We cannot doubt that this problem will be solved.

Right now in the foreign press we see reports on the processing of various

protective materials and constructive methods of solving this problem. For example,

an assumption deserves attention concerning the installation of a small aemnergency

section', in which crew members could be sheltered during the solar explosions.
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The smalI dimensions of this section in conjunction with the dmvelopment of new

more effective protective materials permits us to muke the prote.tion safe and with-

out an increase in weight..'

This is an old riddle: *What is faster then everything•in the world?8 The

answer was: BA thoughtI. Now it turned out that in a century it will not be so

fast. Without automatic installations it clearly would not be able to secure the

guidance of space ships when it would take only a fractilon of a second to arrive

at solutions and execute them.

Kan will not stand at the controls of a space ship without automation. Auto-

matic installations permit well-timed performances of all operations during take-

off or landing and transfer to new orbits. Automatic installations will also per-

form many operations in the study of parameters of outrr space and in the study of

the other planets.

They were very well rec aended in past stages of investigation. In an age

of automation, when man undergoes the most dangerous operations in all fields of

his activity with automatic installations, it is difficult to think that evolution

will be reversed in the field of space investigations. Try to x,*gine that the

contemporary computation machines will be replaced by hundreds and. thousands of

computers, that compact and reliably operating automatic interplanetary stations,

photographing the moon, will replace man, which will photograph the moon and planets.

develope the photographs, transmit them to the earth.... We get a preposterous pic-

ture.

However, if the scope of man's duties becomes narrower, won't flight to other

celestial bodies be deprived of a practical sense?

In sending man to other planets, we ought to give him a cmmand assignment,

otherwise instead of a command certificate , future astronauts will be presented

with a tourist visa.

Very often the purpose of a flight to other worlds is thought to be a search
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for exotic treasures or raw materials required for man's activity on the earth.

But we know now and that in the near future the transporting of even very valuable

materials from other celestial bodies will be unprofitable.

In an ere of space flights and attaixent of other planets we should not con-

sider that the other fields of science and technology will remain at their present

stage of development. It is certain that new deposits of 'ineral resources will be

discovered on the earth. which are now deficient. Many of them will become inex-

pensive after the perfection of methods of extraction or will be created from non-

deficient materials, replaced by more improved artificial materials. There are many

such examples in our daily life.

Processing of new synthetic materials can wake not only the transport of certain

kinds of raw material unprofitable from other planets, but also their extraction

on the earth. Man's creative possibilities give him much more for developing his

economic and cultural life, than exotic treasures.

Ofcourse this does not mean that man is limited only to the things he has on

the earth. Many ideas are alluring, for example. to produce a chemical and nuclear

rocket fuel in a designated point an other planets. This would permit us not to

bring fuel for the return trip or for continuing it. And it is certain that the

raw materials and power resources of other celestial bodies will be utilized to a

fuller extent, when man masters them for the establishment of constant observatories

or simply for life. But it is also certain that the penetration of man into space

is not tomorrow, but the day after tomorrow.

Therefore, the 'ext goal of a manned flight into space is the study of the

other celestial bodies. We sbould not fear that the ever expanding role of @uto-

matic installations indicates that there is not a role for man. There will.b 0e work

in abundance for him. In all investigations and at all stages, where favorable

experiment progremming is Impossible and a change in its mode of performance can

be required, a wide field of activity is opened to man. It wi1 ae necessary to
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for exotic treasures or raw materials required for man's activity on the earth.

But we know nov and that in the near future the transporting of even very valuable

materials from other celestial bodies will be unprofitable.

In'an era of space flightri and attainment of other planets we should not con-

eider that the other'fields of science and technology will remain at their present

stage of development. It is certain that new deposits of 'mineral resources will be

discovered on the earth, which are now deficient. Many of them will become inex-

pensive after the perfection of methods of extraction or will be created from non-

deficient materials, replaced by more improved artificial materials. There are meW

such examples in our daily life.

Processing of new synthetic materials can Laake not only the transport of certain

kinds of raw material unprofitable from other planets, but also their extraction

on the earth. Man's creative possibilities give him much more for developing his

economic and cultural life, than exotic treasures.

Ofcourse this does not mean that man is limited only to the things he has on

the earth. Many ideas are alluring, for example, to produce a chemical and nuclear

rocket fuel in a designated point on other planets. This -would permit us not to

bring fuel for the return trip or for continuing it. And it is certain that the

raw materials and power resources of other celestial bodies will be utilized to a

fuller extent, when man masters them for the establishment of constant observatories

or simply for life. But it is also certain that the penetration of man into space

is not tomorrow, but the day after tomorrow.

Therefore, the next-Tgoa of a manned flight into space is the study of the

other celestial bodies. We should not fear that the ever expanding role of *uto-

matic installations indicates that there is not a role for man. There will:be, work

in abundance for him. In all investigations and at all stages, where favorable

experiment progremming is impossible and a change in its mode of performance can

be required. a wide field of activity Ia opened to man. It will be necessary to
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eomprchfond the results obtained, in order to have the possibility of checking them

or continuing in the needed direction. Those phenomena which can prove to be un-

expected or have a small probability of detection will not slip away from man's

attention or. his observation.

This can pertain to geological investigations, to :the study of the composition

of rocks of other celestial bodies and vulcanic activity, in particular. if it is

not very extensive and is not continuous. It can be fully applied to biological

investigations. It is difficult to imagine that automatic machines will perform

such an important branch of investigations. An animal and plant world, if there

is one on the other planets, the microorganisms of other planets -- all this can

be completely studied only by man.

The study of life on other celestial bodizs is very important not only for

an acquaintance with their nature. It. is necessar-j for e xplaning the general laws

of the origin and development of life, which has a very immediate meaning for main-

taining the health and life of man. and a more effective development of the earth's

bioepherze.

In order to study the life forms of other planets, it will be necessary to

apply strict measures of precaution in the landings of rockets. Precautionary mea-

sures will also be needed in imn's iUediate eacquaintance" with unknown microorga-

nisms, which can prove to -be injurious. We must also-not permit the OcontaminationG

of other celestial bodies with microorganisms of terrestrial origin. Besides the

destructive influence on the nature of other planets, it is undesirable also because

in the successive atudy of nature it will be difficult to distinguish the 'local

inhabitants' (aborigenes) from the microorganisms of terrestrial origin and an er-

roneous representation of the natumre of the planet under study can arise.

Precisely for this resson,.the second Soviet space rocket undervent special

processing before its launching to -the moon and corresponding measures will be ap-

plied either in further investigations connected with landing, or simply the fall
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of rockets onto the moon or onto planats. Ex~ctly the same processing will be done

to the ships returning from space trips.

Other possibilities. Very often, when the conversations turns to artificial

satellites, the question is examined concerning the utilization of solar energy.

Generally speaking, this energy IA'already being used now. Solar batteries were

installed and proved themselves very well on many satellites and space rockets.

Their application. undoubtedly, will be ven broader. There is a basis to assume

that the efficiency of solar batteries is increasing. At the present time the ef-

ficiency of the best batteries does not exceed 13%. It is possible that it will

increase up to 23%. This means that almost one fourth of the solar energy falling

on the element of the battery will be converted into electrical energy.

We can assume that the utilization of solar batteries will provide a solution
of

to the proble ecuring power for the apparatus of future space ships and main-

taining the necessary vital conditions where ever man is found. Namely the energy

of the sun will provide prolonged operation of the apparatus of all earth satellites

and even more so for the moon and other planets designated for prolonged study or

for operational services. Can solar batteries be applied for securing the electil-

cal power primarily of the new engines of future rockets? Probably, this seems

difficult and the advantage will be on the side of nuclear and thermonuclear power

sources.

Obviously, neither solar batteries, nor any space mirrors will be able to col-

lect a significant- amount of solar energy for utilization on the earth. For this,

we could create surfaces that would be to great to be subjected to @my kind of dan-

ger. In addition, we must simultaneously solve the problem 'of trunsporting the

energy obtained to the earths in the form of immediate transmiscion or by means

of the creation of super-effective accumulators.

That is why the significant magnitude of the flow of solar eraruy which can

be effectively used on the earth is difficult. at the present time. Greater sue-
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ceases will undoubtedly be attained in the utilization of solar energy on satellites,

rockets and apace stations of the future.

There is still one proposal not imnedistly connected with satellites, concern-

ing the utilization of solar energy. Its essence consists in the creation of a

gigantic and quite- complete ring around the earth, composed of crushed dust parti-

cle,. similar to the rings of Saturn. It is proposed that these particles, being

sent into an orbit around the earth at a sufficiently great distance from it. will

move along this orbit for an infinitely long period of time asd, reflecting the

solar rays hitting them to side of the earth, will be able to enlarge it radiation

balance.

Such a proposal is unfounded and, unconditionally, cannot be realized; it

meets a number of serious objections. First of all, the efficiency of such a smir-

ror" cannot be high. because it will not only reflect, but also diffuse light on

all sides; secondly, the effect of such a ring will be seasonal; being created

at any moment perpendicular to the solar flow, it will become parallel to it (like

a giant gyroscope. it will maintain the axis of its rotation in relation to space),

snd then for a long interval of time it will not be a mirror, but a shield.

At the same time, the creation of such a ring in a plane of the equator, upon

which a seasonal effect could not take place, because in. this case a shib&d will be

created above the tropics, where a dust shroud always (if one assumes that the ring

will last a century) hide the sun. Thirdly, such a ring cannot exist for a long

time. Dust particles, possessing a small mass and relatively large surface, will

quickly lose kinetic energy as a result of collisions with dust and gas particles

of the interplanetary medium. Besides. due to photoelectric emission and collision

with free electrons of the interplanetary medium, the dust particles acquire an

electrical charge. Upon movement along a polar orbit they will be exposed to the

action of variable pulsations of the earth's magnetic field, and intersect in its

motion the power lines of the constant coponeat of the msanetic field. All this
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causes very complicated and large disturbances in the motion )f the particles. and

leads to the fact that the existence of such a ring will not be long. Actually.

such a ring could enlarge many times in concentration of particles in a dust cloud*

surrounding the earth, and could make the radiation balance of the earth worse and.

could complicate optical observations.

Artificial satellites can help verify the theory of relativity. Usually this

question leads to the verification of one of the conclusions of the theory of rela-

tivity, the time paradox. Actually. modern technology does not permit the creation

of such atomic clocks, which could move along an orbit around the earth with a cor-

responding speed for a long time. After the return of the atomic clocks to the

earth and their readings are compared with the readings of similar clocks, which

counted off the tiii. on the surface of the earth, one can answer the question con-

cerning th6 Nresence or the absence of the time paradox with a sufficient degree of

reliability.

Of course, this is not a singular method of verifying the theory of relativity,

although other methods cannot be so graphic and demonstrative. There are, for exa-

mple, proposals to verify the theory of relativity by means of observation of the

angular displacement of the perigee of the satellites. The magnitude of such a dis-

placement of the perigee of Mercury. which has a large speed of motion than the ot-

her planets, consists of approximately 400 in a century. Calculations indicate that

the displacement of the perigee of the satellite will be approximzately 30 times

greater and therefore it can be easier detected... 2'..."

this is a long,- but not complete list of all those principles for verifyialn--'-

the theory of relativity, which became possible with the creation of artificial

satellites. Satellites are one of. the most perspective instruments for verifyng

the theory of relativity.

Unconditionally, the possibilities of the scientific utilization of rockets

and artificial satellites are not drained with the shown examples. These applies-
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tions can frequently be very unexpected. One cannot doubt that artificial satelli-

tea and apace rockets open exclusive possibilities for science. They will be con-

tinually expanded since the satell'ite, space ships and space station will -become

ordinary Instruments or means of sicentific investigations.

CHAPTER J4

The Cosmic Future of Humanity

The scientific possibilities of man in our time are growing extraordinarily

fast. The fantastic or simply unbelievable yesterday becomes the real today.

A little more than one hundred years ago, a French agnostic philosophers

Agust Conte. maintained that man would never know the chemical composition of the

stars. One hundred years passed, and not only the chemical composition of the stars.

but also the chemical composition of remote nebulae was studied due to spectral

analysis quite well, even better, than the composition of the planets closest to the

earth.

The margin between reality and fantasy wears away at the present time with an

ever increasing speed. Soviet man has learned to create new substances, which na-

ture did not know of, he has penetrated the secrets of the atom and the depthea of

the ocean, launched rockets to the moon and around the sun and himself performed

the first flights around the earth on satellite ships. Now it is even more diffi-

cult to name a problem, which could have been completely determined, that it would

be impossible to solve.

The enlargement of our possibilities is determined by the development of eco-

nomies and science. Descriptively speaking, science is a projector, with which

Soviet man illuminates his future. Each discovery, and new technical stage renders

the moat innediate influence on the most ulterior trend in the development of science

and economics. All consequences and perspectives of that or any discovery Is not

always foreseen immediately. Galileo, directing his telescope to the moon, did not

think, of course, that this was the beginning of the visual study not only of the
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moon and planets, but both the composition of other stars and remote galaxies.

A long improved telescope and the invention of spectral analysis was required to

make this possible. Many similar examples can be given.

The launching of ertificial satellites and space rockets, and the entry Into

outer. space, undoubtedly, has an exclusively large influence not only on the deve-

lopment of science, but also of mankind.

K. E. Tsiolkovskiy was the first to understand this. His merit consists not

only in the fact that he pointed out the means of entering space. Tsiolkovskiy

was the first to meditate over the fact of which effect this has on the ulterior

development of mankind. It is possible that his specific proposals do not turn

out to be completely correct, since at his disposal was very little data on the

physics of interplanetary space and what effect the conditions of space flight will

have on living organisms. The prime importance rests in the fact that he placed

the question concerning the futtre of humanity, concerning the purposes end the

idea of space investigations.

But is there meaning, say some people, to ponder over this remote future,

maybe, to submit to the natural logic of events and the development of internal

regularities?

Of course, one must think of this in order to see a clear perspective of an

ultimate way, to include the element of conscious regulation in the trend of the

development of events, so that the development of events would be the most effec-

tive. The smaller the elements not considered in the vowk, the smaller the labor

and tim camsmad in vain.

It is unconditionally impossible to foresee everything up to the smallest de-

tail. To the reader of the 21st Century, our presentations concerning the future

seem very naive and unconvincing, since proposals of people'of the 19th Century

are now being presented to us. And it Is no less possible to attempt to present

the basic directions of man's activity, on which an entry into apace has the lar-
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gest influence. One can also determine to what extent this step influences the

development of mankind, its attitude and on existence in general.

Master of 'the plenet. In an astronomical sense, the earth is an ordinary

planet of the solar system. Just as the other planets it can be studied with the

aid of modern means of space investigations. But the earth is extremely moze at-

tainable for science, than any other planet. The study of the earth has a primary

significance in pur days, when man can actively fit in the natural processes. The

development of rocketry leads to the fact that not only the environs of our planet,

but also all the very remote corners of the solar system seem to be within man's

reach, in the sphere of his activity.

Knowledge of the solar system and the regularities of the development of matter

in the stars and galaxies leads to a perfectly clear and detailed representation

on the structure and composition of the earth. This permits an extremely fuller

utilization of the raw material resources of the depths of the planet, which for

already millions of years have been lying at various depths as a useless treasure.

That which is now being used by man is no more than a slight dissemenation of those

or any substances and minerals, which were formed in the surface layer of the crust

or which have fallen into the surface layers from the depths in the process of the

formation of the terrestrial crust.

One can thins that even for many millions of years the earth will remain the

home of man. What resources does a have on the earth? The development of tec-

hnolog will make the depths of the ocean attainable. The giant *azure virgin

land', occupying an area 70% of the surface of the globe, increases the productive

possibilities of the national econ . Even if one assumes that the entire surface

of dry land, including Antarctica. the spaces and rocky slopes of the mountains,

is to be used for production of food products, then the area of the oceans with

temperature conditions more favorable for the development of life than the condi-.

tions on dry land, will be almost tio and a half timss greater. This ratio could
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increase mar times. The living substances in the ocean use not only the bottom

or the surface, but also the entire width of the waters.

Yet only one of these perspectives 'of a greater utilization of the oceasn makes

an incompetent "theory' concerning the overpopulation of the planet and concerning

the limit of the possibilities, of its use for the obtainment of food products.

But not only in this respect. Reaching the depths of the ocean makes possi-

ble the use of the mineral riches,'which are found under the mass of water. Geo-

logists are prospecting the bottom of the sea and are working out projects of deep

drilling of the earth's crust under the ocean. They will penetrate all regions and

depths of the ocean and remove the blank spaces from the geological chart of its

bottom.

We now already know such examples of the utilization of the mineral riches of

the sea and the resources of the bottom of the sea: the extraction of salt in the

Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay and petroleum from under the bottom of the sea near Baku.

But these examples are a promising beginning. In time, probably, not only O

the water, but also under the water automation enterprises will emerge for ertrac-

ting raw material and fuel.

In our time, after the launching of satellite ships, no one, perhaps, doubts

the possibilities of a prolonged flight into outer space and the attainment of other

planets. Ultimately. *ethereal islands' and settlements can be created on other

planets. It is probable that their creations and the equipment of underwater en-

terprises and even settlements will be the links in the single chain of development

of human society, tightly iinked between each other. In this, it can be very pos-

sible that the study and economic mastery of the depths of the ocean will be nmt

with small difficulties, smaller than. the mastery of remote planets. The study of

the depths with the aid of satellites will provide the initial material for compo-

sing charts of a geological prognosis of the terrestrial cru-st, and the bottom of

the see in addition. New rockets for overcoming outer space can be constructed from
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metal, extracted 4 Yoom the bottom of the sea, and the heavy hydrogen extracted from

sea water can become their fuel. Thus, the very diverse perspectives of human ac-

tivity can be closely interwoven.

Man will penetrate even deeper into the depths of the earth's crust. He will

compose a guide map of the earth's crust with the aid of such a perfected means of

planetary investigations, as artificial earth satellites. The attainment of great

depths, possibly, requires the creation of those or any industrial enterprises in

an immdiate distance from the sources of raw material and makes the activity of

man incomparably more "versatileO.

This sounds somewhat fantastic now. At the same time the construction of

"sublunar stations" is represented by necessity only because of the existance on

the surface connected there with great dangers.

A basic obstacle on the way to the earth's depths is the great labor capacity

of the necessary work. But with the development of mechanization and power resou-

rces construction of underground equipment and underground roads will be possible.

precisely since both the creation of illumination, in particular the corresponaing

Intensity and spectrum of solar light. It is very possible that the large and me-

chanized plants and metropolises of large cities are the first stages in this path.

The difficulties, of course, are great, but they are significantly smaller then

those which which will be encountered on other celestial bodies upon the installa-

tion of such underground enterprises and settlements. What is the advantage of

penetrating into the depth of the earth and other celestial bodies? Above all. in

the possibility of utilizing the heat of the internal layers.. Temperatures at com-

paratively small depths are such that not a heating there is required in all lati-

tudinal belts and in azy season. At' very large depths it is necessary, conversely.

* to lead off heat. which can be used for heating residences and enterprises on the

-surface and will provide 'free' and practically permanent heat sources. The giant

heat machine of the earth will operate in such a manner as to secure favorable con-
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ditions for life in the most diverse regions, in order to provide the maximum po-

wer for living and industrial needs.

It is already known now that at a depth of several hundreds of meters or se-

veral kilometers there are seas of hot water, the very a-- as those which appear

on the surface in the form of geisers, or hot springs. This "free energy, can be

utilized in industrial and living needs. Investigations and preparatory work is

going on for the utilization of this energy stored by the depths of the earth.

Scientists must verify, is the hypothesis true concerning the fact that the earth

gradusllky cools off, and the energy of the natural nuclear reactor is reduced?

Do the high temperatures of the depths of the earth maintain nuclear decay of ra-

dioactive elements?

Science helps man in the formation of nature.

The future of the planet and mankind.. communism. will secure not only an en-

largement of the material and economic resources, but also the radical conversion

of the conditions of life on it.

The more actual, the more real becomes the question of our time, the domina-

tion of man over the forces of nature and in the first place, over weather.

The energy of atmospheric formations of .8 large scale is great. It is measu-

red almost with astronomical numbers. even if as a unit of measurement we take the

energy which is liberated as a result of an explosion of an atomic or a hydrogen

bomb. And then no less interference in the atmospheric processes is possible.

Such a task will be beyond the power of man of tnomrrov.

In a number of countries work is being conducted on the dispersal of olouds,

and the artificial creation of rainn. Under determined conditions this effect is

completely reliable, but not always for a long time. Id the "mecbanism, of nature

the entire 'design' is still not clear. The many sides of its operation require

the inclusive study in order to have.,the possibility of forecasting what it wvll

be tomorrow, in a month, in a year.



But this is the passive, 'conciliatory' approach. It does not in the least

pretend to correct those *.injustices* in the distribution of heat between the polar

and equatorial areas of "dry land. It also does not pretend to prevent elemental

disasteras huricanes, typhoons, tornadoes and floods. That In wby, in studying

the essential *mechanism* of natural phenomena, it is necessary to think also of

the creation of a new 'mechanism' or at least of the development of definite details

which, being 'assembled' in the essential 'mechanism', would give man the possibi-

lity of including the element of regulation in the natural processes and actively

influence them.

Right now the opinion is being expressed that it will be easier to change the

weather than to predict it. This comes from the fact that it is not at all obli-

gatory, in order to have the energy of the effect be equal to the energy of the

process. Atmospheric processes, even the very large-scale ones, as a rule, are

unstable. A comparatively small effect can be sufficient in order to direct the

development of it in another direction. Picture a rocky block on the peak of a

mountain. You cannot stop its motion, when it is rolling towards you. But. being

warned of its danger, you can advance and push it. so it would roll into an unin-

habited region or atleast to a steep incline. In this, the influence of the falling

of the block will not be so destructive. One can also bring about its falling in

an interval of time when it will not be dangerous. One can reinforce the rock•y

block on the peak of the mountain and make its position more stable. In exactly

the same way. man. in time. will learn to also control the atmospheric processes.

This cont=10 of qorsea, ia senseless. without that inrvetigation of the role

which the satellites will play in the study of the natural processes and without

the operatibnal monitoring with the aid of artificial earth satellites.

The energy necessary for a temporary effect on the elemental processes can be

fantastically great. But for partfal effects and for changing the climate, the

energy requirements will be coloesal.
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Where will it be obtained? Very often, the authors of fictional books, in tel-

ling of the. future of the earth, write that the time will come when man will live

in outer space around the earth under artificial thermonuclear suns. Indisputably.

this could be very effective and could permit to some extent a change in 4limate.

In light of these suns one will be able to read fiction books even at night. But

one should also look at these Oprojects' from an engineering point of view...

And then it is impossible not to arrive at the conclusion that artificial suns

will not be worth creating. The idea of their creation is a simple imitation of

nature, of the natural light of the system, and as a source of energy it is excep-

tionally uneconomical. Only an insignificantly small part of the radiant energy

of the sun reaches the earth,. and is used by man even less.

With the uneconomical consumption of the energy of the sun, we.must put up

with the fact all the more than it is intended to be practically an unlimited sup-

ply of fuel. In projects along this line, accomplished by man, such plans, will

of course be impossible. Supplies of thermonuclear fuel on the earth are great.

but are far from being unlimited and must therefore be utilized economically. Ig-

nition of the artificial suns is the same as igniting a giant bonfire far from the

house which we want to heat. It is much simplier and better to ignite this fuel

in the furnaces of the house or even in *boilers* and transfer heat from them to

the various 'rooms' with the aid of a ventilation system of 'central heating'.

Keep in mind, the requirement in these 'boilers* arises only in the case if the

'central heating" seems to be insufficient, that is, the beat of the deep layers

of the planet or for any reason. its utilization will be difficult.

Of course, it is now impossible to imagine how man will fulfill the role of

complete master of the planet and nature. It is difficult to say how abi-

lity will extend into the control of nature and to foresee even all possible direc-

tions of man's interference in the nature of the planet.

As an example, let us take the possibility of man's intervention in the axis-
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tence of the radiation belts of the earth.

When they were discovered, a doubt arose in come foreign scientists in the

possibility of the entry of man into space. There yeas dissention that man was loc-

ked by these belts to the earth, as* in a trap. They then began to consider the

possibility of an entry into space through the polar areas, to which these objec-

tions were made: exposions on the sun in the period of flight do not seem to be

ar' less dangerous than' the radiation belts. It was later explained that the higher

the energy of the particles in the internal zone became, the most dangerous it was,

therefore it must be passed as quickly as possible.

The internal zone is comparatively stable, which means that its existence is

stipulated by the approximate equilibrium state between the arrival and consumption

of the charged particles. The Oreceipt of balance" is still unknown. Consumption

is stipulated by collisions of the charged particles with molecules of. gas in the

upper layers of the atmosphere. It is completely possible that by means of ejecting

the gas or dust particles in the internal zone, it seems to be economically profi-

table to 'withdraw from circulation* all or almost all charged particles located

in this area of the magnetic trap. In time, it will , of course, be fulfilled,

again, but the goal will be attained, a space ship will open a road similar to that

which snow-removers are now clearing the accumallated snow from.

It is fully possible that at the 'cosmic gates of the planet' there will be a

special "travel service', providing safety of the movement of space ships in the

closer environs of the earth.

In the scale of the solar system. The necessary provision of safety of apece

flights, and the creation of powerful rockets which will permit men to leave the

earth to a distance of man hundreds of millions of kilometers, will make man the

master not only of his planet, but the entire solar system. Numerous automatic

rockets and ships with crews will conduct investigative work in outer space and

on various planets. Astronomy, which now has already become not only an experimen-
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tal science, but applied also. will carry on not only itivestigative, functions, 1but

also operational monitoring of the processes taking place On the Sun, in spaces and

on all the planets.

It is necessary to create verious observatories and stations on other plantts

and their satellites. For this we must construct large rooms where man might work

and live under the conditions he is used to on the earth. Probably, these will be

"underground* roans, which will be able to provide energy due to those or any na-

tural resources of a given planet. These rooms will have an atmosphere, similar to

the earth's in composition, temperature and density. and artificial lighting, ori-

ginating from the usual emission of the sun on the earth.

It is possible that ultimately, separate observatories will be converted into

actual cities, connected between each other by tunneled roads. Why must the first

forms of man's existence on other planets be namely 'underground'? Because in such

pressurized rooms and tunnels it will be easier to provide the physical conditions

which man is used to. In this manner, it is easier to isolate man from harmful

conditions maintained by other celestial bodies, easier to provide what is neces-

sary for life and practical activity as regards to raw material and power resources

which must be, naturally, -local, and not imported.

A detailed study of the structure and nature of celestial bodies, a practical

experiment in the transformation of nature to the earth can in time permit the

changing of the nature of other celestial bodies to usual terrestrial forms. This

transformation will be. derived frm a large number of partial factors: an artifi-

cial change of the atmosphere for the purpose of approximating its composition to

that of the earth, the creation of water circulation similar to that of earth, pro-

vision of a corresponding temperature mode and, possibly, the creation of artifi-

"ficial magnetic fields for protecting the atmosphere from the effect of corpuscular

flows which may be ejected by the sun.

Only after such a transformation has been conducted, will man be able to go out



to the surface of another planet without a apace suit, feel 'at home', and not

Ovisiting' in an unfamiliar world, where each atop is threatened with dangers.

Of course, all the planets will not be able to be converted in this munner.

On giant planets, where the gravity is too great. man cannot, obviously, exist wi-

thout special security for a more or less lorg period of time. On small celestial

bodies, where the gravity is not great, the creation of an artificial atmophere

of large density is a senaseleas affair. There, life of man can be developed only

in the depths of the planet. Entry on to the surface ,will be possible only in a

space suit. Specific dangers of space (radiation and meteorites, plus, probably,

an increase in the radioactivity of the soil) can man watch for on the surface of

the planet.

The forms of existance of man on other celestial bodies can depend on the pre-

sence of organic life on them.

Just how peaceful will the 'coexistence' of the local forms of life and the

visitors from earth be? Without an answer to these questions it is impossible to

present in details the conditions of human existence on other planets.

The question of whether or not there are intelligent beings on other planets

of the solar system which are higher developed than man, hardly ever arises at the

present time. Obviously, there are none. It may very well be that the probability

of discovering a 'lost world' on the earth similar to that which Conan-Doyle wrote

of, is much greater then the probability of dete cting beings on other planets which

are on the same level or higher than man in their development; if they did exist,

then they would find a means of letting us know about them.

Communication with other worlds. The radiation of the stars of the Gelaxy

led astronomers to the conclusion that many of them hae 'pianetary systems. One

of the ways, by which the astronomers arrived at such a conclusion was an estima-

tione the speeds of stellar rotation. A regularity is noted in'the solar systems

the planets have a mass equal to approximately one thousand total of the -aM& of
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the system, and approximately nine hundred and eight percent of the total amount

of rotation. This means, if the sun during its formation had been formed in the

shape of a solitary star, depri.ved of planets, then it would be ten percent more

massive, but would rotate fifty times faster.

As a result of estimating the speeds of rotation of other stars, it was explai-

ned that they are divided into approximately two equal giroups, in which the speeds

of stellar rotation in that or another group differ by fifty times. This means

that approximately half of all the stars have planetary systems. Of course, not

on every planet do the natural conditions permit the development of life.

How can we determine, on which planets, namely on which stars could life be

engendered and developed to higher, intelligent forms? On which stars that are

near the sun can we expect to find intelligent beings? In order to find the ans-

wers to these questions, a Polish astrophysicist, K. Kordilevskiy. formulated the

conditions under which one can expect the existence of 'intelligent beings.

The first of them is included in the fact that the star must heat the planets

with even light for at least two or three million years, a period which, according

to earth's orbit, is necessary for the development of higher forms of life. If the

flow of solar energy would essentially change after that time, then life would cease

its existence, and if the earth would move along an orbit with a very great eccen-

tricity, then it could not originate in general.

The second condition consists in the fact that the central star must be so hot

as to secure the heat conditions in the planetary, zone which are favorable for the

development of living ilbzni3a' Star* that are too hot or too cold are excluded frce

consideration. It is true, this condition can to a known degree be considered rela-

tive.

The third condition requires that on the surface of the planets strong cosmic

or shortwave radiation is absent. Consequently, the planets must be located far

from new or ultra-new stars, and from sources of intensive cosmic radiation.
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These conditions sharply lower the quantity of stars, in which, probably, we

"could discover planetary systems inhabited by intelligent beings. Among forty-ei-

ght stars, located from the sun at Aistalces less than sixteen light years, thirty-

seven are completely excluded from the catergory of stars,* the planetary systems

of which are suitable for life. Star 61-k of Cygnus, -ee also excluded from con-

sideration. By means of observations for man years. an invisible planet was dis-

covered, which was causing the star's oscillation, and the period of its revolution

was computed. The reason for excluding this star from consideration lies in the

fact that its luminescence is too small; only 7% of the sun's luminescence.

These are the moat promising three stars; Tau in the Cetus constellation,

Epsilon in Eridanus and Epsilon of Indus. It is true, the radiation of Epsilon of

Indus is equal to 16% of the radiation of the sun. but this is by so means hopeless

for the star to deTelope life.

The limInescence of Epsilon of Eridanus and Tau of Cetus reaches 40% of the

sun's luminescence, and the mass is almaost equal to the mass of the sun. The spec-

trum of radiation, .and consequently, of temperature on the surface of the planets

is also similar to the conditions in the solar system.

These two stars located comparatively near us are the probable points of de-

signating where manned interstellar ships will in time go.

However, these conditions do not take into account the circumstance that the

planets, the existence of which are presumed, can have a composition dlfferent from

the earth. aal.ocated at other distances from the central star, rather than the

planets of the solar system, and this can reduce the probability of detecting life -

on them.

Granted, there is an arglment also "in the use of expanding the conditions re-

fered to. It is difficult to think that if the central star fades, then intelli-

gent beings, on a high degree of development and possessing the secrets of'nature,

would not find a means of artificially maintaining physical conditions suitable
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for life. If we continue this thought, we ought to seek the most intelligent beings

precisely on these fading stars.

At the present time, man is deprived of the possibility of reaching other stars.

And what is more, many conmider this possibility -problematic in general. Does this

mean that the question of where intelligent beings ban live is idle?

Nol Recently, the possibility is considered even more realistic of establis-

hing radio gontact with intelligent beings of other worlds, with man's intellectual

brothers. In September 1959. in the British journal 61 aturea, there appeared an

article by F. Morrison and D. Coccony. In it. it was mentioned that this possibility

is not only reel, but is technically founded.

First of all, if one assumes, that the transmitter, the emission of which in

used, has a power on the order of a thousand or ten thousand kilowatts, otherwise

saying, such power, which the transmitters on our planet can now have, then the sen-

vity of contemporary large radio-telescopes, equipped with molecular amplifiers.

will permit us to receive radio signals, arriving from a distance up to 25 light

years. And this is not the limit. With the introduction of new radio-telescopes

the radius of possible reception grows to a hundred light years and more. As we

see, this is significantly greater than the distance to the hypothetically inhabi-

ted planetary systems of Tau Cetus and Epsilon Ekidanus.

Secondly, the band of radio frequencies, which can be used for such radio com-

munication, must be quite clearly determined. If we exclude the frequencies which

can be absorbed by the atmospheres of the planets and exposed to ratio-noise which

may be caused by the emission of the sun 'and stars, the possible band will inmedia-

tly cease up to the 15--l50 cm wavelengths. Radio waves 21'cm long are considered

to be the most probable for 'interstellar' communications. This .is explained by the

fact that waves of such a length are emitted by atoms of neutral hydrogen. Astro-

physicists are working further on this wave, studying the structure of our galaxy
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and the movement of other planets. It is precisely on this wave, undoubtedly, that

intelligent beings are attempting to establish cauniostions with their galactic

neighbors.

Radio signals directed from planets located near the central plane of the ga-

laxy will be strongly veiled by natural omissions. There precisely is concentrated

the largest part of interstellar gas. This excludes Spsilon Indus from the list of

possible objects with which radio cammunications can be established.

raI

A modern radio telescope. Up until recent times, radio telescopes were only a moans
of studying other celestial bodies and remote galaxies on the basis of their radio
emissions. After the launching of satellites and rockets they also began to be used
for observations of them. Thus, with the aid of the largest radio telescope in the
world, depicted in the picture, in the :odrell-Bank Observatory (antenna diameter
80 m).the tracking of the second Soviet space rocket was conducted and its fall on
the moon was confirmed. With the help of this radio telescope the American apace
rocket 'Pioneer-VY was tracked (up to a dtstanoe from the earth of 37 million km).

Now radio telescopes are beginning to be used for systematic registration of
radio emissions arriving at the earth from certain stars, for the purpose of picking
up signals in these radio emissions from intelligent beings which can inhabit their
planetary systems.

The considerations brought up are the basis for recognizing not only the main

possibility, but also the reality of establishing such commnications. Already at
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the present time, we have started registration of radio emission of 21 e wave-len-

gthd, arriving from Tau Cetus and from Epsilon Eridanus. and have started to attempt

to separate the intelligent information from the radio emission being received.

This effort was started at night on 6 April 1960 in the presence of the represents-

tives of the Soviet Union, Sweden and Canada with the twenty-eix meter parabolic

antenna of the American observatory, Green-Bank.

In the consideration of the problems of establishing radio contact curiosities

were dispensed with. Some foreign scientists considered it necessary, for example,

only to register radio signals, but in no case to convey the same signals, so as not

to cause a destructive invasion of colonists from other stellar systems whose level

of development of science and technology might be higher than ours. Of course, this

is not a founded danger.

Establishment of two-way communications with other worlds will mean that the

people of the earth are included in the "great ring of intellect' which must exist

on the basis of completely logical proposals of some visionaries, in particular I.

Yefremov, between the developed civilizations of our galaxy. The exchange of expe-

riences and knowledge in this 'cooperation of worlds* will create exclusive possi-

bilities for further development of each of these civilizations, for their complience

of the forces of nature and the utilization of its riches for the good of the living.

It may very well be that the solution of the important problems nov facing man-

kind will occur not as the result of tedious activity on the earth@ work connected

with mistakes and expenses, but as a result of familiarization with the knovledge

stored in the 'libraries' of other worlds.

Of course, this is a dream. It does not mean at all that we maust turn from

work and wait for that moment when we will be able to obtain the knovledge completely

9gratise. The expensive approach is foreign to Soviet ml. In the infinite variety

of scientific ways many of the solutions can seem to be more original or more effec-

tive and are the investment which msakind will. p in• thbe ga ada -ffeir, jmut &a



soon as it is included in communication between civilizations of the galaxy.

Has the earth been visited by. strangers from other worlds?

The achievements of rkocketry, the multipliclty. of populated worlds., in which

practically no one now doubts, created the known credulity in respect to the possi-

bility of interstellar flights. Several authors utilized this credulity. They did

not consider with probability the realization of such flights, escaped the critical

apfroach to the facts, on which bypotheses can be constructed concerning a visit of

the earth in distant times or even now by strangers from other planets or even from

other stars. These people obstinately sought a confirmation to such an bhrpothesia"

in legends. among them biblical ones. in unverified or simply unexplained facts and

even in fraudulent fabrications.

This is the 'evidences. Both the description of "observations of flying saucers'

borrowed from foreign *literatures, and giant plates in the Lebanese Desert which

supposedly could not have been made by anyone besides astronauts. and biblical le-

gends.

If we stick to this point of view, then it is easy to confirm that both the

Koshks and Ayu-Dag Mountains in the Crimean were cut by visitors from other worlds.

Tales about flying carpets etc. were supposedly composed by -those who saw cosmic

travelers, and any unexplained phenomenon is also only connected with this. One

can further confirm that the very existence of life on the earth end the development

of culture is the result of such a visit, and somewhere the difference between the

religious representations and such 'scientific hypotheses' will disappear.

Therefore, we must be very careful in studying the possible solar system visits

in ancient times by strangers from other worlfs.

In any case, there is now no irrefutable proof that this took place at sometime.

In the best case, there can be natural phenomena or facts which cannot be explained

at this time.

The eternity of life. The earth, as well as the whole: solar system, originated



epproximately five million years ago. Certain experimental data, in particular the

displacement of spectral lines in the emissions of other galaxies, indicate that

the separate galaxies of the Universe start "running' in various directions with a

speed greater than the more distant of these galaxies- This provides a basis to

.aasu*. that the part of the Universe we know originated possibly as a result of a

giant explosion and, consequently, aged. Everything that has a beginning also has

an ending, but not in the form of interference of external supernatural forces, and

in the form of a specific change in phases of the development of material in the in-

finite cycle of this development. Man does not know the ulterior mode of the gene-

ral development of the solar system, the development of the universe. Since it would

not be offensive for men, one should note than sooner or later the sun will change

its emission so much then its energy will not be sufficient for maintaining life on

the earth. Of course, maenkind of the future will have many possibilities to brti-

ficially prolong for colossal periods the existance of his world by means of regular

conversion of the planets or even the entire solar system. Therefore, the cessasion

of life in the system bears a principally faster .possible than realistic character.

Life has already repeatedly refuted the a•stical predictions of individual

"prophets* concerning the near end of mankind as a result of overpopulation, thermal

death, degeneration or the "suicide of mankind'.

The growing productive possibilities of man and the colossal reserves of obtai-

ning products for nutrition disproved the Malthusian Theory.

The second law of thermodynamics, stating that heat exchange is possible only

from more heated bodies to colder ones, was interpreted by certain-foreign scientists

as the 'thermodynamic proff of the existence of God'. It was considered that sooner

or later the temperatures of all .bodies will be equal and a state of equilibrium

will occur, designated as 'thermal death'. Many proposed that 'thermal death' will

occur earlier for mankind, when the sources of petroleum and coal are depleted.

Calculations indicated that this period will be computed in tens of years. Time'
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expired and the presence of the fuel reserves were not only the same but even were

increased:' new deposits were discovered. M~oreover, mankind received practically

unlimited supplies of nuclear energy. The perspective of'using the internal heat

of the earth and more complete utilization of solar energy is beccming real. The

Othermal death" was pushed aside to an undetermined, very far distance.

But will this be, however? For the present, man does not have conclusive proof
6

of the existence of the processes compensating the observable constant dissipation

of energy, but, undoubtedly, it ms't be. Matter is continuously being developed

according to its internal laws. The universe is not a time mechanism which is wound

up by someone's hand from time to time.

A detailed developinent of the theory of relativity end further study of micro-

and mega-worlds. undoubtedly, will provide the information concerning the links which

the cyclic chain of energetic transformations of matter is fastened with.

In spite of the known limitedness of the possibilities of the existence of life

in time and space, life is eternal, due to the eternal existence of matter.

COGLUSICK

The conclusion concerning the eternity of the existence of life denotes the

unlimited possibilities for the development of human society, its culture, science

and dominance over the forces of nature.

But this conclusion does not at all denote that 'it can rest on its laurels.

Life teaches that everyting new, appearing as a result of regular development, does

not influence the* arena of history without 4eS furious resistance of Qbsoleacent

form of social development.

In a Declaration of the Soviet Government dated 31 August 1961, it says that

•the Soviet Government could not fufill its sacred duty to the pj 1,s of Its cam-

try, to the peoples of socialist countries, and to all nations athi g towards a

peaceful life, if it is faced with threats and military srrengeu.ta embraced by
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the USA and some other NAT0 countries, it could not utilize the possibilities it

has for the development of the most effective types of weapons capable of cooling

the hot heads in certain capitols held by NATO.

In the Soviet Union projects were developed for the creation of a series of

high power nuclear bombs (20-30-50 and 100 million tons of trotyl), and powerful '2

rockets similar to the ones in which Major Yu. A. Gagsrin and Major G. S. Titov made

their unprecedented slace flights around the earth, capable of lifting and delivering

such nuclear bombs to any point of the globe where an attack might be made on the

Soviet Union or other socialist countries. It would be inexcusable thoughtlessness

not to make the corresponding conclusions from the circumstances which occured in

view of the agressive politics of the NATO military block, and not to provide for

the reinforcement of the safety and power of the Soviet State. the great socialist

camp, end all peace-loving nations.

... In order to ward off the egressor'a desire for criminal play with fire. it

is necessary so that he will know and see that in the world there is a force armed

and ready with universal weapons to repel any inclination towards the independence

and safety of peace-loving nations, and that relaliatory weapons will overtake the

agreasor in his own den.

... Let evexryone, to whom the preservation of peace is dear, know that they can

bravely rely on the Soviet Union and on the titanic forces it can undertake to bring

the leaders of the military psychosis to reason and to atop the accelerating course

to a new war.

Invariably, guided by Lenin's principles of peaceful coexistance, the Soviet

Union threatens no one and furthermore, does not intend to attack anyone. The So-

Viet Government triumphantly declares that the Armed Forces of the USSR will never

be the first to have recourse to use their weapons t.

If the imperialists provoke a war, then it will be the last war for them. The

nations will rise and destroy the capitalist order which breedd imperialistic wars.
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Such wars in our era can lead if not to the threat to the very existance of mankind,

then, at least, to an essential deterioration of'the rising processes of development,

to the senseless deaths of many millions of people and to the destruction of material

values.

Mankind's entry into saace has a special significance. The colossal armament

race. being developed by the American imperialists and embracing the planet, over-

whelms outer space.

The danger of the militariz.atina of space by USA imperialists is great. It is

aggravated by the fact that the smallest defect in armament, an error of the operator

in the announcement service can lead to the wear and tear of the starting mechanism

of a new war. Let us imagine the moent that a natural Catastrophe happened, simi-

lar to the explosion of the Tunguss IMeteorite. There is now no clear representation

of its causes and for more than half a century after this. incident. How can a clear

representation be composed concerning tLe causes of a second such event, if it occurs

during those several seconds which the peopleý will have at their disposal, in order

to receive the decision to deliver an *open' attack?

The exclusion of wars from world life is an urgent necessity because modern

technical means are capable not only of causing the most severe destruction in case

of war, but in the intelligence of their use they can give man exclusive possibili-

ties for raising his welfare and expanding his production.

In investigations and exploitations of natural riches is the real and solitary

possibility of the blossoming -of economics, and rockets and space ships can and must

play as honored role I& this affair. .

The possible perspectives of scientific and economic utilization of sate'llites

were 'noted above. Sane of them promise a definite economic gain. Others do not'

offer possibilities of seeing a gain immediately, but present much interest from

an investigative point of view.

One should note that the perspectivity of planetary investigations and the study
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of the atmospheric processes with the aid of satellites is also acknowledged by fo-

reign scientists. But the specific purpose of the investigations in the capitalis-

tic co=Itries differs from ours.

Characteristic in this respect are the c-entaries of an American scientisto

E. Teller (one of the creators of the American hydrogen bomb) on the launching-by

the Soviet Union of the first artificial satellite in the world. Regarding the high

development of Soviet science, he remarked that if the Russians learn to control

the atmospheric processes before the Americans, then it will permit them to conquest

the USA without war. And here is another characteristic of the actuality of learning

the mechanism of the atmospheric processes. The American scientist. R. Oppenheimer,

(a specialist in atomic nuclear physics, and director of the American project for

the creation of the atomic bomb) greeted a symposium in 19.55 in the USA. devoted

to the problem of utilizing computer engineering for the study of the dynamics of

the climatic processes. Oppenheimer compares the symposium with a meeting in Los

Alamos during the war, at which the project for creating the atom bomb was discussed,

but remarks that at this time the problem is inmeasurably more complicated.

Soviet scientists, in differing from many Americans, avoid the striving to do-

vise some equivalent of nuclear weapons from geophysics. For Soviet scientists geo-

physics, and also astrophysics is above all the possibility of the ulterior rapid

development of productive forces, and the further raising of the welfare of the na-

tion constructed by ecmm;nism.

Does this mean that only those fields of science =aut be developed which offer

an obvious and rapid economic effect? Of 'eoire..not.

Economic utilization follows a detailed comprehension -,that or any discovery,

any result obtained in the process of long scientific research.' And very often it

is impossible to foresee all possible consequences of any newly discovered phenome-

nom. It is known that a German scientist, G. Hertz, who di~covered radio waves,

proposed that they will not hav.e any practical significae%, A few yea were needed
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so that the works of the Jkasian scientist, A. S. Popov, indicated that the utili-

zation of radio waves will find wide application, and right now it is impossible to

inamine our science asd engineering without radio apparatus, and the world without

radio cozaications and television.

Another example should be indicated. A British scientist. Rez2rford, who split

an atomic nucleus, also proposed that this achievement will have only a theoreticrl

significance. This proposal also turned out to be erroneous. The energ of an atomic

nucleus was soon utilized for the creation of a destructive weapon, and now it is

being widely applied in the national econozy, The atomic icebreaker OleninO breaks

polar ice. and for a long time already atomic electrostations have been providing

current. Maz' similar examples can be given.

It is doubtless that those planetary investigations which will be made with

automatic rockets, satellites and man himself, leaving the limits of the earth and

even reaching other planets, will create practical possibilities which are now dif-

ficult to foresee. Obviously, the specific trends of the various directions of in-

vestigation, already known now and possible in the future, consist in the powerful

flow of knowledge by Soviet man of the universe, which will be widely used in prac-

"tical activity.

Overcoming the force of gravity of the planet is a large victory of the human

intellect. It is a pledge of the affirmation of the power of man over the forces

of mature.

The age of interplanetary voyages has started. Man is penetrating space. The

task of the scientists Is to provide the astronauts with data concerning what takes

plece in space in order to accurately.,$uide the ships flying in the depths of the

Universe.

The future of Soviet man is beautiful. In it, the knowledge of nature is or-'

ganically being interwoven, with the mastery of space, the development of economics

and the building of coamunist society.
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D7-S7TRIBUTION LIST

DEPAR'flNT OF DEFFENSE Nr. Copies MAZOR AIR COY-.ND r Cpe

AFSC
SrFDD1
ASTIA 25

IiZADQUARTERS USAF TDBDP 5

*AFCIN-3D2 2.AEDC (AFY) 2
ABL (ARB) 2.SSD (SSF)2

APGC (PGF) I
ESD (ESY) 1

OTHER AGEN~CIES RADO (RAY) I
AFIMD(MDF) 1

CIA 1AH4TC (MTW) 1

NSA 6 ASD (ASYIM) 1

DIA 9 TDFSF 1

AID 2

OTS 2

* AF. 2

*W pws1
*NASA 1

* * ARMY 3
NAVY 3
NAFEC 1.

RAN'D .1
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